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STELLINGEN

1. De door White e.a. getrokken conclusie, dat het cycloheptatrieen anion

omlegt tot het benzyl anion in de gasfase, is onvoldoende ondersteund

door de experimentele gegevens.

R.L. White, C L . Wilkins, J.J. Heitkamp, S.W. Staley, J. Am. Chem.

Soc, _105, 4868 (1983).

2. De gegeven experimentele methode voor de lithiëring van endo- en exo-

-5-norborneen-2,3-dicarboximide is niet in overeenstemming met de ge-

postuleerde vorming van een algemeen dianion van deze verbindingen.

P.J. Garratt, F. Hollowood, J. Org. Chem., 47, 68 (1982).

3. De door Barton e.a. gegeven verklaring voor de observaties, dat O-alkyl-

-S-alkyl-dithiocarbonaten reageren met N^-dimethylhydrazine onder vor-

ming van ̂ -alkyl-thiocarbamaten en ̂ -alkyl-thiocarbazaten, terwijl al-

koxythiocarbonylimidazolen uitsluitend £-alkyl-thiocarbazaten geven, is

hoogst twijfelachtig.

D.H.R. Barton, J. Boivin, S. Legreneur, W.B. Motherwell, J. Chem. Soc,

Perkin Trans. I, 1005 (1984).

4. De toepasbaarheid van de Marcus theorie op de deprotonering van carbon-

zuren in de gasfase met behulp van ab initio berekeningen houdt te wei-

nig rekening met tot nu toe verkregen experimentele gegevens.

S. Wolfe, Can. J. Chem., 62_, 1465 (1984).

5. Het zou interessant zijn een structuur te zien van een molecuul met een

massa van 100 daltons en een polariseerbaarheid van 100 8 , die door

Comisarow wordt voorgesteld als een typisch geval.

M.B. Comisarow, Lect. Notes Chem., 31, 484 (1982).



6. Hoewel het idee van Li, dat "Surfaced Enhanced Raman Scattering"

(SERS) door een gestimuleerd Raman effect verklaard zou kunnen worden,

is zijn uitwerking, die gebaseerd is op een klassieke benadering en die

als resultaat enkele vrij in te stellen parameters geeft, onvoldoende.

K. Li, Surf. Science, JJ5., 513 (1982).

7. De door Mclver en medewerkers voorgestelde methode voor nauwkeurige me-

tingen van massa's van ionen met behulp van FT-ICR is niet op een be-

vredigende wijze getest.

T.J. Francl, M.G. Sherman, R.L. Hunter, M.J. Locke, W.D. Bowers, R.T.

Mclver, Jr., Int. J. Mass Spectrom. Ion Processes, 54, 189 (1983).

8. De door Ross e.a. verworven resultaten geven geen indicatie voor een

electron overdrachts mechanisme tijdens de nitrering van naftaleen in

een mengsel van zwavelzuur (56-60%) en salpeterzuur, dat ook een kata-

lytische hoeveelheid salpeterigzuur bevat.

D.R. Ross, K.D. Moran, R. Malhorta, J. Org. Chem., 4£, 2118 (1983).

9. In tegenstelling tot een bewering van Savéant en medewerkers is nog

niet bewezen, dat de dimerisatie van radikaal anionen gevormd door

electrochemisehe reductie van enkele inonogesubstitueerde anthracenen,

verloopt via een eenvoudige koppelingsreactie.

L. Amatore, J. Pinson, J.M. Savéant, J. Electroanal. Chem., 137, 143

(1982).

J.M. Savéant, Acta Chem. Scand. BJ7, 365 (1983).

10. De toekenning van m/z 603 in het positieve ionen FAB spectrum van cis,

trans-((As)2Fe(CO)2(C(0)Me)(ETPB))BF^(C20H3QAs2Fe06P
+BF4~) aan het

kation van dit complex is te betwijfelen, vanwege het ontbreken van

isotoop pieken.

B. Gregory, C.R. Jablonski, Y.P. Wang, J. Organomet. Chem., 26£, 74

(1984).

Steen Ingemann Jdrgensen Amsterdam, 12 juni 1985
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INTRODUCTION

The chemistry of ions in the gas phase i* 'an established but continuously

expanding research field. This is refleered in several recently published

monographs and reviews which cover fundamental and analytical aspects of the

chemistry of positive as well as negative ions in the gas phase.

Knowledge of the structure, stability and reactivity of gaseous ions is

important partly because solvent molecules and counterions can exert a domi-

nant influence on the chemistry of ions in solution. Solvent effects -im-

portant in themselves- may hamper, therefore, studies which aim at correla-

ting intrinsic molecular properties and reactivity of chemical species.

Contrary to the liquid phase, it is possible in the gas phase to determine

thermochemical quantities such as proton affinities, acidities and electron

affinities and to study the dynamics of reactions between ions and molecules
1 9 13

without the interference from solvent molecules or other species. ' '

Furthermore, it has been recognized that ionic reactions play a central role

in the formation of organic molecules in the interstellar space and in the
1 jj 15

chemistry of the upper atmosphere. '

The augmented interest in gas phase ion chemistry can in part be ascribed

to the development of new experimental methods and the improvement of exis-
1 fi 1 R

ting ones. ~ The Selected Ion Flow Tube (SIFT) method has been developed

to overcome complications inherent to the Flowing Afterglow (FA) method

which arise from unwanted reactions with the molecules used to generate the

primary reactant ions. The FA and SIFT methods have been used to measure

rate constants for numerous thermal ion/molecule reactions and more recently

to attempt "to bridge the gap between the gas phase and the liquid phase by
• i i| ' ' - 1 9

exploring the influence of step-wise solvation on ion reactivity.
The introduction of the^Fcurier Transform (FT) method in Ion Cyclotron

17 20—
Resonance (ICR) has extended greatly the possibilities of the method. '
22 2^ —"

Compared to other types of ICR the sensitivity, mass i'ange and;resolu-

tion are increased drastically in FT-ICR and this has given the method capa-
20 21

bilities for use in chemical analysis. ' The strength of the FT-ICR meth-

od for studies of gas phase ion chemistry lies for a major part in the use
22 24

of pulse techniques ' which renders it possible to investigate the inter-

action of selected ions with molecules or photons.



A number of theses have appeared from the University of Amsterdam dealing

with gas phase ion/molecule reactions studied by drift-cell ICR or

FT-ICR ' . This thesis is focussed on reactions of negative ions with or-

ganic molecules as studied by the FT-ICR method. Chapter 6 constitutes a

study of mechanistic aspects of reactions of anions with methyl formate and

N,N-dimethylformamide which have also been studied under high pressure con-

ditions (- 70 Pa) with the use of FA and SIFT.

A main objective of some of the studies described in this thesis (chap-

ters 3 and 4) has been to provide ample evidence for the intermediacy of

relatively long-lived ion/molecule complexes in gas phase ion/molecule

reactions. An equally important objective of the thesis has been to deter-

mine the structure, stability and reactivity of a-thio carbanions (chapter

5), dipole stabilized carbanions (chapters 7 and 8) and homoenolate anions

(chapter 9) in the gas phase.
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CHAPTER 1

BASIC ASPECTS OF GAS PHASE ION/MOLECULE REACTIONS

INTRODUCTION

The study of gas phase ion/molecule reactions dates back to the beginning

of this century when in 1913 J.J. Thompson observed an ion with m/z 3 in the

mass spectrum of hydrogen. In 1916 this ion was identified as H_+ by A.J.
2 3 4

Dempster and in 1925 its formation was explained by reaction 1. '

H2
+' + H2 • H + + H' (1)

m/z 2 m/z 3

In 1936 this reaction was treated theoretically by Eyring, Hirschfelder

and Taylor who correctly predicted the rate constant for reaction 1 to be

2.07x10 cm .molecule" .s~ . The first measurements of rate constants for

gas phase ion/molecule reactions -including reactions 1 and 2- were reported

around 1956 and it was noted that the reactions were much faster than reac-

tions involving neutral species. " The rate constants for the reactions

CH^' + CHU • CH5
+ + CH3' (2)

m/z 16 m/z 17

—9 3 — 1 1 11 —T—1
were about 10 cm .molecule .s (6.10 l.mol .s ) and close to the

values which could be predicted theoretically on the basis of models for
5 9 11

collisions between a point charge and a point polarizable molecule. ' '

This led to the idea that exothermic gas phase ion/molecule reactions should

proceed at essentially every collision between the reactants. More recent

measurements of rate constants for different reaction types have shown, how-

ever, that the rates of exothermic gas phase ion/molecule reactions can be

)bserv«
12-16

from collision controlled to too slow to be observed. ~ A possible expla-

nation for this was given by Brauman in 1976.

17
This chapter will give an account of collision rate theory and of the

essential features of the so-called double well potential model proposed by

Brauman. ~ This chapter also contains a section concerning thermochemical

quantities which may be obtained from studies of gas phase ion chemistry.



The presentation of the topics will be short and the reader is referred to

the literature cited for details.

ION/MOLECULE COLLISION RATE THEORY

The existing theories for estimation of ion/molecule collision rate con-

stants are based upon classical models of interactions between a point

charge and a point polarizable molecule which may have a permanent dipole

moment. The theories are valid for collisions between ions and molecules

having low kinetic energies (less than a few electron volts) and are fur-

ther based upon the assumption that the reactants have no internal energy.

The first theoretical treatment of the interaction between an ion and a

molecule without a permanent dipole moment was given in 1905 by M.P. Lange-
18

vin, who considered a polarizable molecule M and an ion with charge q (in
1 i

units of erg5.cm2; the cgs system is used throughout this section) moving

with relative velocity v (in cm.s" ) and approaching each other with an im-

pact parameter b (in cm) (see figure 1).

Figure 1. Selected trajectories for collision between a molecule M and an

ion with charge q in the gas phase; see text and refs. 9, 17, 18 for de-

tails.

The total relative energy E (r) (in erg) of this system is given by eq.

3:



r trans 2.u.r 2.r

The first term is the translational energy along the line of centers of the

particles and the second terra is the rotational energy (see figure 1); L =
2 —1u.b.v = orbiting angular momentum (in g.cm .s ) of the particles; u =

reduced mass (in g) of the system; r = distance (in cm) between the part-

icles. The last term in eq. 3 is the classical potential of interaction be-

tween the ion and molecule; a = molecular polarizability (in cm ).

The rotational motion of the system is associated with a centrifugal

force which tends to separate the ion and the molecule. The effective po-

tential V ff.(i") (in erg), therefore, is given by eq.. 4.

J2 2 2
V (r) - u-b -v _ q -a r45
efflr' " 0 2 _ l» { ;

2.r 2.r

For b = 0, the interaction between the particles is attractive for all

values of r. For b > 0, the rotational motion will increase the effective

potential and will create a "centrifugal barrier" towards collision. The
q

rate constant k for capture collision (eq. 5) is derived for the specialc
case where V „„(r) = E (r) and V rr(r) goes through a maximum
av (r)
(—— = 0) which means that E. (r) = 0.

or trans

= 2.«.q (J)* (5)

At the impact parameter b where V ff.(r) = E (r) the ion will circle

around the molecule with a constant critical distance r which can be
1 c

shown to be equal to b /2 • For b < b , capture collision will occur and

according to this model the ion will spiral inward to the molecule and en-

ter a certain distance r necessary for reaction (see figure 1). For b >

b , the centrifugal barrier prevents capture collision and scattering of

the particles occurs.

Eq. 5 which predicts that k is independent of temperature is often used

to estimate collision rate constants for non-polar molecules. The colli-



sion rate constant for reaction 2 is estimated to be 1.3^x10"
•s _i _ 1

cm .molecule s with the use of eq. 5 whereas the experimentally deter-
—9 3 —1 —1 19

mined rate constant is 1.5x10 cm .molecule .s at 300 K. The critical
o p

distance r can be calculated to be 5.6x10" cm (bQ = 8.10" cm) for reac-

tion 2 when an average thermal velocity for CH^ of 6.01x10 cm.s" is used.

This critical distance should be compared with the van der Waals radius for

CH^ which is 1.62x10" cm.

The effective potential will be given by eq. 6 when the mol'ecule possesses

a permanent dipole moment u_ (in erg .cm ).

.. .2 2 . 2 q.iu

2.r 2.r

0 is here the angle between the dipole and the line between the centers of

the particles approaching each other. In the case of v = 0 cm.s" and 6 = 0 °

eq. 6 reduces to eq. 10 in chapter 7 where this eq. has been used to obtain

rough estimates of the Bond Dissociation Energy (BDE) of some ion/molecule

complexes. The rate constant k for capture collision is given by eq. 7 for
° 20

G = 0° and assuming thermal average velocities of the particles.

k = Boltzmann's constant (in erg.K~ ); T = absolute temperature (in K) (note
i

that in this case k depends inversely on Is). Eq. 7 is derived upon the

assumption that the interaction between the ion and the dipole of the mole-

cule is maximal or stated in a different way that the dipole is "locked in"

on the ion. Eq. 7 overestimates collision rate constants quite seriously

mainly because complete locking in of the dipole is not likely to oc-
21 22

cur. ' In order to account for the incomplete locking in of the dipole Su

and Bowers developed the Average Dipole Orientation (ADO) theory. '

This theory is based mainly upon the assumptions that the dipole makes an

average angle 6 or cos(6) with the line of centers of the particles and that

there is no net angular momentum transfer between the rotating molecule and

the orbiting motion of the system. The ADO collision rate constant can be

estimated using eq. 8.



KADO

C is termed the dipole locking constant and represents the extent of locking
i

in of the dipole. At a constant temperature C is a function of u
D / < *

5 only.

Values for C which are in between 0 and 1 can be found in the literature.
23-27

The ADO theory gives a quite good estimate of collision rate constants
for cases involving polar molecules and has been used in chapters 5 and 6.

KINETIC DESCRIPTION AND POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACE

Reactions between ions and molecules occurring under the experimental con-

ditions in an Ion Cyclotron Resonance (ICR) or in a Flowing Afterglow (FA)

(see chapter 2) instrument are exoergic or thermoneutral. The concentration

of ions is approximately 10 times lower than the concentration of molecules

in both types of instruments. Consequently, simple pseudo first order kine-

tics is observed. With the ICR method rate constants ranging from about the

collision rate constants to a factor of 10 lower may be measured whereas

the FA method permits study of reactions proceeding with rate constants a
il

factor of 10 lower than the collision rate constant.

Studies of proton transfers involving small ions with localized charge

have shown that these reactions may proceed with rate constants close to or

slightly larger than the collision rate constants predicted by theory.

However, several classes of reactions are known to proceed with rate con-

stants significantly lower than the collision rate constant. These include:

hydride transfer from a hydrocarbon to a carbenium ion, ' proton transfer
12 i if

to delocalized anions and sterically hindered pyridine bases, S„2 sub-

stitutions, 13' 15> '32'33 and reactions of CH CICfL, with various molecules.

The wide variation in rate constants observed for these reactions have

been explained with the double well potential model which for a hypothetical

Sj.2 substitution is illustrated in figure 2.

The reaction starts with formation of the "loose" ion/molecule complex

[Y**.RX] which corresponds to a minimum in potential energy. The binding
energy (E n in Figure 2) of "loose" ion/molecule complexes may be up to 100

36

kJ/mol and to a large extent can be accounted for by electrostatic interac-

tions between the species (see preceeding section on "Ion/Molecule Collision

Rate Theory" and chapter 7 ) . The energy gained upon approach will be con-



RX
kj k,
?=i IYR.X-] *=^ YR
k_2 k_j

UJ

REACTION COORDINATE

Figure 2. Potential energy surface for a gas phase SN2 substitution as pro-

posed by Brauman; see ref. 12-16.

verted mainly into excess internal energy (rotational and vibrational) of
37 < -4

the complex. Under the low pressure conditions (-10 Pa) used in ICR the

complex [Y~.RX] will be an isolated species and its energy level fixed at a

given value. At the higher pressures used in the FA method {- 70 Pa) and

in the High Pressure Mass Spectrometry Method (HPMS)^ (- 700 Pa) third body

collisions may occur and lead to stabilization and direct observation of

ion/molecule complexes. '
The overall rate constant k for the reaction sequence in figure 2 is

given by eq. 9 when the system is treated according to the steady state as-

sumption.

obs

k1 k2 k3
k-!k-2

(9)

k. is the collision rate constant and the ratio between k . and k, is
1 obs 1

termed the reaction efficiency. This quantity gives an estimate of the num-
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ber of collisions resulting in product formation. For an exothermic reac-

tion it can be assumed that k „ « k_; k . will then be given by eq. 10.

k k

2Eff. = £ f-j- (11)
-1 + *2

The efficiency of the overall reaction, therefore, will be determined by

the competition between dissociation of the [Y~.RX] complex into separated

reactants and crossing of the central energy barrier. These unimolecular

reactions of the [Y~.RX] complex can be treated by the statistical RRKM
JJ1

rate theory, if it is assumed that the lifetime of the complex is suffi-

ciently long to allow randomization of the excess internal energy over all
42

degrees of freedom of the complex. According to the RRKM theory the com-

petition between the reaction channels will be determined by the relative

number of energy states in the two transition states. The number of energy

states in the transition state for simple dissociation of the complex will

be higher at most energies than the number of energy states in the tight

transition state for the S.,2 substitution, k .., therefore, can exceed k_

even though the S„2 transition state is lower in potential energy. The

large variation observed in rate constants for gas phase S.,2 substitutions

can then be explained in terms of variation in the height of the local

energy barrier. For reaction 12 the local barrier has been estimated to be

about 25 kJ/mol with the use of an experimentally determined efficiency and

a plot of efficiencies versus AE' (see figure 2) calculated using the RRKM

theory.13'15'16

CH O" + CH Cl •» CH OCH + Cl" (12)

The Marcus theory has been applied to gas phase s„2 substitutions in order
N

to separate the kinetic and thermochemical contributions to the local ener-

gy barrier and to obtain an estimate of the "intrinsic" energy barrier to-

wards the degenerate reaction shown in eq. 13. ' '

[XCH3.X~] (13)
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For X = CH_O~, the "intrinsic" barrier towards reaction has been calculated
ic is

to be about 111 kJ/mol. The calculated "intrinsic" barriers for various

nucleophiles were found, but not conclusively explained, to depend linearly

on the Methyl Cation Affinity (MCA) of the nucleophlle.

For reactions which may be described by the reaction coordinate in figure

2 it can be predicted that they will exhibit negative temperature dependen-
31 33 37 39

ce. This in fact has been observed for several reactions, ' ' ' in-

cluding gas phase S„2 substitutions. The temperature dependence of SN2 sub-

stitutions was investigated with the HPMS method at pressures between 300

and 700 Pa and the authors concluded that their results could be described

more adequately by thermal transition state theory than by the RRKM theo-

ry.33

The double well potential model is simple and qualitative, but can explain

results obtained for several gas phare ion/molecule reactions. In this the-

sis there are numerous examples of ion/molecule reactions proceeding through

a multistep mechanism (see especially chapters 3> *0 and it is evident that

the potential energy surface describing these reactions is much more compli-

cated than the one in Figure 2. Furthermore, for these multistep reactions

one may raise the question whether measured overall rate constants can pro-

vide sufficient insight in the potential energy surface describing the reac-

tions.

THERMOCHEMICAL QUANTITIES

The study of gas phase ion chemistry permits the determination of impor-

tant thermochemical quantities such as electron affinities, proton affini-

ties36 'i|7'i|8 and gas phase acidities.36''49'50 The electron affinity of a

species is defined as the change in free enthalpy for reaction 14.

A' + e"

EA(A') = AH°(A') - AH°(A") (15)

Electron affinities are determined mostly by photodetachment or Photoelec-

of elec
52-55

tron Spectroscopy (PES) of negative ions and through studies of electron

transfer reactions in equilibrium or non-equilibrium situations.
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The gas phase acidity of an acid AH is given by the change in free energy

AG ., or free enthalpy AH ., for reaction 16. Both quantities are used in-
acid acid

terchangeably throughout the literature and in this thesis, but it is more

correct to define the gas phase acidity by AG ., and to refer to AH . ,

as the proton affinity of the anion PA(A~).

AH » A" + H+ (16)

= PA(A") = AH°(A") + AH°(H+) - AH°(AH) (17)

Based upon a simple thermochemical cycle the AH . .(AH) can be written as

shown in eq. 18 where BDE(A-H) is the Bond Dissociation Energy of the A-H

bond and IE(H') the Ionization Energy of the hydrogen atom.

= BDE(A-H) - EA(A") + IE(H-) (18)

The gas phase acidity for compounds with known BDE(A-H) can be determined by

measuring EA(A'). For example, the gas phase acidity of CH^ has been deter-

mined to be 17^3 kJ/mol by measuring the EA(CH *) to be 7.7 kJ,.!iol with the
- 51a

use of negative ion Photoelectron Spectroscopy on CH_ .

Gas phase acidities, however, are more easily determined through studies

of equilibria between acids with unknown acidity and acids with known acidity
M9 50 56

(eq. 19). ' This approach has been used in chapters 5 and 8 in order

AH + B~ i ^ A" + BH (19)

to determine the acidity of some simple a-thio systems and precursors of di-

pole stabilized carbanions. Determination of the equilibrium constant for

eq. 19 at a single temperature yields a 6AG° . . value, whereas studies of
acid

the temperature dependence of the equilibrium represented by eq. 19 allows
construction of a van 't Hoff's plot and determination of 6AH° .. and

acid
6AS ... Studies of the latter kind have shown that 6AS . . of the equili-

acid acid

brium in eq. 19 is in general small and mainly determined by changes in rota-

tional entropy. However, the majority of the existing gas phase acidities

have been measured at a single temperature. Conversion of AG° ., values into
acid

AH . . values in these cases is achieved by estimation of the change in en-
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tropy for reaction 16. The AS0 ., values given in chapter 5 have been ob-

tained following the procedure in refs. -49 and 56. According to ref. 49 the

AS . . is given by eq. 20:

AS0 . .(AH) = - (S°(AH) - S°(AH)) + Rln( AH A H) + S°(H+) (20)
acid i n on

A" A"

S°(AH) : entropy of the free rotor bearing the acidic hydrogen

atom (for CH SCH this is the S-C bond)

S. (AH) : decrease in entropy caused by the occurrence of a

barrier towards rotation around the rotor

a : external symmetry number

n : internal symmetry number

S°(H+) = 108.83 J.mol"1.K"1

S°(AH) and S°(AH) can be estimated as outlined in refs 57 and 58. The ap-

proach in ref. H9 is based upon the assumption that the barrier towards ro-

tation around the rotor in the anion is so large that the rotation becomes a

torsional vibration which does not contribute significantly to the change in

entropy. This may be true for anions with a delocalized charge or a strong

interaction between the charge and the rest of the ion. Eq. 20 can be used

at temperatures around 300 K, but at higher temperatures such as those nor-

mally used in HPMS (up to 600 K) it is necessary to take vibrational entropy

into account and to give an estimate of the barrier towards rotation around

the rotor in the anion.

The available gas phase acidities have been determined mainly with the

ICR, FA or HPMS method. The use of the ICR method for measuring thermochem-

ical quantities has often been criticized because actually the pressure is

too low for the system to be in thermal equilibrium. The excess energy of

the ions -formed by electron impact or exothermic ion/molecule reactions-

may not be removed before reactions take place and therefore can disturb

studies of equilibria. These equilibria are observed only if 6AH° is in

between -10 and +10 kJ/mol. Furthermore, 6AS° for the equilibrium as re-

presented by eq. 19 is generally quite small and to a large extent deter-

mined by changes in symmetry numbers. The justification for the use of the

ICR method in thermochemical studies, however, lies in the fact that proton
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affinities, acidities and electron affinities determined by this method and
2io (50 S2-54 "59

the HPMS method are in good agreement with each other. ' J ' '
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CHAPTER 2

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

INTRODUCTION

The most widely used methods for studying gas phase ion/molecule reactions

are Chemical Ionization Mass Spectroraetry (CIMS), High Pressure Mass Spec-

trometry (HPMS),2 Flowing Afterglow (FA),3 Selected Ion Flow Tube (SIFT),21

and various types of Ion Cyclotron Resonance (ICR). The work described in

this thesis has been performed with the use of Fourier Transform Ion Cyclo-

3

7
tron Resonance (FT-ICR) mass spectrometry. The actual instrument used was

constructed at the University of Amsterdam in 1979-80. The basic hardware,
8 9

software and the performance of the instrument have been detailed else-

where. This chapter contains a brief description of the principle and some

of the essential features of the FT-ICR method. A short outline of the FA

and SIFT methods is also included because these methods together with the

FT-ICR method have been used in a collaborative study of the gas phase anion

chemistry of methyl formate and N,N-dimethylformamide under low (FT-ICR)

and high (FA/SIFT) pressure conditions (chapter 6).

BASIC PRINCIPLES AND DEVELOPMENT OF ICR SPECTROMETRY

ICR spectrometry is based upon the movement of charged particles in com-

bined magnetic and electric fields. In the absence of an electric field the

motion of a charged particle will be constrained to a circular orbit in a

plane perpendicular to the magnetic field and unrestricted in the direction

of this field. The angular velocity of the circular motion ta is called the

cyclotron frequency and is a function of the charge q (in C; the SI system

is used throughout this chapter) the mass m (in kg) of the particle and the

strength B (in Tesla) of the magnetic field (eq. 1) (f = frequency, v = ve-

locity (in m.s" ), r = radius (in m) of the orbit). From eq. 1 it can cal-

= 2.ir.f = aJl = Zm r

culated that for B = 1.4 Tesla the mass range m/z 10 to 1000 corresponds to

a frequency range of 2.2.MHz to 22 kHz.
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If an oscillating electric field is applied in a direction perpendicular

to B, the charged particle will be accelerated translationally when the fre-

quency of this field equals the frequency of the cyclotron motion. Because <i>

is constant for given values of q, m and B, the ion velocity and the radius

of the ion orbit will increase with the same factor.

The phenomenon of ion cyclotron resonance was first applied in 1932 by E.

0. Lawrence and M.S. Livington in order to accelerate protons to MeV kinetic

energies. The movement of charged particles in crossed magnetic fields was

used in 1938 by Bleakney and Hippie in the design of a new type of mass

spectrometer. The same underlying principles were used in 1951 by L.G.

Smith in his "Synchrometer" instrument developed for precise mass measure-
12

ments. Around the same time Sommer, Thomas and Hippie constructed an in-

strument which they termed the "Omegatron". In this instrument -which can

be considered the first ICR spectrometer- ions were formed and detected in a

one region cell by translational excitation of their cyclotron motion until

they stroke an ion collector. Restriction of the ion motion in the direction

of the magnetic field lines was achieved by applying a trapping voltage to

the appropriate plates of the cell. The drift motion of the ions along the

magnetic field lines was used in the ICR spectrometer constructed in 1963 by
14Wobschall et al. for investigation of ion/molecule collision phenomena. In

the first commercial instrument which became available around 1966 ions were

formed in a source region and allowed to drift by the action of perpendicu-

lar electric and magnetic fields through an analyser region into the ion

collector part of the cell. The drift-cell ICR method suffered from low

sensitivity, low resolution, limited mass range and slow recording of spec-

tra. The method, however, has been used quite extensively by a number of re-

search groups mainly because double resonance techniques allow the relation-

ship between reactant and product ions to be established. An improved

method for determination of equilibria and rates of gas phase ion/molecule

reactions was introduced by Mclver in 1970. In this co-called trapped ICR
17method ions were sequentially formed, trapped for up to several seconds

and detected in a one region cell. The trapped ion cell ICR method was a

major step towards the combination of the Fourier Transform method and ICR
i ft

spectrometry which was achieved in 1974 by Comisarow and Marshall.

Drift-cell and trapped cell ICR instruments are scanning spectrometers

where the power absorbed by a given ion is measured simultaneously with the
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translational excitation of the cyclotron motion of that ion. In the FT-ICR

method ions with different m/z values are accelerated nearly simultaneously

and subsequently detected by measurement of an image current which is com-

posed of a sum of decaying sinusoids with frequencies corresponding to

the different m/z values. The simultaneous detection of all frequencies

means that the composite signal is obtained in 1/N'th of the time a scanning

spectrometer requires for recording N signals and that the signal to noise
i

ratio (S/N) is improved with a factor of N2 when the observation time is the

same as that required to detect N signals one at the time (the Felgett ad-

vantage ).

At the time of the first experiments with the FT-ICR method only a very

limited mass range could be recorded in one experiment due to lack of high

speed Analog to Digital Converters (ADC) and minicomputers with a suffi-
t fi

ciently fast memory. Subsequently to the introduction of the FT-ICR method
20

rapid scan ICR was developed by Mclver. In this ICR method, where accele-

ration and detection of the ions occurs simultaneously resolution and mass

range were increased and the scan-time was reduced compared to the driffc-

-cell ICR method. The development in computer technology, however, made it

possible at.the end of the seventies to construct FT-ICR instruments with

greatly improved >*'-solution, mass range, sensitivity, accuracy of mass mea-

surements, scan-time and versatility.

FOURIER TRANSFORM ION CYCLOTRON RESONANCE

The basic principle of the FT-ICR method can be outlined on the basis of

figure 1 which shows the cubic inch cell used in the instrument at the

University of Amsterdam (unless otherwise stated the data given throughout

the text refer to this instrument). The cell is housed in a vacuum system

(background pressure normally 3.10 Pa) placed between the poles of an

electromagnet operated at a fixed magnetic field strength of 1.4 Tesla. The

sequence of events necessary to obtain a mass spectrum is in short as fol-

lows (see also figure 2):
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Figure 1. Schematic drawing of a cubic FT-ICR cell.
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Figure 2. Typical timing sequence in an FT-ICR experiment.

Ion Formation; Samples are normally introduced via leak valves, but combina-

tion of GC and FT-ICR has been successfully demonstrated by Wilkins and
22

Gross. Positive or negative ions may be formed from the gaseous molecules

by electron impact. Other ionization methods which have been used in combi-
23nation with the FT-ICR method are: Chemical Ionizatic"

zation, Laser Desorption and Cs+ Ion Desorption

Multi Photon Ioni-



Ion Trapping: The ion motion parallel to the magnetic field lines is re-

stricted by applying a voltage to the trapping plates of the cell (see fig-

ure 1). In the case of positive ions +1 V and in the case of negative ions

-1 V is applied. In 'the instrument at the University of Amsterdam the ions

may be trapped in the cell for up to 6.5 s, but trapping times of 13-5 hours
27

have been reported by Alleman, Kellerhals and Wanczek.

Acceleration: Initially the ions will be centered around the middle of the

cell. The radii of the orbits of the ions are a few tenth of a centimeter

(for Ar+' the radius is 0.0012 m at 300 K assuming a thermal velocity). Ac-

celeration -often termed excitation- of the ions is achieved by applying for

a short time an oscillating electric field perpendicular to the magnetic
29field. In theory, the radius of the ion orbit after acceleration is given

by eq. 2 (V is the peak to peak voltage amplitude (in V) of the electric

field; t = duration (in s) of the pulse; d = distance (in m) between the

cell plates).

(2)

This equation predicts that r is independent of the mass of the ions. In

principle, acceleration of the ions can be accomplished by impulse excitation,

but V becomes according to eq. 2 approximately 9 kV for t = 10 s (B =

1.4 Tesla; d = 0.0254 m; r = gd) which at present is incompatible with the

FT-ICR method. Acceleration is achieved instead by a fast swept radio fre-

quency pulse applied to the excitation plates of the cell (see figure 1)

(Chirp excitation). ' ' The sweeping time is normally 1.5 ms, the ampli-

tude 7.1 V and the frequency limits 1.8 MHz to 72 KHz corresponding to the

mass range m/z 12 to 300.

Detection: Initially the ions move with random phases in their cyclotron or-

bits, but after acceleration of the ensemble ions with the same m/z ratio

will move with the same phase in a higher cyclotron orbit. The rotating en-

semble of ions induces image currents in the detection plates of the cell

(see figure 1). The current is converted to a voltage and it can be shown

that for a predominantly capacitive circuit the root mean square value of the

voltage is given by eq. 3 (N = number of ions; C = capacity of the circuit
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25.d.C

(in F)). Eq. 3 predicts that V (rms) is independent of the m/z ratio of the

ions, but dependent on N. The signal obtained takes the form of a transient

composed of a sum of decaying sinusoids. Relaxation of the signal is caused

by dephasing of ions with the same m/z ratio (inhomogeneous relaxation) and/

or removal of energy from the system (homogeneous relaxation). At the
-6 -4

pressures normally used for studying ion/molecule reactions (10 to 10

Pa) the signal is mainly damped by collisions between the accelerated ions

and the molecules present in the system. Under favourable conditions (e.g.

low pressures and high homogeneous magnetic fields) the motion of the accel-
27

erated ions may persist for seconds. The transient is digitized after am-

plification (gain factor 10 ) and sent to a computer via a buffer memory.

The whole sequence is shown schematically in figure 2. Before starting a

new cycle the ions in the cell are removed by applying an appropriate poten-

tial difference of 20 V to the trapping plates of the cell (Quench pulse).

For negative ion work the electrons are normally ejected from the cell by a

RF pulse applied to the trapping plates of the cell during and after the

electron beam pulse.

The sequence shown in figure 2 may be repeated for improvement of the S/N

ratio. The digitized and summed transients are subjected to a Fourier Trans-

formation which converts the signal from the time domain to the frequency

domain. The Fourier Transformation creates an absorption A(o>) - and a disper-

sion B((Ü) spectrum. Ensembles of ions with different m/z values will have

different phases because of the chirp excitation and possible phase charac-

Lspersior
I8c,29,32

18c 29
teristics of the electronics. ' A phase uniform absorption or dispersion

spectrum may be obtained by phase correction of the entire spectrum.

However, phase corrections can be avoided at the expense of resolution by

displaying the absolute magnitude C(co) spectrum given by eq. 4 and this is

common practice at the University of Amsterdam.

The applicability of FT-ICR in chemical analysis and ion chemistry studies

relies on the performance of the method with respect to sensitivity, dynamic



range, mass range, resolution, accurate mass measurements, reliable ion in-

tensities and pulse techniques. The sensitivity (detection limits in the or-

der

33
der of nanogram have been reported) and the dynamic range (a few hundred)

of the method is much lower than for double focussing mass spectrometers.

With respect to mass range the highest mass which has been reported is

around m/z 3000 (ionization method: Cs+ desorption).

Resolution: The resolution in FT-ICR spectrometry has been treated theoreti-

cally by Comisarow and Marshall. From the general equation of the mass

resolution (eq. 5) it can be seen that the resolution depends proportionally

on B and inversely proportionally on m and the frequency scale line width

AID. For given values of q, m and B the mass resolution is determined, there-

Am m.Au)

fore, by factors which influence Aw. These factors are the acquisition time

T and the relaxation time T of the signal. In the limit T « x (low pres-

sure limit) the mass resolution at full width half height for the absorption
34

mode is given by eq. 6.

m _ 0.264 q.B.T .,.
Am

In the order limit T » T (high pressure limit) the mass resolution for the

absorption mode is given by eq. 7-

0.5 q.B.T ,„,
=

From these equation it can be seen that the mass resolution will increase

with B,

tions."

with B, T and T, a large T being achieved only under low pressure condi-
31

Accurate mass measurements: Exact mass measurements require a precise deter-

mination of the ion resonance frequency and an accurate conversion of fre-

quency to mass. A precise determination of the center of a peak in the dis-
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crete frequency spectrum can be achieved by increasing the number of data

points across the peak by zero-filling and combining this with interpOla-

tion procedures as described by Giancaspro and Comisarow. The conversion of

frequency to mass is complicated because the trapping voltage and space

charges create an electric field in the cell. This electric field will cause

the ion motion to be a superposition of the cyclotron motion (eq. 1), an os-

cillation between the trapping plates cause by the axial component of the

electric field (mass dependent low frequency motion which may be used to

eject low mass ions from the cell, see ref. 39) and a drift or magnetron mo-

tion cause by the radial component of the electric field (low frequency

motion in the same plane as the cyclotron motion, but with a larger radius).

Various methods which will not be reviewed here have been developed in or-
39 lii_45

der to perform accurate mass measurements with the FT-ICR method. '

Average errors from about 1 ppm to 10 ppm have been reported for limited mass

ranges and masses below m/z 200. These results are not discouraging, but more

accurate mass measurements demand an exact description of the influence of

space charges and ion cloud evolution with time (see ref. 28).

Ion Intensities; The measurement of reliable ion intensities are of impor-

tance to ion chemistry studies. Among the several factors which may cause er-

rors in the measured ion intensities, the limited number of data points

across a peak in the discrete frequency spectrum and acceleration of ions

with different m/z ratios to slightly different radii should be mentioned

here. The former type of error (known as the "picket fence" effect) can be

reduced by zero-filling and/or interpolation procedures- ' An alternative

method proposed by Noest and Kort a involves multiplication of the time do-

main signal with a weight function which causes the line-shape to become es-

sentially flat over one sampling interval.

Uneven excitation of the ions is caused by the fact that the excitation

pulse is not an ideal square RF pulse. Intensity errors due to this can be

reduced by deconvolution of the frequency spectrum with the frequency spec-

trum of the excitation wave-form. ' At the University of Amsterdam inten-

sity errors are reduced normally by time domain weighting followed by decon-

volution. This procedure which has been used in this thesis reduces the er-
q

rors in the relative intensities of isotopic patterns to a few percent.
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Pulse Techniques; A strong point of the FT-ICR method is the relatively easy

application of various pulse techniques in order to manipulate the ions in

the cell. Ejection of selected ions can be achieved by applying RF pulses

with appropriate amplitude and duration (see eq. 2) to the excitation plates
46 47

of the cell. ' Isolation of an ion in a mixture can be accomplished by
47using a series of RF pulses or by a RF pulse whose phase is shifted 180°

at the frequency of the ion of interest (see dhapter 7, figure 1 for an exam-

ple). ' ' This phase shift creates a notch in the wave-form of the ejec-

tion pulse. These pulse techniques allow investigation of the time dependence

of reactions of selected ions with various molecules and the determination of

initial product ion distributions in cases where the primary product ions

undergo further reactions (see for example chapters 6 and 7).

For the purpose of Collision Induced Dissociation (CID) of ions with the

FT-ICR method the ions are accelerated without ejecting them from the cell.

9,50-55 Wifch fche F T_ I C R method multiple CID or (MS)" and high daughter ion

resolution have been reported. ' The maximal kinetic energy which an ion

can obtain is given by eq. 8:

2 .2 n2q .d .B
kin.max " 8.m K '

For standard parameters of d and B only low kinetic CID can be studied with

the FT-ICR method. However, Russell et al. have reported recently high

kinetic CID (about 2 kV) of the molecular ion of benzene using an enlarged

cell (d = 4.44 cm) and a magnetic field strength of 3 Tesla.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE57

The total pressure in the. FT-ICR instrument was kept normally around 70

Pa.The ratio of the partial pressures of the substrate, the precursor of the

primary reactant ion and HA (conjugate acid of the anion of interest) was

typically 0.5-1 : 1 : 0.5-1. The pressures were measured on an ionization

gauge placed in a side arm of the main pumping line. For measurements of

rate and equilibrium constants the ionization gauge was calibrated against a

MKS Baratron (type 170 M, head type 94 AH-1) placed in the same side arm

using N as calibrant.

The primary reactant ions NH ~, H0~, 0~", F~ and Cl~ were generated by dis-

sociative resonance capture of electrons (electron energy in brackets) by NH,
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(5 eV), H„0 (6 eV, HO" is formed via H~), N„0 (1.2 eV), CFÜ (6 eV) and CC1.
— 18

(0 eV), respectively. The hydroxide ions (H0~, D0~ and H 0~) were generated

in some cases (chapters 6 and 7) by forming first the oxygen anion radical
18

from nitrous oxide (N„0 or N„ 0) and allowing this ion to react with a hy-

drocarbon (n-C,H1i( or c-CgD.») present at a partial pressure twice as high

as that of the substrate. The other reactant ions used were generated by

exothermic proton transfer to NH ~ or H0~.

Dissociative resonance capture of electrons by NH_ leads also to formation

of H~ ions. The H~ ions were ejected from the cell in several cases (chap-

ters 5, 6 and 7) by applying a RF pulse with a frequency of 180 kHz to the

trapping plates of the cell (see this chapter p. 25 and ref. 39).

In order to observe the reactions between a given anion and the substrate

all other ions present were ejected from the cell by applying appropriate RF

pulses to the excitation plates of the cell. The relationship between a pre-

cursor ion and its product ions was established in all cases by ion ejection

experiments (see this chapter p. 26).

Rate and equilibrium constants were measured by monitoring the abundances

of the ions present in the cell as a function of reaction time. Correction

for variation in the total ion current expressed as the sum of the ion abun-

dances was achieved by normalizing this sum of abundances. The total ion

current varied on average less than 30% over the time interval studied. The

pressures used to calculate the rate and equilibrium constants were measured

with the ionization gauge. These pressures were used because oversaturation
_2

of the ionization gauge at pressures larger than 10 Pa led to a non-linear

correlation with the Baratron readings in most cases.

FLOWING AFTERGLOW AND SELECTED ION FLOW TUBE

The Flowing Afterglow (FA) method was developed by Ferguson, Fehsenfeld
eg

and Schmeltekopf for measurements of rate constants of thermal ion/mole-

cule reactions and model studies of atmospheric chemistry. The principle of

this method can be outlined on the basis of figure 3 which shows a schematic

diagram of a typical Flowing Afterglow apparatus. A carrier gas, normally

He, is passed continuously through the central part of the instrument which

is a stainless steel flow tube (0.08 m internal diameter, 1-2m long). The

pressure in the flow tube is about 70 Pa and the flow velocity 100 m.s" .
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Figure 3- Schematic drawing of a typical FA instrument.

Positive or negative ions can be formed upstream by electron impact on added

gases. The ions formed will be thermalized through multiple collisions with

the carrier gas before reaction takes place with a substrate added down-

stream through a fixed or movable inlet. A part of the ion population is

sampled through a small orifice and mass analyzed with a quadrupole mass

spectrometer.

The FA method has been used to measure numerous rate constants for thermal

ion/molecule reactions by either varying the flow of the substrate or the

distance between addition of a constant flow of the substrate and the ioniza-

tion region of the instrument. Complications of the method in studies of

ion/molecule reactions include the presence of other primary ions, electrons

and the sample used to generate the primary reactant ion. These limiting fac-
ii

tors led Adams and Smith to develop the Selected Ion Flow Tube (SIFT) method.

In this method ions are formed in an external ion source remote from the flow

tube, selected with a quadrupole mass filter and injected into the flow tube.

Addition of substrates, sampling and detection of the product ions occur in

the same manner as in the FA method.
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CHAPTER 3

NUCLEOPHILIC AROMATIC SUBSTITUTION IN THE GAS PHASE:

THE IMPORTANCE OF F~ ION/MOLECULE COMPLEXES FORMED IN GAS PHASE

REACTIONS BETWEEN NUCLEOPHILES AND SOME ALKYL PENTAFLUOROPHENYL ETHERS*

INTRODUCTION

Gas phase ion/molecule reactions have received considerable attention in

the last decade as they may help to correlate intrinsic molecular properties

and reactivity of chemical species. A few reports have described nucleo-

philic attack on aromatic rings. The corresponding reactions can best be

rationalized by postulation of anion a complexes as intermediates. These

complexes -often referred to as Jackson-Meisenheimer complexes- are well-

-known from solution chemistry where they are invoked as intermediates in nu-

cleophilic aromatic substitution reactions which proceed via the addition-

-elimination pathway (the S^Ar mechanism). Gas phase reactions between some

alkyl pentafluorophenyl ethers and a number of nucleophiles will be described

in this chapter. These reactions have been studied by use of Fourier Trans-

form Ion Cyclotron Resonance (FT-ICR) mass spectrometry.

Polyfluoro-substituted aromatic compounds are known to be susceptible to

nucleophilic attack on ring carbon atoms in the liquid phase. Proton ab-

straction or formation of fluorinated phenoxide ion was observed in gas phase

reactions between fluorine-substituted benzenes and alkoxide ions. In par-

ticular, reaction between RO and CgF, gave CgF^O" as the major product ion.

A similar ion, that is, CH^OC^-F^O , has been observed previously as a product

of reaction between 0H~ and CgF-OCH- in the gas phase. The formation of

these ions resembles closely the production of fluorinated enolate ions in

gas phase systems composed of RO~/CF CF2
 10 or R0"/CH2CF2.

10'1

This type of gas phase reaction can be understood nore clearly on the ba-

sis of F~ ion/molecule complexes formed by nucleophilic aromatic substitu-

tion. The observed products are then a consequence of secondary reactions

occurring in the F~ ion/molecule complexes. Evidence that strongly supports

this • aw will be presented.

¥

Stsen Ingemann, Nico M.M. Nibbering, Sally A. Sullivan, Charles H. DePuy,

J. Am. Chem. Soc, 104, 6520 (1982).



RESULTS

Primary negative ion formation from pentafluoroanisole: Low-energy elec-

tron impact of C\.F,-OCH_ leads to formation of negative ions. ' Spectra

recorded at selected electron energies are given in Table I together with

m/z

183

167

164

155

149

148

136

129

117

19

0 eVa)

89

9

2

relative

4 eVa)

49

16

2

12

8

1

12

ion yields

6 eVa)

43

36

3

3

1

1

7

6

8 eVa)

43

31

12

2

2

2

1

3

1

3

composition

C6F5°"
C6F5~

C5F5~
C6 H F4~

C6F4~"

C 6 F
3 "

C5F3~
F~

a See text. Assigned elemental composition.

the assigned elemental composition of the ions. The molecular anion of

C,F(.OCH, has not been observed at any electron energy, which is in agreement

with the fact that the lifetime of molecular anions of C,F X compounds are

of the order of microseconds.

Ionization efficiency curves of the most intense ions (figure 1) have been

measured with the rapid single ion monitoring computer program developed for

the FT-ICR instrument. The electron energy scale was not calibrated, but can

be considered accurate to +_ 1 eV, thus explaining the discrepancy with ear-

lier measurements.

The ions at m/z 183 and 167 are formed by dissociative resonance capture.
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[m/z 183]'
arbitrary
units

[m/z 167]

arbi t rary

units

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 eV 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 * > e V

Figure 1. lonization efficiency curves of the most intense ions in the pri-

mary negative ion spectrum of C,F_OCH,. Experimental conditions: magnetic

field strength: 1A T, electron energy: 0-10 eV; filament current: 800 nA;

ADC rate: 0.5 MHz; p(C&F OCH ) : 4.0-8.0x10~
5 Pa.

C,FCOCH. + e
b 5 3

(1)

m/z 183

C6F5
m/z 167

(2)

The ion at m/z 164 is probably formed via a process involving initial reso-

nance capture giving a radical anion complex composed of F~ and CH-OCgFj.'.

Attack of F~ on the methyl group then leads to the formation of the C,F̂ .O~'

radical anion:

C6F5OCH CH3F (3)
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The ion at m/z 155 may be formed by CO loss from the m/z 183 ion. The maxi-

mum in the ionization efficiency curve of the former ion is found at the

same electron energy at which the second maximum in the ionization efficien-

cy curve of the latter ion is observed. Similarly, the m/z 136 ion may arise

from CO loss from the m/z 164 ion. The formation of the ions at m/z 148,

129, and 117 can be rationalized by reactions 4-6.

[M~*]* » C6F4~' + H F + C H
2° W

m/z 198 m/z 148

C,F,~" • C,F * + F* (5)
b 4 o 3

m/z 148 m/z 129

C5F1)"" • C5F ~ + F- (6)

m/z 136 m/z 117

General reactivity of pentafluoroanisole: Reaction between CgF^OCH^ and

the nucleophiles listed in table II appears to proceed mainly via three dif-

ferent channels. These are S 2 substitution on the methyl group, IPSO sub-

stitution on the carbon atom bearing the methoxy group, and attack upon the

fluorine-substituted carbon atoms (designated by S Ar in scheme 1). The rel-

ative importance of these pathways is given in table II.

Sj.2 substitution on the methyl group leads to formation of the C,F_O~ ion.

This channel is available for all the nucleophiles listed in table II but

dominates only in the cases of SH~ and (CH,),CS~.

IPSO substitution on the carbon atom bearing the methoxy group occurs to

some extent with 0H~ (see also table II), and with NH ~ (see table II).
1 fi 1 fl

Reaction with CH_ 0~, however, does not lead to formation of C-F_ 0~ thus
3 o 5

indicating IPSO substitution as an unfavorable process for the alkoxide

ions.

The favored reaction channel appears to be nucleophilic aromatic substitu-

tion on the fluorine-substituted carbon atoms, but the site of attack rela-

tive to the methoxy group cannot be determined (see chapter 4). It should be

mentioned that reaction between methoxide and pentafluoroanisole in methanol

as solvent results in formation of dimethoxytetrafluorobenzenes, the percen-

tages of the isomers found being 52% (para), 32% (meta), and 16%
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Table II. Relative importance of the reaction channels in the C,F,-OCH_ sys-

tem.

nucleophile V' IPSO, %

reaction on

F-substituted

C atoms, %

oxygen '

H0~

CH 0"

CH_CH20"

(CH )2CHO~

sulfur '

HS"

fit C13 C~

(CH.)_CS~
n )

nitrogen

enolate anions

CH2=CHO~

CH =C(O")CH

allyl anions '

CH2=CH-CH2~

CH2=C(CN)CH2"

e)

22

16

17

14

23

15

78

31

29

77

23

34

20

13

73

84

83

86

77

85

22

69

71

23

71

66

80

91

96

87

Normalized to 100%. Trapping time 500-1000 ms. Conversion into products
c) Trapping time 1000 or 2000 ms.

d)
is incomplete for the tert-butoxide ion.

Conversion into products is not complete in any of the cases studied.

Trapping time 1000 ms for CH„=CHO~, 2000 ms for

Trapping time 1000 ms. Conversion into products is incom-

plete for the substituted allyl anions.

Trapping time 500 ms.

CH2=C(0~)CH .
 f )



OCH,

Y= O.^.NH

IPSO

CH3YH

HF

Scheme 1

(ortho). a' This might be different in the gas phase and may be strongly

dependent on the structure of the nucleophile. However, for reasons of sim-

plicity only para attack will be shown in the reaction schemes.

Oxygen nucleophiles: Nucleophilic aromatic substitution on the fluorine

substituted carbon atoms by the oxygen nucleophiles results in two types of

product ions, ROCgF^O" and CgF^O ~', as examplified for the Cgl-LCf/CgF OCH.,

system in eqs. 7-9 (for other systems, see table III). The radical anion is

the main ionic product in the H0~ case. Complete ejection of the CH-OCgF^O"

m/z 45

C,F,.OCH_
b 5 3

2H5°W
m/z 209

SoceFn°
m/z 195

C6F4°2~"
m/z 180

(7)

(8)

(9)

ion formed in this system decreases the abundance of the radical anion only

to a minor extent. Collision Induced Dissociation (CID) (see chapter 2 p.

26) of CH OC,F.O~ results in an increase of the abundance of the radical



Table III. Relative importance of reaction channels available for reattack by F~ in the nucleophiles/

systems.8

nucleophile proton transfer, %

mechanism

V' fragmentation, %

oxygen

HO"

sulfur

HS"

nitrogen

NH ~

CH_0C,F,,0

30

100

ROC,H..O
o 4

97

11

6

H

93/4

.- c)

d)

RSC,F,.O
D 4

100

48

29

e )

CH.0C,F,,0
5 OH

87

93

92

52

71

C6F4°2~
70

3

2

1

i)

3

C6Fi4SO"

97

Normalized to 100%. ' See text. c ) R = alkyl. 5 93% of the ions are (CH,)_CCH_0CcF.,0 ; 4% of the ions
_ p\ 3 3 2 b 4

CH O C F O ' See text
are CH See text.



anion. The radical anion is formed only to a minor extent with the alkoxide

ions (see table III). CID experiments, however, on the CH_OC,F,,O~ ion formed
i of

in the C2Hg0~, (CH_) CHO" and (CH ) C0~ systems and on the ROCgF.O" ion

((CH.) CCHpO" system) result in increase of the abundance of the C^F^O.

radical anion. CID experiments on the ROC,F!,O~ ion in the other alkoxide

systems were not reliable, probably due to its low abundance.

Sulfur nucleophiles: Reaction between the sulfur nucleophiles and Ĉ-

results in poor conversion into products at the chosen trapping time (see

notes to table II). Figure 2 displays the abundance of reactant ions as a

function of reaction time for the cases of CH.CH.S" and CH,CH_O~.

Attack on the ring by the sulfur nucleophiles gives rise to similar prod-

uct ions as in the oxygen systems (table III). The C,F^SO~* ion, which re-

sembles the C,F2.0 ~" ion, has not been seen under normal conditions. A minor

amount of C,F^SO~* (1% of base peak), however, could be observed upon CID of

the CH_OC6F2(S~/CH_SC,FJ,O~ ions in the SH~/CH S~ systems.

Nitrogen nucleophiles: Attack on fluorine-substituted ring carbon atoms by

NH ~ gives as the major product a C,Fj.NHO~" radical anion (table III).

Although reliable CID experiments on the CH_0C,FKNH~ ion (see scheme 1 and

table II) were not possible due to its low abundance, it is most likely the

precursor of the radical anion. Another reaction channel giving the C,F,-~

ion is available in this system. The abundance of this product ion is about

43% of the most abundant ion, C,F^NHO~'. The formation of C,F ~ can be ra-

tionalized as proton abstraction and CH.O loss in" a stepwise or concerted

manner:

NH2" • CgF5" + CHgO + NH3 (10)

m/z 16 m/z 167

Enolate anions: Because the enolate anions are ambident nucleophiles, they

are able to react at either oxygen or carbon. Product ions due to attack by

both sites are observed (table IV). The product ions arising from initial

attack by the oxygen terminus are analogous to the product ions observed in

the alkoxide systems (vide supra). The collision complex formed by reaction

with the carbon site eliminates either 2HF or HF + CH-F. In the CH2=C(0~)CH_

system a radical anion has been observed that corresponds to loss of



In
(intensity

in
arbitrary
units )

H

13

12

11

10

9

V
x = CH3CH2O~

A = CH3CH2S"

\
\

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 msec

time

Figure 2. Ln[CH-CH2S~] and ln[CH CH„O~] as function of reaction time with

C,F_OCH,. Experimental conditions: magnetic field strength: 1.4 T; electron

energy: 5.5 eV; filament current: 600 nA; ADC rate: 2 MHz (CH_CH 0~) or 1

MHz (CH CH2S~); p(CgF OCH-): ^ 4.0x10~
5 Pa; p(H20): ^ 4.0x10"

5 Pa;

p(CH CH2SH) or p(CH CH20H): ^ 4.0x10"
5 Pa. An experimental reaction rate

constant has not been calculated since the uncertainty in the pressure mea-

surements was judged to be too large.

2HF + CH ' from the collision complex. CID of the ion corresponding to loss

of 2HF from the collision complex increases the abundance of the radical an-

ion.



Table IV. Relative importance of reaction channels available for reattack
- a)

by F in the enolate anions/CgF^OCH- systems.

mechanism

oxygen site

attack,b) % carbon site attack,
c)

nucleophile S 2 E2 proton transfer S.,2 fragmentation
d)

CH2=CH0

CH2=CD0'

CH2=C(0"

CD2=C(0"

CH =C(0"

18

")CH

")CH3

•)CD3

25

24

3

2

2

2

47
44

4

6

6

3

17

2 2e)

83

81

83
84

11

9

3

4

3
4

7

7

6

7

Normalized to 100%. See reactions 24 and 25 and text. See scheme

3 and text. See reaction 27 and text. Two-thirds D+ transfer and

one-third H transfer; see reactions 26a and 26b and text.

Allyl anions: The only observable product ions with the allyl anion as

nucleophile are radical anions (table V). These ions correspond to loss of

either HF + CH * or 2HF + CH " from the collision complex. Ejection/CID ex-

periments have proven that the former ion at m/z 204 is not the precursor of

the latter ion at m/z 184. The two other substituted allyl anions used as

reactant ions give a radical anion as main ionic product as well (table V).

Also in these cases the observed product ions correspond to loss of either

2HF or 2HF + CH * from the collision complex. The low abundance of the for-

mer ion has prevented the performance of reliable ejection/CID experiments.



Table V. Percentages of product ions arising from attack of allyl anions on
a)

fluorine substituted carbon atoms in C,F,-OCH,,.
6 5 3

nucleophile m/z rel. intensity compositionb)

CH2=CHCH2

CH2=CDCH2~

CH2=CHCD2"

CH2=C(CN)CH2"

CH2=C(CF3)CH2"

204

184

205

185

206

205

185

224

209

267

252

55

45

55

45

30

28

42

4

96

4

96

C11H5F6°"
C1O H2 F6°"

Normalized to 100%. Assigned elemental composition.

DISCUSSION

The examples of gas phase nucleophilic aromatic substitution observed in

the present study can be rationalized on the basis of a general reaction

scheme (scheme 2). The discussion will be qualitative due to lack of thermo-

Loose ion -
molecule
complex

Sigma onion
complex

—,*

F" ion-molecule
complex

PRODUCTS

Scheme 2

chemical data and will mainly be centered around the reaction mechanisms.

Initially there will be a drop in potential energy of the system when the

ion approaches the molecule. This is caused by ion-dipole/ion-induced-dipole



interactions binding the ion and the molecule together in a loose complex.

Energy barriers toward reactions in this loose ion/molecule complex have
19 20

been observed in some cases ' and have been used to explain the trends in

overall reaction rates for a number of reaction types. ' In the present

case nucleophilic attack on the fluorine-substituted carbon atoms will lead

to formation of a a anion complex. It is not known whether this is on a lo-

cal minimum or maximum on the potential energy surface describing the reac-

tion. Departure of F~ from the a anion complex leads to formation of a F~

ion/molecule complex. Simple dissociation of this complex into F~ as ionic

product is pot observed. Reattack by F~ upon the newly formed molecule takes

place instead and leads to new ion/molecule complexes, which subsequently

can dissociate into products. In some cases an intramolecular reaction in

the primary product ion can give again a F~ ion/molecule complex. Secondary

product ions then arise from reattack by this displaced F~. Although the

lifetime of the F~ ion/molecule complexes are unknown, they must live long

enough to allow secondary reactions to occur. These secondary reactions can

be classified as proton transfer, S 2 substitution, and E2 elimination.

Charge-localized nucleophile: Proton transfer to the displaced F~ ion will

be the dominant reaction if the neutral in the F~ ion/molecule complex is

more acidic than HF. This is the case when the primary reactant ions are

0H~, SH~, and NH2~. In none of these systems has an ion corresponding to re-

attack on the methyl group been observed (table III).

CgF5OCH + YH~ •> [CH OCgF^YH.F"]* •> CH OCgF^Y" + HF (11)

The major part of the even-electron ions CH OCgFjjY" undergoes a fast uni-

molecular reaction to give a methyl radical and a radical anion when Y = 0,

NH. Assuming that the 0H~ ion has attacked the para position with respect to

the methoxy group, the structure of the radical anion would be as shown in

reaction 12.

OCH3 0
FJVF
JOJT I f + CH;

p"

m/z 195 m/z 180



In the NH ~ system an analogous structure for the observed C,Fj,NHO~* radi-

cal anion can be written. A radical anion corresponding to C,F^SO~" has not

been found in the SH~ case, reflecting insufficient energy in the CH OO-F^S"

ions and/or lower stability of the radical anion. Initial ortho attack of

the 0H~ and NH ~ ions would lead eventually to the ortho isomers of the ra-

dical anion whereas meta substitution would result in less stable radical

anions. The high abundance of the CgF^O ~"/C,Fj.NHO~" radical anions (table

III) indicates that attack on the meta position by 0H~ and NH ~ is of minor

importance if it is occurring at all.

22

The high electron affinity of p-tetrafluorobenzoquinone (2.92 eV ) indi-

cates that its molecular anion is stable. The CH OC,F^O~ ions must contain

sufficient excess internal energy to overcome the barrier toward fragmenta-

tion. In the CH.O" case the CH.OCgFj.O~ ion is formed by a S 2 reaction of

the internal solvated F~ ion. In this system the radical anion is formed

only to a minor extent.

+ CH-Cf [CH3OC6F4OCH3,F ] - ^ CH OCgF^O" + O^F (13)

m/z 31 m/z 195

Reaction 11 for OH can be calculated to be approximately 50 kJ/mol more
23 -

exothermic than reaction 13. This indicates that the CH OC,F^O ions

formed in the proton transfer process can contain more internal energy than

the same ions formed in the.' S,,2 substitution. It should be emphasized that it

is not known how much of the heat of reaction is retained as internal energy

within the CH OCgF^CT ions. The CH F molecules, however, can carry off more

of the excess energy than the HF molecules since the number of degrees of

freedom is larger.

It is evident from the results that F~ ion/molecule complexes play a deci-

sive role in the formation of products. A direct estimate of the extent to

which they are involved is provided by the reaction between CD,O~ and
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C6F5OCH3 CD3O~

m/z 2U

50%

[CD3OC6F4OCH3.F-]

CH3F

m/z 198

50% CD3F ( t tb)

m/z 195

The observed ratio of [CH-OCgFnCT] to [CD.OCgF.O~] is within experimental

error unity. The same ratio is obtained in the reaction between CH_O~ and

6 5 3 , that is, 49 + 2% [CHgOCgF^Cf] and 51 + 2% ^ g ^

The main ionic product is CH-OCgF^O" when R0~ (R = CH CH2> (CH >2CH,

(CH_)-C) reacts with CgF,.OCH . Ions corresponding to ROCgF^O" are seen, al-

beit to a minor extent (table III). The decisive role of the F~ ion/molecule

complexes is further corroborated by the observation that the same ratio be-

tween [CH and [CHOCgF^O] and [CH

an

pie, reactions 15-17 can occur.

is obtained when CH
2

react with

C,F,-OCH- and when CH_0~ r e a c t s wi th C,FI-0CH„CHt).
2 With CH_CH„O~ a s an exam-

o 5 3 3 o 5 2 3 32

C6F5OCH3 • CH3CH2O
-

m/z 45

[CH3CH2OC6F4OCH3 . F'"]

E2

SN2

CH3OC6F4O-

m/z 195

m/z 195

m/z 209

CH2CH2 • HF (15)

CH3CH2F (16)

• CHjF t17)



The difference in AH°(CH_OC,F„O~) and AH°(CH_CHo0C,F,,0~) will be nearly the

same as the difference between AH°(CH_F) and AH°(CH_CH F). This means that

the heat of reaction, AH°, will be similar for reactions 16 and 17. The sum

of AH°(CH2CH?) and AH°(HF) is 40-45 kJ/mol larger than AH°(CH CH^F).
25 This

might be taken as an indication of a lower exothermicity of reaction 15 in

comparison with reaction 16 or 17. Reaction 15, however, will be favored by

entropy.

In the (CH ) CH0~ and (CH.),CO~ cases, the number of B-hydrogens is in-

creased. This favors formation of CH.OCgF.O~ relative to ROC,F.0~ even more

than in the CH CH?O~ system (see table III). The formation of CH OC.-Fj.O~ can

easily be accounted for by a facile E2 elimination occurring in the F~ ion/

molecule complex. This reaction will probably be less exothermic than the

SH2 substitution on the methyl group. The facility of E2 elimination com-

pared to S 2 substitutions has also been noted in other systems. '

Blocking of the E2 elimination channel by using (CH ) CCH„O~, in which &-

hydrogens are lacking, results in nearly exclusive formation of

(CH_),CCH„OCgF^O~. S 2 substitution on the neopentyl group is greatly dis-

favored relative to S.2 on the methyl group (eq. 18 and 19). Rate constant

C6F5OCH3 • (CH3)3CCH2Cr

m/z 87

9 6 %
«- (CH3}3CCH2OC6F4O~ • CH3F (18)

[|CH3)3CCH2OC8FAOCH3.F-]* — —

m/z 251

» CH30C6F4CT • (CHj)3CCH2F (19)

m/z 195

measurements of the reaction between F~ and neopentyl chloride in the gas

phase have revealed a decrease in reaction rate by only a factor of 2 com-
- 20

pared to reaction between F and methyl chloride. The intramolecular com-



petition between the two S 2 substitution reactions 1" and 19 seems there-
27

fore to reflect more clearly the steric effect of the neopentyl group.

The sulfur nucleophiles react less efficiently with CgF^OCH- than the oxy-

gen nucleophiles (see figure 2). On the basis of the principle of hard and

soft acids and bases (HSAB), it is expected that the soft sulfur nucleo-

philes will be less capable of displacing the hard nucleophile F~. It

should, however, also be mentioned that more polarizable anions interact

less effectively with electropositive centers in the gas phase. This is

reflected in the lower methyl cation affinity of CH,S~ (MCA (CH_S~) = 1062
3 29 5

kJ/mol) compared to CH 0~ (MCA (CH 0 ) = 1130 kJ/mol). Both effects might

contribute so as to raise the barrier(s) toward F~ ion/molecule complex for-

mation. Once formed, reactions analogous to those observed for the oxygen

nucleophiles occur. The fundamental difference between oxygen and sulfur man-

ifests itself clearly in the competition between the reaction channels avail-

able for the internal so'lvated F~ ion. In the case of reaction between CH,S~

and C,F,-OCD_, reattack by F~ occurs nearly exclusively on the methyl group

bonded to the oxygen atom (eq. 20). Although "symbiotic" behavior between

CH3S"
m/z Ul

CH3SC6F4O- • CD3F (20a)

m/z 211

- + CHjF (20b)

m/z 2U

pQ
nucleophile and leaving group has been noted in gas phase systems, it has

been concluded to be a moderate effect compared to the methyl cation affini-
20

ty of the nucleophile. In the present case the methyl carbon atom bonded

to oxygen will be more electropositive than the methyl carbon atom bonded to

sulfur. The striking selectivity in the reattack by F~ might be mainly due

to this effect. Even though the detailed underlying reason(s) for the selec-

tivity is uncertain, the result indicates that the higher leaving-group



ability of RS groups in solution is a result of solvent effects rather than

an intrinsic property.

For the larger thiolate ions the competition between S.,2 substitution and

E2 elimination is now different (table III). A S 2 reaction at the tert-bu-

tyl group can be neglected on the basis of reaction 20a,b if it occurs at

all (eq. 21 and 22).

C6F5OCH3 •

m/z 89

r i*

[_(CH3)3CSC6F4OCH3 .F"]

29%
.(CH3)3CSC6F4O- * CH3F (21)

m/z 253

• HF (22)

m/z 211

With the assumption that the internal energy barrier toward S^Z substitu-

tion by F~ on the methyl group of the methoxy function will not be influen-

ced drastically by changing the other substituent from (CH ) CO to (CHOgCS,

then this reaction can be used as an internal standard. The effect of

changing the (CH,) CO group, where the reactions corresponding to (21) and

(22) occur in the ratio 4:92 (table III), to the (CH )_CS group is apparent-

ly to raise the height of the local energy barrier toward E2 elimination,

thereby rendering it less favored over S 2 substitution. Although the C-0

bond is stronger than the C-S bond, the difference in electronegativity can

explain the higher energy barrier; that is, in the transition state of the

E2 elimination, the developing negative charge will be less effectively ac-

commodated by the sulfur atom than by the oxygen atom.

With the larger alkoxides and their sulfur analogues, it cannot be com-

pletely ruled out that some of the CH.OCgFj.O~/CH OCgF^S" ions are formed in

a more concerted manner from the a anion complex:
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CH30C6F4Y~ * (CH3J2C=CH2 (23)

+HF

Y= 0.S

A similar mechanism has been proposed to account for the formation of

CF2CF0~ or CH2CF0" ions in the reactions between CF2CF2
 1° or CH2CF2

 10'1

and alkoxides. In the C,F_0CHo case formation of products arising from reac-
o 5 3

tion by the displaced F~ on the original methoxy group can only be explained

by formation of a loose F~ ion/molecule complex. The fact that S^2 substitu-

tion occurs on the original methoxy group, even though gas phase E2 elimina-

tions are known to be more facile than S„2 substitutions, makes it unlikely

that a mechanism as the one presented in reaction 23 is operative. The same

may be true for the above-mentioned systems composed of R0~/CF,,CF and

R0"/CH2CF2.

Enolate anions: When the oxygen site in the ambident nucleophiles CH_=CHO~

and CH2=C(0 )CH. displace an F~ ion from C,F_OCH_ an ion/molecule complex

composed of an enol ether and F~ is formed. For CH =CHO~ the main product

ions are formed by reattack of F~ on the neutral in this complex (eq. 2H and

25) (table IV). The neutral product in reaction 25 could also be CH =C(R)F.

This would make the reaction more exothermic by approximately 90 kJ/mol in

the case of CH2=CH0 . The carbon atom in the double bond connected to the

oxygen atom, however, is not believed to be sufficiently electropositive to

undergo nucleophilic attack. The assigned mechanism leading to the

CH_OC,-F.,O~ ion is therefore an E2 elimination. It is somewhat favored over
3 6 1

the S„2 substitution (table IV) for CH2=CHO~ but not as much as in the

CH CH20" case (table III).

The neutral part of the F~ ion/molecule will contain relatively acidic hy-

drogens when attack by the carbon site occurs (scheme 3). Proton abstrac-

tion to give an enolate ion will therefore be dominant over S„2 substitution.



C6F5OCH3 • CH2=C(R)O"

51

[CH2=C(R)OC6F4OCH3.F-]

E2

•CH2-C(R)OC6F4O" • CHjF (24)

•CH3OC6F4CT • C2HR • HF (25)

m/z 195

+ CH2=C,

OCH

-HF

R= H,CH3

SN2

PRODUCTS
proton
transfer

Scheme 3

This situation is analogous to the one in the 0H~, SH~, NH "/CgF-OCH. sys-

tems, and the structure of the ion formed by S..2 substitution in reaction 24

is believed to be correct. The enolate ion formed in the proton-transfer

process is not observed. An intramolecular nucleophilic aromatic substitu-

tion leading to a new F~ ion/molecule complex takes place (scheme 3 ) . This

complex can be described as an F~ ion solvated by a substituted benzofuran

molecule. The F~ ion in this ion/molecule complex reattacks the benzofuran

derivative either by proton abstraction or by S„2 substitution.
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The S 2 and proton-transfer processes are in competition in the CH„=CHO

system (table IV). Reaction with CH„=CDO~ has revealed that the transferred

proton originates two-thirds from the carbon atom next to the oxygen atom

and one-third from the other position (eq. 26). The structure of the ions

DF (26a)

formed by reaction 26a,b are probably as shown since ring opening in an eli-

mination type reaction would lead to loss of aroraaticity.

Proton transfer is greatly favored over S 2 substitution in the

CH„=C(O~)CH_ case (table IV). Deuterium labeling shows that the proton ab-

stracted in the final step originates exclusively from the methyl group in

the enolate ion. The ion thus formed eliminates a methyl radical to a small

extent to give a radical anion, as shown in reaction 27.

H ~r
CH, (27)

Allyl anions: Reaction between CgF5OCH_ and the enolate anions gives prod-

uct ions corresponding to loss of 2HF molecules from the collision complex

(vide supra). It is evident from the results that this occurs in a stepwise
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manner involving F~ ion/molecule complexes formed by the displacement reac-

tions. The allyl anion, isoelectronic with the enolate anion of acetaldehyde,

can in principle undergo a [2+3] or in terms of electrons a [2+4] cycloaddi-

tion to C,FROCH with subsequent loss of 2HF molecules from the cycload-
2 31

duct. ' The observed products correspond to loss of HF+CH " and 2HF+CH '

from the collision complex (table V). Reaction with specifically labeled

allyl anions, where no internal hydrogen/deuterium interchange occurs, ' ̂ a

proves that the hydrogen atom of the central carbon atom in the allyl anion

is not involved in the loss of HF molecule(s). Furthermore, reaction with

CH2=CHCD2" results in loss of HF+CH " DF+CH " and HF+DF+CH ' from the col-

lision complex. These results are consistent with the mechanism proposed in

scheme 4.

-HF

OCHj

-HF H3CO

X=H.D.CN,CF3

Scheme

The initial displacement reaction leads to an F~ ion/molecule complex,

where the neutral contains acidic hydrogen atoms. Proton transfer therefore

dominates completely oven SN2 substitution on the methyl group and gives rise

to ion a. Part of the ions with structure a_ can contain sufficient excess

internal energy to eliminate a methyl radical and form the observed radical



anion b. Another part of the ions with structure a_ can undergo an intramolec-

ular nucleophilic aromatic substitution in analogy with the enolate anions/

C,F,-OCH, systems (vide supra). This gives an F~ ion sclvated by a highly

acidic substituted indene molecule, and proton transfer dominates again over

S 2 substitution. The ring closure followed by the proton abstraction will

be a highly exothermic process. Ion c_ can thereby contain excess internal

energy and fragment by loss of a methyl radical to give the observed radical

anion d_.

Allyl anions having electron-withdrawing groups in the 2-position may be

expected to favor the ring-closure reaction after loss of one HF molecule, as

these groups then can accommodate the negative charge (scheme 1). This can

explain the absence of ion b_ in the cases of 2-cyano- and 2-(trifluorometh-

yl)allyl anions (table V). The energy liberated upon ring closure followed by

proton transfer will promote the loss of a methyl radical from ion £ (ob-

served to a small extent in these cases (table V)), thereby leading to ion d,

which is the main ionic product observed (table V).

The ion at m/z 184 in the allyl anion/C,F_OCH, system and the corre-

sponding product ions formed in reaction with 2-cyano- and 2-(trifluorometh-

yDallyl anions could also be rationalized by a synchronous cycloaddition

mechanism (scheme 5).

H3CO
2HF

H3CO

X

- C H -

= H.D.CN

Scheme 5

F

0'
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The cycloadduct thus formed may fragment into product ions by loss of 2HF

molecules to give the ion c_, which can eliminate a methyl radical and form

ion d. An argument against this view, however, is found from the loss of

HF+CH " from the collision complex in the unsubstituted allyl anion case

(scheme 5, table V). Nevertheless, it is at present not possible to disre-

gard any of the proposed mechanisms completely when all the observations are

taken into account.

CONCLUSION

Pentafluoroanisole reacts readily with a number of different nucleophiles

and appears to be a versatile substrate for studying mechanistic aspects of

gas phase ion/molecule reactions. The observed reactions can all be explained

on the basis of a unifying mechanistic picture- The central idea in this pic-

ture is that the nucleophilic aromatic substitution process leads to an F~

ion/molecule complex whose lifetime is long enough to allow secondary reac-

tions to take place. The F ion/molecule complexes themselves are not ob-

served under the low-pressure conditions used in FT-ICR, but their existence

is necessary to explain the obtained results.

MATERIALS

Most of the chemicals used were commercially available. The labeled pro-
1 fï 1 ft 1 fi

penes, 1,1,1-trideuteroacetone, 0-labeled acetone, N? 0, and CH 0N0,
33

used in the present study have been described in previous papers. The tri-

deuteromethyl pentafluorophenyl ether (about 99% d ) and ethyl pentafluoro-

phenyl ether were prepared by a Williamson ether synthesis carried out under
2- 34

mild conditions such as in acetone using CO. as base. The CH CDO (about

1) was prepared by oxidation of 1,1-dideuteroethanol using pyridinium

chlorochromate as oxidant. These compounds were purified by preparative GC

before use (CH CDO: column 0V 225, temperature 2 0-25°C; C,F OCD and

C,F_OCH CH ; column 0V 17, temperature 100°C).
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CHAPTER

GAS PHASE REACTIONS OF ANIONS WITH 2-, 3-, AND 4-FLUOROANISOLE*

INTRODUCTION

There is growing interest in studying reactions between anions and mole-
1 2

cules in the absence of solvents. ' Detailed investigations of the mecha-

nisms of gas phase ion/molecule reactions have revealed that loose ion/mole-

cule complexes held together by ion-dipole/ion-induced dipole interactions

are formed before real chemical bonding occurs. Furthermore, there is in-

creasing evidence that loose ion/molecule complexes formed by primary reac-

tions can be sufficiently long lived to allow secondary reactions to occur

before separating. ' We have shown recently that in gas phase reactions be-

tween various nucleophiles and some alkyl pentafluorophenyl ethers, F~ ion/

molecule complexes are formed which play a decisive role in the formation of

the final products. These F~ ion/molecule complexes are formed by nucleo-

philic aromatic substitution taking place at the fluorine-bearing carbon

atoms, but any information with regard to the site of nucleophilic attack

relative to the methoxy substituent could not be obtained.

It is of central importance to gain insight into the competition between

different channels which may be operative in gas phase reactions between ions

and molecules. For example, it has been concluded that exothermic proton

transfer prevented nucleophilic aromatic substitution in gas phase systems

composed of alkoxides and difluorobenzenes. We have observed in the cases

of alkyl pentafluorophenyl ethers that nucleophilic aromatic substitution is

favored over S 2 substitution on'the methyl group in the CgF^OCH, system

and over E elimination at the ethyl group in the CgF,-OCH„CH_ system.

This chapter describes gas phase reactions between anions and 2-, 3-, and

4-fluoroanisole. These compounds have been chosen partly to obtain informa-

tion on the influence of the methoxy group on the nucleophilic aromatic sub-

stitution occurring at the fluorine-bearing carbon atom and partly to gain

insight in the competition between processes such as proton transfer, S 2

substitution, and nucleophilic aromatic substitution. The systems have been
Q

studied by Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance (FT-ICR).

Steen Ingemann, Nico M.M. Nibbering, J. Org. Chem., 48, 183 (1983).
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RESULTS

The NH ~ OH~,and RO" (R = alkyl) ions react with 2-, 3- and 4-fluoro-

anisole predominantly by proton transfer, S 2 substitution on the methyl

group, and nucleophilic aromatic substitution at the fluorine bearing carbon

atom. The occurrence/nonoccurrence and apparent relative importance of these

reaction channels are summarized in table I (see also figure 1). Other reac-
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«v [M-HP (m/z125) of 2-FCJH4OCH3

2-CH3OC6H40~ (m/z123J_^— -^~~"^

^ ^ ^
^^ 2-FC6H4O" (m/z111J^_—-^

2-CjH^OJ* (m/z 108)

100 1000 2000 3000ms
trapping time (linear increase in time I

Figure 1. Intensities of reactant and product ions in the 2-fluoroanisole/

OrT/rLO system followed as a function of trapping time. The trapping time was

linearly increased from 100 to 3000 tns in 30 steps. The total ion current was

stable in this case. The experimental conditions were as follows:

p(2-FC6Hi)OCH ) = 4.10"
5 Pa; p(H20) = 7.10"

5 Pa; magnetic field strength: 1.4

T; electron energy: 6 eV; emission current: 600 nA; recording of m/z 12-250.

tions such as IPSO substitution on the carbon atom substituted with the roe-

thoxy group and formation of a CgH^F" ion are observed in some cases to a mi-

nor extent.



Table I. Occurrence/nonoccurrence and apparent relative importance of reaction channels in the anion/2-,

3-, and 4-fluoroanisole systems.

reaction channel

anion

trapping time

ms

0H7 1
2

CH 0"

O~ d )

~ d )

~ e )

OH"

O~ d )

(CH3)2CH0~
 f )

O~ e )

500

1000

6500

500

6500

6500

6500

6500

1000

500

6500

6500

6500

6500

6500

6500

proton transfer V

1.00

0.78

0.12

1.00

0.91

0.57

0.35

0.07

0.12

0.09

0.29

0.74

0.52

0.54

0.67

0.69

1.00

0.09

0.43

0.61

0.85

0.78

1.00

attack on

fluorine-bearing

carbon atom

0.13

0.59

0.26

0.48

0.46

0.33

0.31

0.04

0.08

% conversion

into products

100

100

100

50

100

88

56

47
100

100

100

100

90

83

0.10

c)

o

32



Table I continued

NH2" 500 1.00 100

4-FC

1

0

gH^OCH

.00

.77 0

1

1

.23

.00

.00

OH" 6500 0.77 0.23 100

CH 0* 6500 1.00 100

CH3CH2O"
 d ) 6500 1.00 59

Normalized to 1.00. See the text and table III. In the 3-fluoroanisole case the only observable prod-

uct ion from this process is the 3-CH-OC,HhO~ ion (m/z 123). Conversion into products at a total pressure
-H d) -

of approximately 10 Pa. An [M-3] ion of the alcohol is observed (see: G. Caldwell, J.E. Bartmess, Int.

J. Mass Spectrom. Ion Phys., 40, 269 (1981). G. Boand, R. Houriet, T. Gaumann, Adv. Mass Spectrom., 8, 2jj8

(1980)). This ion constitutes in most cases 10-15% of the total ion current, but has been omitted from the
e) -

calculation of the conversion into products. An ion corresponding to RO .HOR is observed (see: G. Cald-

well, J.E. Bartmess, J. Phys. Chem., 85, 3571 (1981)). Under the conditions used this ion constitutes 25-^0%

of the total ion current bv1- has been omitted from the calculation of the conversion into products. The

[M-3Ü ion of the alcohol is óhe major ion observed at the trapping time used.
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Acidities: From bracketing experiments the following qualitative acidity
q in

order has been established: CgHg * < HgO < C^OCH < C ^ F < 2-FCgH^OCHg

« 4-FCgH^OCH- < CH OH 1° < S-FCgH^OCH. < CH SOCH . 1 0 A more accurate determi-

nation of the gas phase acidity of 2-, 3-, and 4-fluoroanisoles is hampered

by competitive processes and lack of compounds with a well-known gas phase

acidity between that of H O and CH.OH.

Hydrogen-deuterium exchange reactions: The qualitative gas phase acidity

data refer to the most acidic site within the 2-, 3-, and 4-fluoroanisole

molecules. Hydrogen-deuterium exchange reactions with D„0 reveal that the

[M-H]~ ions (m/z 125) of 2- and 4-fluoroanisole can exchange up to 6 hydrogen

atoms with deuterium atoms (see Discussion). The [M-H]~ ion (m/z 125) from 3-

-fluoroanisole exchanges up to three hydrogen atoms with deuterium atoms when

formed in the presence of DO. This behavior is in agreement with the obser-

vation that 3-fluoroanisole is more acidic in the gas phase than 2-fluoroan-

isole and 4-fluoroanisole. Low-resolution product ion spectra of the 2-, 3-,

and 4-fluoroanisole/0D~/D„0 systems are given in figure 2.

Formation of CgH^F": When a strong gas phase base such as NH ~ reacts with

2-, 3-, and 4-fluoroanisole a C.-Hj.F" ion (m/z 95) is formed (see Discussion).

The abundance of the C,H^F" ion relative to that of the [M-H]~ ion of the 2-,

3-, or 4-fluoroanisole is approximately 15% at trapping times around 100 ms.

The [CgH^F"] decreases, however, with increasing trapping time because the

2-, 3-, and 4-fluoroanisoles are more acidic than fluorobenzene in the gas

phase.

S.,2 substitution: S,,2 substitution on the methyl group is observed for 0H~
W N

and R0- (R = alkyl) but is negligible for NH ~ (eq. 1; table I). In the 2-,

M

g ^ g + R0" -A- FCgH^O' + ROCH3 (1)

3-, and 4-fluoroanisole/0D~/D„0 systems incorporation of deuterium atoms in

the 2-, 3-, and 4-fluorophenoxide ions is observed (see figure 2). For the

2- and *!-fluoroanisoles up to four deuterium atoms and for 3-fluoroanisole up

to two deuterium atoms are incorporated in the corresponding fluorophenoxide

ions. Furthermore, continuous ejection of the [M-HÜ ions formed in the 2-,
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Figure 2. Low-resolution spectra of the 2-, 3-, and H-fluoroanisole/0D~/T)0

systems. The ions with tn/z 111-115 are the SN2 substitution product ions. The

ions with m/z 125-131 are the conjugate bases of the 3- and 4-fluoroanisole.

The m/z 131 ion in the case of ^-fluoroanisole can be seen more clearly at

elevated pressures. The ions with m/z 123-130 in the 2-fluoroanisole case are

mostly the product ions from nucleophilic aromatic substitution at the fluo-

rine bearing carbon atom. This can be seen from the 2-fluoroanisole/0H~/H 0

system where the abundance of the [M-H]~ ions (m/z 125) relative to that of

the 2-CH OCgHjjO" ions (m/z 123) is around 15% under similar pressure condi-

tions. The experimental conditions were as follows: magnetic field strength:

1.4 T; emission current: 600 nA; electron energy: 6 eV; recording of m/z

85-250.



3-, and 4-fluoroanisole/0H~/H 0 systems and in the 3-fluoroanisole/CH_O~/

CH_OH system during the trapping time reduces the abundance of the product

ion from the S 2 substitution. In the 3-fluoroanisole/R0~/R0H [R = CH-CH„,

CH-CH CH„, (CH,) CH] systems, where proton transfer is reversible, continuous

ejection of the [M-H]~ ions results in a decrease in the abundance of the

SJJ2 product ions.

IPSO substitution: IPSO substitution on the carbon atom substituted with

the methoxy group occurs to a minor extent for 0H~ (table II). This process

1 P>
Table II. IPSO vs. S 2 substitution in the 0H~/2-, 3-, and 4-fluoroanisole
^ ~ - jy

systems.

% substitution

S..2 IPSO

system

87 + 2 1 3 + 2

% 99 'v, 1
u t o

4-FCgH^OCH- 9 3 + 2 7 + 2

Normalized to 100%; trapping time 6500 ms.

leads to the same products as the S..2 substitution, but distinction can be
1 fi 18 —

achieved with the use of 0H~ as shown in eq. 2 and 3- The CVH^F 0 ion,

FC,H.,1V + CH.OH (2)

1 fi

FC6H4OCH3 + OH"

m/z 113

m/z 19
S 2
N » FCgH^O" + CH 18OH (3)

m/z 111

however, cannot be observed when the [M-H]~ ion of the 2-, 3-, and 1-fluoro-

anisole is ejected continuously from the cell.
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Attack on the fluorine-bearing carbon atom: Nucleophilic aromatic substitu-

tion on the fluorine-bearing carbon atom is only important in the 2-fluoroan-

isole case (table I). It is observed to a minor extent in some of the 3-

-fluoroanisole systems, but it is completely absent in the 4-fluoroanisole

case (table I). The apparently relative abundance of the various product ions

arising from this reaction channel in the 2-fluoroanisole systems are given

in table III.

Table III. Relative importance of product ions arising from nucleophilic at-

tack on the fluorine substituted carbon atom in the 2-fluoroanisole mole-

cule.a)

reattack of the F~ ion by
b)

an ion

proton transfer E2 S.

(2-CH OCgH^O") (2-CH OCgH^O") (2-ROCgH^O")^ of F~ ion

formation
.-id) „ „- . c)

OH

CH3O~

CD,O~

CH3CH2O"

/"»TI p ü /""LI r^™*

(CH3)2CHO~

(CH3)3CCH2O'

1.00

0

0

1

-97

.96

.00

0

0

0

0

.39

.18/0.

.03

.04

186)

0

0

.61

.64

1.00f)

Normalized to 1.00 See table I for experimental conditions. ; See text.
c ) See text and eq. 4. d ) R = alkyl. e ) R =

R = (CH ) CCH2.

and ; see eq. 5a,b.

Attack of OH" on the fluorine-substituted carbon atom leads to formation

of a 2-CH OCgHjjO" ion (m/z 123). This ion incorporates up to seven deuterium

atoms in the 0D~/D20 system (see figure 2a). Furthermore, [2-CH-OCgH^Cf ]

decreases to almost zero when the [M-H]~ ion (m/z 125) of the 2-fluoroanisole

is ejected continuously from the cell during the trapping time.

The 2-CH.OCgH^O ion formed in the OH~/H„O system loses a methyl radical to

a small extent (̂  2%) to form the radical anion of o-benzoquinone (m/z 108).

In agreement with its assigned elemental composition, the m/z 108 ion shifts

to m/z 110 in the 18OH~/H2
18O system.
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The possible products arising from initial attack on the fluorine-bearing

carbon atom in the 2-fluoroanisole molecule are given in eq. 4 and 5a,b for

0.64

2-FCgH^OCH + CD 0

m/z 34

m/z 19

2-CHc.OC,H2|OCD.,

= -64 kJ/mol

(4)

0.18
3OC6H4O~ + CD3F (5a)

m/z 123

AH = -155 kJ/molr

0.18

the case of CD 0

• 2-CD-0C,H,,0 + CH.F3 6 4 3
m/z 126

AH = -155 kJ/mol
r

The AH^ values have been calculated for CH_O~ as the

(5b)

reactant ion. The ratio of [2-CH OC.Hj.0"! and [2-CD OC^H^O"] is unity

within experimental error. The generated F~ ion reacts with 2-fluoroanisole

by Sj.2 substitution (table I). This obscures to some extent the results in

table I. All attempts to observe F~ as an ionic product in the other 2-

-fluoroanisole/R0~/R0H systems have failed. In the (CH,KCCH_O~ case a small

amount of possibly generated F~ might not be observable due to reaction with

either 2-fluoroanisole (see table I) or with (CH ) CCH OH by proton trans-
13

fer. 5

DISCUSSION

Acidities: The acidity order found (vide supra) refers to the most acidic
14site within the molecules and permits the conclusion that both the methoxy

group and the fluorine atom stabilize the localized negative charge. The more

electronegative fluorine atom will contribute more to this stabilization, so

that the most stable structures of the conjugate bases of 2-, 3-, and 4-

-fluoroanisole are expected to be as shown below. The stabilization of the

localized negative charge by the fluorine atom and the methoxy group arises

through combined inductive and field effects as seen in the 0. substituent

constant and the value of the 9^ parameter in the Swain-Lupton equation for

F(o1 = 0.50,?*= 0.71) and for CH-0 (o1 = 0.27, & = 0.41 )
1 5 The maximum sta-
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bilization arises when the charge is in the 2-position with respect to both

substituents as seen in the higher gas phase acidity of 3-fluoroanisole com-

pared to those of 2- and il-fluoroanisole.

Formation of the C,H^F~ ion: The NH ~ ion reacts with 2-, 3-, and 4-fluoro-

anisole by proton transfer and formation of the conjugate base of fluoroben-

zene. Reaction between NH ~ and 4-FC,HllOCD- results in the [M-H]~ ion (m/z
2 D 4 i

128) and the product ions C,DH_F~ (m/z 96) and CgD^F* (m/z 97). The ratio
[C,DH,.F~] to [C,D_H_F~] is unity within experimental error. The same result
o i o d d

is obtained when NH ~ reacts with 3-FC,H,.OCD_. In the 2-FC,H,.OCD- case only
2 O H i D i j

the C,DH.F~ ion (m/z 96) and the [M-H]~ ion (m/z 128) are formed. The pro-

posed mechanism accounting for formation of C,DH^F~ and C,D_H-F~ is shown in

schen.e 1.

,CD3

-NH,

m/z 16

C6DH3F- + CD2O

m/z 96

C6D2H2F" + CDHO

m/z 97

Scheme 1
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The important observation here is that there is an equilibration between

the three deuterium atoms or the methyl group and the ortho hydrogen atom

prior to the loss of formaldehyde. The intermediate carbanion (ion b_ or d_ in

scheme 7) must live sufficiently long to allow this equilibration before

fragmentation into Ĉ -DH-F" and C,D.H-F~ occurs.
6 3 6 2 2

Hydrogen-deuterium exchange reactions: Hydrogen-deuterium exchange reac-

tions have proven to be a valuable method in probing mechanisms of ion/mole-
1 A 17

cule reactions and structures of ions in the gas phase ' and in solving
1 ft

analytical problems. In this study exchange of up to six hydrogen atoms

with deuterium atoms is observed when the conjugate bases of 2- and it-fluoro-

anisole are formed in the presence of D„0 (see figure 2 and Competition be-

tween reaction channels). This can only mean that the aryl hydrogen atoms and

the hydrogen atoms of the methyl group participate in the exchange reactions

(eq. 6).

OD'
-HDO

D20 (6)

Following the hydrogen-deuterium exchange reactions of the conjugate base

of 4-fluoroanisole as a function of trapping time (figure 3) shows that the

two types of hydrogen atoms exchange with different rates. Exchange reactions

in the conjugate base of 4-FCgH^OCD., with either H^O or D„0 reveal that the

aryl hydrogen atoms exchange at a much higher rate than the methyl hydrogen

atoms. Similar experiments with the conjugate base of 3-FCgHnOCD, prove that

only aryl hydrogen atoms undergo exchange.

It has been concluded that for exchange of different types of hydrogen

atoms within a carbanion the difference in acidity of the hydrogen atoms

should be less than 80 kJ/mol. The gas phase acidity of the aryl hydrogen

atoms in the 4-fluoroanisole molecule can be placed at ^ 1616 kJ/mol (see

Results). This could imply that the upper limit for the gas phase acidity of

the methyl hydrogen atoms is •*> 1700 kJ/mol.

The results from the reaction between NH " and 2-, 3-, and 4-FC,H^OCD. show
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PU-FC6H<0CH3) = 5.10'5 Pa
=7.10"5 Pa.
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\

200 500 1000 4000 6500 ms
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Figure 3- Hydrogen-deuterium exchange reactions of the [M-H]~ ion from 4-

-fluoroanisole followed as a function of trapping time. The trapping time was

increased exponentially from 100 to 6500 ms in 35 steps. The number of incor-

porated deuterium atoms has been indicated in parentheses. The total ion cur-

rent increases initially since 0D~ is not being detected. The decrease in to-

tal ion current at longer trapping times indicates ion loss from the cell

probably promoted by the high pressures. The experimental conditions were as

follows: p(4-FC6Hi4OCH ) = 5x10~
5 Pa; p(H20) = 7x10"

5 Pa; magnetic field

strength: 1.4 T; electron energy: 6 eV; emission current: 600 nA; recording

of m/z 85-250.

that proton transfer only occurs from the ring positions. The exothermicity

associated with this process is apparently large enough that an intramolecu-

lar deuteron transfer leading to a short-lived primary -carbanion can take

place (see scheme 1). Although no CgHhF" ions are formed in the reaction with

0H~, this might lend partial support to the most simple rationalization of
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the hydrogen-deuterium exchange of the methyl hydrogen atoms, which is as

follows: Part of the excess internal energy of about 40-80 kJ/mol gained

upon formation of the ion/molecule complex of the conjugate base of 4-fluoro-

anisole and D^o may drive endothermic proton transfers between these species

and an unfavored intramolecular proton transfer from the methyl group to the

deprotonated 2-position of the aromatic ring. This has been visualized in

scheme 2.

.OCf

020

a'

HDO

.CHjO

e'

HDO

Scheme 2

Nucleophilic aromatic substitution: Gas phase nucleophilic aromatic substi-

tutions have received rather limited attention. ' ' ' The presently known

examples can best be described as proceeding by the addition-elimination
20

pathway, that is the SMAr mechanism. Although the methoxy group retards nu-
N 20aoleophilic aromatic substitutions in solution, "° attack on the fluorine-

-bearing carbon atom is nearly equally as important as the S.,2 substitution in

the 2-fluoroanisole systems (table I). In the 3- and 4-fluoroanisole systems

nucleophilic aromatic substitution either occurs only to a very minor extent

or does not occur at all (table I).

The fluorine-substituted carbon atom will have the highest electropositive
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character in the 2-fluoroanisole molecule since the inductive and field ef-

fects operate more effectively from the 2-position with respect to the fluo-

rine atom. The situation for the carbon atom substituted with the methoxy

group will be similar, of course.

The high amount of nucleophilic aromatic substitution observed in the 2-

-fluoroanisole systems (table I; see also table II for IPSO substitution) can

then be explained with the assumption that the coulombic interaction between

the nucleophile and the electropositive center is the controlling factor in

the reaction. The electropositive character of the fluorine-bearing carbon

atom will be decreased in the 3- and 4-fluoroanisoles. The energy barrier

toward nucleophilic attack on this carbon atom might be raised therefore, and

Sj.2 substitution on the methyl group occurs instead (table I).

In the alkyl pentafluorophenyl ether systems attack on the fluorine-substi-

tuted carbon atom was shown to lead to formation of an F~ ion/molecule com-

plex whose lifetime was long enough to allow reattack by the displaced F ion

upon the newly formed molecule. The results given in table III (see also eq.

4 and 5a,b) show also that F~ ion/molecule complexes are formed in the case

of 2-fluoroanisole as a consequence of nucleophilic attack on the fluorine-

-bearing carbon atom. The mechanism accounting for formation of these com-

plexes is shown in scheme 3 and has been discussed previously in detail for

5 7
the alkyl pentafluorophenyl ether systems. '

+ OR"

—.*

.products

Loose i o n -
molecule
complex

a—onion
complex

F" ion-molecule
complex

Scheme 3

In most of the 2-fluoroanisole systems all the final product ions arise

from reattack of the displaced F~ ion, which reacts by either proton trans-

fer, S.,2 substitution, or E2 elimination (table III). In the 2-fluoroanisole/

CH_O~ system both F~ and 2-CH,0C,Hj,0~ ions are produced (see eq. k and 5a,b).

The latter ion is formed by an S.,2 substitution occurring within the F~ ion/

molecule complex. E2 elimination occurs preferentially in this complex when
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the primary reactant ion contains f3-hydrogen atoms (eq. 7-9; see table III).

No F~ ions are observed, although reaction 9 is exothermic. Reattack of the

F ion by E2 elimination is favored by an increase in entropy.

6 4 3
CH_CH.O3 2

d

m/z

m/z 137

F -i

m/z 19

HF

AH° = -92 kJ/mol 21

CH F

AH° = -49 kJ/mol 21

(7)

(8)

(9)

When is used instead of 2-fluoroanisole, reaction with CH_O~ and

CH_CH_O~ leads under our experimental conditions to the products given in

eq. 10-13. The AH0 values of these reactions can be seen not to be greatly

C,HCF + CH_O
o 5 3

^ 0.07

'v. 0.4

-v 0.6

• F +

m/z 19

* C6H5°"
m/z 93

• F" +

m/z 19

* C6H5°
m/z 93

C6

C6

H5OCH3

CHgF

H5OC2H5

CH2CH2

-62 kJ/mol

-139 kJ/mol

-45 kJ/mol

+ HF

-76 kJ/mol

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)
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different from the values for the similar reactions in the 2-fluoroanisole
23

system.

These observations illustrate several points. First, it is important to

stress that the competition between reaction channels available for an ion/

molecule complex can be described by the RRKM theory only, if the nonfixed

energy is completely randomized within the complex and if all microscopic
24

pathways leading to products have an equal probability.

Applying the RRKM theory in a qualitative way to the present situation, the

dissociation of the F~ ion/molecule complex can be described as proceeding

through a loose transition state, whereas reattack, for example by S..2 sub-

stitution, will involve a tight transition state. In the 2-fluoroanisole/

CH,O~ system dissociation (eq. 4) can be seen to dominate over reattack by

SM2 substitution (eq. 5). In the 2-fluoroanisole/CH,CH„0~ system, where re-

attack by E2 elimination is possible, dissociation into F~ as an ionic prod-

uct is apparently absent (table III and eq. 7 and 8).

If the rates or dissociation of the F~ ion/molecule complexes are assumed

to be comparable in the two cases, this would indicate that the E2 elimina-

tion forming the 2-CH_OCfiH2(O~ ion in the CH-CH20~ case competes more effec-

tively with this dissociation than the S„2 substitution forming the same ion

in the CH,O~ case. This can be explained by a "looser" structure and/or a

lower energy of the transition state in the E2 elimination compared to that

in the S.,2 substitution. Although more detailed knowledge concerning the po-

tential energy surface describing the elimination reaction is necessary to

determine which factor will be more important, the result is a further con-

firmation of the facility of E2 eliminations compared to S.,2 substitution in

gas phase ion/molecule reactions. ' '

In the fluorobenzene/CH.CHpO" system the competition between dissociation

of the F~ ion/molecule complex and reattack by E2 elimination is changed.

This could be explained by a slightly higher transition-state energy for the

E2 elimination caused by a change in leaving group from 2-CH,0C,Hi(0~ to

C,H_O~. However, it should be pointed out that there will only be a real com-

petition between dissociation of the F~ ion/molecule complex and the various

modes of reattack by F~ when the lifetime of the F~ ion/molecule complex is

sufficiently long to randomize the energy within the complex. This again will-

be determined by the detailed dynamics of the reaction forming the F~ ion/

molecule complex and the magnitude of the ion-dipole/ion-induced dipole in-

teractions between the F~ ion and the molecule.



Competition between reaction channels: Exothermic transfer of a proton to

small anions having localized charges has been observed to occur essentially
2C

with a rate equal to the collision rate in gas phase ion/molecule systems. J

The intervention of an intrinsic energy barrier toward reaction has been doc-

umented for gas phase S„2 substitution ' and has been used also to explain

the low reaction efficiency of several exothermic S 2 substitutions. In

gas phase ion/molecule reactions, where exothermic proton transfer is occur-

ring, one might therefore expect that this reaction completely suppresses a
27

possible Sj.2 substitution irrespective of whether the latter process has a

higher exothermicity.

The present results prove that proton transfer to the reactant ion precedes

S„2 substitution (to a large extent), IPSO substitution, and nucleophilic at-

tack on the fluorine-bearing carbon atom. Scheme 4 illustrates this for the

2-fluoroanisole/0H~/H20 system (see also figure 1).

H2O;

in case of H V \ I P S O

HF

CH/)H

CH3OH

Scheme k

Within complex IJ", which has insufficient energy to dissociate, there is a

competition between a proton transfer reaction leading back to a" and nucleo-

philic displacement reactions. The exothermic proton transfer leading to a"

will be faster than the nucleophilic substitutions as envisaged in the high
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amount of deuterium incorporation in the product ions (see figure 2). The in-

corporation of up to seven deuterium atoms within the 2-CH_0C,H^0~ ion can

only mean that the conjugate base of 2-fluoroanisole can exchange all the hy-

drogen atoms with deuterium atoms. From the bracketing experiments the ini-

tial proton transfer in the 2-fluoroanisole/OH~/H„O system can be seen to oc-

cur with a maximal AH of -49 kJ/mol. The S.,2 substitution reaction (eq. 3)
r o 28

with 0H~ can be calculated to have a AH of around -185 kJ/mol. The heat of
r

reaction, AH , of the reaction in which 2-CH_0C,HiJ0~ is formed can be calcu-
pfi

lated to be approximately -206 kJ/mol. This means that the initial proton

transfer forming the conjugate base of 2-fluoroanisole is kinetically favored.

The conjugate base undergoes reactions to form the thermodynamically more sta-

ble products (see figure 1). The important aspect of .̂iese results is that,

although the initial proton transfer is essentially irreversible, the forma-

tion of complex a" in scheme *( is associated with a gain in nonfixed energy

sufficiently large to carry out an endothermic proton transfer followed by

nucleophllic displacement reactions. This situation applies equally well to

the 2-fluoroanisole/0H~/H 0 and 3-fluoroanisole CH 0~/CH OH systems. In the

3-fluoroanisole/R0~/R0H cases, where formation of the conjugate base of 3-

-fluoroanisole is reversible, there will be an increase in the abundance of

the more slowly formed products with increasing trapping time.

Increasing the acidity difference between the substrate and the conjugate

acid of the reactant ion causes a higher endothermicity for formation of a

complex equivalent to b" in scheme H. This will be the case in the 3-fluoro-

anisole/0H~/H_0 system, which explains the smaller amount of S.,2 substitution

(table I), the minor amount of deuterium atoms incorporated in the S„2 prod-

uct ion (figure 2), and the very minor amount of IPSO substitution in this

system (table II). This situation is also met in the fluoroanisole/NH ~/NH_

systems, where only proton transfer and formation of CgH^F" are observed.

In view of the proposed mechanism accounting for the hydrogen-deuterium ex-

change occurring at the methyl group (scheme 2) and the observation that part

of the S.,2 substitution takes place as outlined in scheme H, reaction between

2- or 4-FCgfkOCD, and OH~/H 0 could be expected to lead to incorporation of

deuterium atoms in the SM2 product ion. This is not observed in these cases.
1 1 H

The larger acidity difference between 2- or ^-fluoroanisole and H^O (see

Acidities) is likely to increase the rate of dissociation of complex a_' or c_'

(scheme 2) and a" (scheme 4) and cause back-reaction from b' to a' (scheme 2)
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and also from b" to a" (scheme U) to be exceedingly fast compared to the S 2

substitution occurring within the ion/molecule complexes.

CONCLUSIONS

The dominant reactions between anions and 2-, 3-, and 4-fluoroanisole in

the gas phase are proton transfer, S.,2 substitution, and nucleophilic aromat-

ic substitution. Hydrogen-deuterium exchange reactions between the cerjugate

bases of 2-, 3-, and iJ-fluoroanisole and D_0 show in the cases of 2- and Ü-

-fluoroanisole that exchange of the aryl hydrogen atoms and the methyl hy-

drogen atoms occurs. The mechanism of the exchange of the methyl hydrogen

atoms is likely to be a slow intramolecular process leading to a short-lived

primary carbanion which rapidly abstracts a deuteron from the t_0 present in

the ion/molecule complex.

Exothermic proton transfer to the reactant ion is kinetically favored. Nu-

cleophilic displacement reactions occur even in systems where the initial

proton transfer is irreversible in a classical sense. This can be explained

by a gain in nonfixed energy when the ion approaches the molecule which is

sufficient to drive an endothermic proton transfer and to overcome the ener-

gy barrier toward nucleophilic displacement. Nucleophilic aromatic substitu-

tion at the fluorine-bearing carbon atom is only important compared to S^2

substitution in the 2-fluoroanisole case. This can be taken as an indication

that the controlling factor in the reaction is the interaction between the

entering nucleophile and the electropositive fluorine-substituted carbon

atom.

Attack on the fluorine-bearing carbon atom in the 2-fluoroanisole leads to

formation of an F~ ion/molecule complex whose lifetime is long enough to al-

low reattack on the newly formed molecule. The results obtained further con-

firm the importance of relatively long lived ion/molecule complexes formed

by primary reactions in gas phase ion/molecule systems.

MATERIALS

Most of the chemicals used were commercially available. The 2-, 3-, and ̂ J-

-fluoroanisoles were purchased from Aldrich and used without further purifi-

cation. Their identity was checked by 1H NMR. 2-FCgH^OCD 3-FCgH^OCD , and

(> 99% d,) were prepared by a Williamson ether synthesis carried
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out under mild conditions such as in acetone by using C0_ as the base and

purified by preparative GC before use (column type OV-225, temperature 100-

130°C).
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CHAPTER 5

GAS PHASE CHEMISTRY OF a-THIO CARBANIONS*

INTRODUCTION

The influence of a heteroatom on an adjacent carbanionic center has re-

ceived considerable attention. " The fact that the acidity of C-H bonds a

to a heteroatom can be enhanced has led to the development of synthetically

important organoraetallic compounds. The mechanism of the stabilization of

the negative charge on a carbon atom adjacent to second row elements -espe-

cially sulfur- has been a matter of debate. Overlap between the carbanionic

lone pair with a vacant 3d orbital on the sulfur atom has been used to ex-

plain the higher acidity of the a C-H bonds in sulfides compared to the a
1 2

C-H bonds in ethers. ' MO calculations indicate, however, that the 3d or-

bital on the sulfur atom has no effect on the proton affinity of a-thio carb-

anions. ' ' ' ' On the basis of the PMO theory interaction between the

carbanionic lone pair and the anti bonding a* orbital of the X-R (X = 0, S)

group was proposed to contribute to the stabilization of the carbanionic

site. ' ' This interaction was argued to be stronger in the a-thio carban-

ions than in the cx-oxy carbanions and to be more effective when the carban-

ionic lone pair is antiperiplanar to the X-R bond, thus providing a possible

explanation for the preferential equatorial lithiation of 1,3-dithiane.

Qualitatively, the lower proton affinity of a-thio carbanions compared to

that of ct-oxy carbanions has been ascribed to the larger polarizability of

the sulfur atom compared to that of the oxygen atom. ' ' '

The experimentally obtained information on the properties of a-thio carban-

ions has been derived nearly exclusively from solution studies. Simple a-thio

carbanions do not exist, however, as free ions in solution; only the cor-

responding organometallic compounds are known. In order to determine the sta-

bility and reactivity of simple a-thio carbanions free from solvent and coun-

terion effects, it is necessary to generate them in the gas phase. Proton re-

moval from 1,3-dithiane and 1,3-dithiolane in the gas phase has been studied

by Bartmess et al., but no quantitative data on the gas phase acidity of

these compounds could be obtained due to dominant elimination reactions and

*
Steen Ingemann, Nico M.M. Nibbering, Can. J. Chem., 62, 2773 M984).
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fragmentation of the formed carbanions. This chapter reports the gas phase

acidity of CH SCH and the methyl group in C,H SCH . The reactivity of a-thio

carbanions in the gas phase is probed by studying the reactions between

CH-SCH ~ and various molecules. The results have been obtained by the use of
13

Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance (FT-ICR) mass spectrometry.

RESULTS

CH SCH : Reaction of NH2", C ^ N H " and (CHJ5N~ with CH SCH proceeds ex-

clusively by proton transfer. The rate constants and reaction efficiencies
14

are given in table I.

Table I. Rate constants for proton abstraction from CH_SCH, by amide ions.

k
exo

2.7 +

0.8 +

0.7 +

a )

0.4

0.1

0.1

k b )

ADO

2.60

1.82

1.82

Eff.c)

1.04

0.44

0.38

r

kJ/tnol

-44

-26

-14

In units of 10~ cm .molecule" .s~ . The error given is the standard

deviation. Temperature assumed to be 298 K. In units of 10 cm -mole-

cule" .s~ . Calculated using the Average Dipole Orientation Theory by Su and
c)Bowers, see ref. 14 and chapter 1. The reaction efficiency is k /k.nn.

Calculated using AH° data given in ref. 17 and table VIII.

The intramolecular kinetic deuterium isotope effect associated with the

reaction between the amide ions and CH SCD, are given in Table II. The values

in table II have been determined by monitoring the relative abundance of the

[M-H] and [M-D]~ ions as a function of reaction time and then extrapolating

to zero reaction time. This procedure proved necessary because hydrogen-deu-

terium exchange reactions between the ions and C H NH„ or (CH_) NH caused a

rather fast change in the relative abundance of the [M-H.l~ and [M-D]~ ions

with increasing reaction time (see "Ion Structures").
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Table II. Intramolecular kinetic isotope effects associated with the reac-

tion between CD.SCH.. and the amide ions.

A" PA(A~) kJ/raola) ^„/k^' no of exp.
H u

NH2~ 1689 2.43 + 0.07 5

C2H NH" 1671 3.29+0.18 6

(CH3)2N~ 1658 2.92 + 0.03 4

Values taken from ref. 15. Values obtained by extrapolation to zero
13 33reaction time and corrected for C and S contributions. The error given

is the standard deviation. The actual error might be ̂  10%.

In the OH~/H 0 system equilibrium 1 is observed (see figure 1).

H0~ + CH SCH ^ ^ H20 + [M-H!~ (1)

m/z 17 m/z 61

The equilibrium constant for reaction 1 is determined to be K = 0.058 +_

0.012. This value is the average of 7 experiments using different partial

pressures of the acids. Moreover, the system has been allowed to reach equi-

librium starting with either 0H~ and CH SCH or the fM-H]" ion and H20.

Although propene has a gas phase acidity very close to that of H O , reac-

tion 2 could not be observed.

II
^jj CH=CHCH + [MH]~2=CH-CH3 + [M-H]~ (2)

m/z 41 m/z 61

The weaker gas phase base CH 0" does not react with CH SCH_ under the expe-
1 fi 1 7

rimental conditions even though S..2 substitution is exothermic. '

CH 0~ + CH SCH -4L- CH 0CH_ + CH S" (3)

m/z 31 m/z 47

AH° = - 54 kJ/mol
r

In accord with this, no SN2 substitution is observed in any of the other
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Figure 1. Relative intensities of the HO" and CH SCH2 ions in the

HO /H O/CH_SCH, system followed as a function of reaction time.

anion/CH,SCH, systems studied.

The gas phase nucleophilicity of the [M-H]~ ion from CH_SCH_ has been

probed by studying its reactions with CH,C1, CH^Br and HCO-CH,. Hate con-

stants for the displacement of Cl" and Br~ from CH,C1 and CH_Br respectively

have been measured for several nucleophiles in order to provide a basis for

comparison. Furthermore these measurements have verified whether the rate

constants for S.,2 substitutions previously measured with either the Ion Cy-

clotron Resonance (ICR) or the Flowing Afterglow (FA) method could be repro-

duced with our FT-ICR instrument. ' ' The data have been collected in

tables III and IV.

The rate constants for the reaction of the [M-H]~ ion from CH_SCH. and the

allyl anion with HCO CH,, are given in table V.

The rate constants given in the tables have been obtained as outlined in

chapter 2 p. 27. The values are an average of 3-6 measurements using

different partial pressures of the substrates. The error on the absolute
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values might be quite large (% 50%) basically due to the uncertainty in the

measurement of the exact pressure of the substrate. For a given substrate

the relative values can be considered more accurate (̂  20%). The rate con-

stants measured with our FT-ICR instrument agree quite well with the values

obtained by other experimental methods (see tables III and IV).

Table III. Rate constants for reaction between anions and CH.C1.

A"

CH SCH2"

CH2=CH-CH2~

HC=C"

HO"

CH 0"

C2H5O"

C2H5S~

F"

FT-ICR

0.30 + 0

0.26 + 0

0.087 ± 0

1.7 +0

0.80 +_ 0

0.78 + 0

0.064 +_ 0

0.026 + 0

0.83 + 0

.03

.04

.003

.1

.06

.03

.004

.004

.05

k a )

exp

ICRb)

-

0.052

1.6

0.49

-

0.078

-

0.8

FAc)

0.29f)

0.13

1.5

1-3

-

0.11

-

1.9

k

1

1

2

2

1

1

7

1

2

d)
ADO

.60

.79

.11

.44

.96

.74

.72

.60

.34

Eff.d)

0.19

0.15

0.041

0.70

0.41

0.45

0.037

0.016

0.35

AH0 kJ/moleJ

r

-283

-271

-228

-210

-185

-169

-132

-124

-129

In units of 10" cm .molecule" .s~ . The error on the FT-ICR results is

the standard deviation. Temperature assumed to be 298 K. Values taken

from ref. 16. Values taken from ref. 18. See notes b and c for table

I. e Calculated using values from ref. 17 and table VIII. Value taken

from ref. 19.
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Table IV. Rate constants for reaction between anions and CH.Br.

A"

CH3SCH2"

CH2=CH-CH2"

HCEC"

HO"

CH 0"

C2H 0"

CH S"

cxs"
F"
3 5C1"

0.

1.

0.

2.

1.

1.

0.

0.

1.

0.

FT-ICR

93
1

43
2

3
1

40

36

2

026

+ 0.

+ 0.

+ 0 •

+ 0.

+ 0.

+ 0.

+ 0 •

+ 0.

+ 0.

+ 0.

03

1

02

1

1

1

04

01

1

002

exp

ICRb)

-

-

0.31

1.9

0.72

-

0.14

-

0.6

0.012

FAC)

-

0.77f)

0.52

0.99

1.1

-

0.52

-

1.2

0.021

k d )

ADO

1.53

1.75

2.10

2.46

1.93

1.69

1.67

1.53

2.35

1.85

Eff.d)

0.63

0.63

0.20

0.89

0.67

0.65

0.24

0.24

0.51

0.014

AH0 kJ/mole)

r

-310

-298

-255

-237

-212

-197

-159

-151

-156

- 27

a) —9 3 — 1 — 1

In units of 10 cm .molecule .s . The error given for the FT-ICR

values is the standard deviation. Temperature assumed to be 298 K. Values

taken from ref. 16. Values taken from ref. 18. See notes b and c for
e) f)

table I. Calculated using values from ref. 17 and table VIII. Value
taken from ref. 19.

Table V. Data for reaction of CH SCH2 and CH2=CH-CH2 with HC02CH .

A" products3} % b ) kftbJ
d) Eff.d)

+ C3H6SO 48

HCOCHSCH + CHgOH 52

0.28 + 0.01 1.64 0.17

CH-=CH—CH— CH-0 + Ct.Ĥ O 5
2 2 3 4 6 .

0.38 + 0.01e> 1.83 0.21

HCOCH-CH=CH2 + CH OH 95

Neutral products assumed. Obtained by extrapolation to zero reaction

time. Error on the percentages «» 10%. In units of 10 cm .molecule' •

s~ . Temperature assumed to be 298 K. See notes c and d for table I.

See also chapter 6.
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CgH,.SCH_: contains several acidic sites. To determine whether the

phenyl or the methyl hydrogen atoms are the more acidic, reactions of a se-

ries of anions with C,H_SCD, have been investigated. The competition between

proton and deuteron abstraction in each system has been determined by moni-

toring the relative abundances of the [M-H]~ and [M-D]~ ions as a function

of reaction time and extrapolating to zero reaction time (see figure 2 for

an example). The results are given in table VI.

100

90

SO

70

60

50

40

30'

20-

10'.

IionXHW
p(C,HsSCDj) = t.10~s Pa

p(NHj)

p [ CH3OH I

= 5 tt"5 Pa

= 4.10~s Pa

- * m/z 125

-o m/z 124

-« m/z 123

_. m/z 126
-* m/z127

50 150 200 250 300 350 400
REACTION TIME IN MS

Figure 2 Variation of the relative intensities of the m/z 123-127 ions

formed in the CH,O~/CH_OH/C6H,-SCD- system with reaction time. The m/z 125

ion is the [M-D]~ ion from C,H.-SCD-. The m/z 126 and 127 ions are the 13C/
55 5ii 6 5 3 _
S and S isotopic species of the [M-D] ions, respectively. The m/z 12M

and 123 ions are formed by hydrogen-deuterium exchange reactions between

the [M-D]~ ions and CH OH.
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Table VI. Competition between proton and deuteron abstraction from
a)

PA(A~) kJAnolb) [M-H]~ [M-D]~ [M-2D+H]" [M-2H+D]"

m/z 126 m/z 125 m/z 124 m/z 127

NH2

C2H5NH"

(CH )2N"

HO"

DO"

CH 0"

1689

1671

1658

1635

-

1587

49
48

39

15

20

_

51

52

61

55

77

100

-

-

-

30 c )

_

-

-

-

_

3C)

_

Values obtained by extrapolation to zero reaction time and corrected for

C and S contributions. Error on the percentages ^ 10%. Values taken
c)

from ref. 15. Caused by multiple hydrogen-deuterium exchange in the col-

lision complex composed of H0~ or DO~ and C,H,.SCD-, see ref. 20.

In the CH_O~/C,HcSCH_ system equilibrium 4 is observed (figure 3).

CH3O" + C6H5SCH- i = ^ CH OH + [M-H]~ (4)

m/z 31 m/z 123

The equilibrium constant for reaction 4 is K = 0.774 +_ 0.064 as an average

of 6 experiments. Different partial pressures of the acids have been used

and the reaction has been studied from either side of eq. 4.

No reaction could be observed between the [M-H]~ ion from C,H_SCH_ and
o 5 3

p-xylene or toluene although the latter compounds have gas phase acidities
15 —

close to the value for CH-OH. Similarly, no reaction between the [M-H]
ions from p-xylene or toluene and C,H,-SCH_ has been observed.

To gain more insight into the relative acidity of the different positions

in C,H,-SCH, hydrogen-deuterium exchange between the [M-H]~ ion and D„0 has
20 -

been studied (figure 4). The corresponding results for the C^H-SCD./OD /
D„0 systems are shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 3. Relative intensities of the CH_O~ and CgH-SCH ~ ions in the CH,O~/

CH OH/CgfUSCH- system followed as a function of reaction time.
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ptC.HjSCH,) = 4.10** Pa

piDfi) = «W*Pa

d, (m/z 130)

500 1000 1500 2000
REACTION TIME

IN MS

Figure 4. The hydrogen-deuterium exchange reaction between the conjugate

base of C,H,.SCH- and D„0 followed as a function of reaction time. The time

was increased linearly from 100 to 2000 ms in 2k steps. The relative inten-

sities have not been corrected for isotoplc contributions.
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, . l ion"1 0 0

p(C,H,SCD,) = 4.10'* Pa

p(D2O) =4 .10- * Pa

1000 1S00 2000
REACTION TIME IN MS

Figure 5. The hydrogen-deuterium exchange reaction between the conjugate

base of C,H,-SCD_ and D„O followed as a function of reaction time. The time

was increased linearly from 100 ms to 2000 ms in 18 steps. The m/z 125 and

126 ions are formally the [M-H]~ and [M-D]~ ions from C,H,.SCD_ (see also

table VI). The relative intensities have not been corrected for isotopic con-

tributions.

In the amide ion systems no S.,2 substitution is observed which would pro-

duce C,H_S~ ions. In the OH~/H„O system a very minor amount of C,H_S~ ions is

formed after completion of proton transfer to OH**. In the 0D~/D 0 system up

to four deuterium atoms are incorporated in the thiophenolate ions. These ob-

servations are analogous to those previously reported for reactions of anions
21

with 2-, 3-, ^-fluoroanisole and anisole, itself. The mechanistic interpre-

tation is given in eq. 5.
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C6H5SCH3 + HO" • [M-H]" +

m/z 17 m/z 123

[M-H]" + H20 • [[M-H.r.H2O]* 5 ^ (5)

m/z 123

[C,HCSCH ~0H]* • C,HCS" + CH.OH
o 5 3 o 5 i

m/z 109

S„2 substitution becomes significant in the CH_O~/CH_OH system at longer

reaction times (> 1000 ms). This does not interfere, however, with the de-

termination of the equilibrium constant for reaction 4 (see figure 3)-

DISCUSSION

Ion structures: In order to ascertain that the [M-H]~ ion from CH SCH has

the structure of a primary carbanion, reactions of this ión with N_0, CF^O

and C,F, have been studied. The product ions observed are listed in table

VII. All the observed reactions point to the primary carbanion structure 1:

CH 2 J_

The mechanisms of the reactions with N_0 and CF_O have been reported pre-
22 23

viously in detail. ' The reaction with C,F, is rationalized in eq. 6.

s
N

A r »
CH.SCH' + C,F, -2— CC,F1_CH-SCH_.F"]

32 D O 6 5 2 3
m/z 61 , , .

-fif [C6F5CHSCH3]* • C6F5CHS~; + 'Cf^

m/z 212

21 2k
This reaction type has been discussed in previous articles ' and provides

in general for a good probe as to the structure and reactivity of anions in

the gas phase.

The [M-H]~ and [M-D]" ions from CD SCH_ react with CF-0 as shown in eqs 7

and 8.2i
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Table VII. Product ions formed in the reactions of the [M-H]~ ions from

CH SCH and

substrate

CH SCH

N 0

CF20

C6F6

N20

CF20

HCO2CH3

C,HCSCH_ witl:o5 3

products

CH-SC=N"=N +
i

CHgSCrCrO +

C6F5CHS

ï various

a)

H 0

2HF

HF + CH.

no reaction

CgH5SC=C=O

CH3O~

C8H?SO

+ 2HF

+ C8 H8 S O

+ CH OH

molecules.

%b)

100

100

100

100

< 20

> 80

conversion into products

at the given reaction time

39% at 2000 ms

97% at 1000 ms d )

100% at 1000 ms

100% at 2500 ms e )

86% at 2500 ms f )

Structure of ionic product assumed. Neutral product assumed. Obtained
c)

by extrapolation to zero reaction time. Conversion into products at the

pressures used. In the case of N O the partial pressure of this compound was

a factor of 3 higher than the partial pressure of the sulfide. See ref.

25. e ) See ref. 26. f ) See text.

CD SCH2

m/z 64

CH SCD2~

+ CF20

+ CF20

• CD3SC=C=O

m/z 90

• CH SC=C=O

2HF

2DF

(7)

(8)

m/z 63 m/z 87

The clean occurrence of reactions 7 and 8 indicates that no 1,3-proton or

deuteron shifts take place within the carbanion.

CH2SCD2H (9)

The structure of the LM-H]~ ion from CH,SCH_ has been probed further by

studying hydrogen-deuterium exchange reactions between the ion and an ex-
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20

change reagent. Under the experimental conditions no exchange could be ob-

served if ND, was used as exchange reagent. In a system composed of ND_/

(CH_) NH/CH-SCH,, however, exchange could be observed. In that case the ex-

change reagent is (CH_)„ND which is prepared in situ from reaction between

ND_ and (CH,)_NH. Up to four hydrogen atoms in the [M-H]~ ion could be ex-

changed with deuterium atoms in this system supporting the conclusion that

proton abstraction from CH^SCH, leads to a primary carbanion.

In the case of CgH_SCH_ proton abstraction can lead in principle to a pri-

mary carbanion (ion 2) and or a substituted phenide ion (ion 3^ where the

charge can be in the ortho, meta or para position with respect to the CK,S-

group.

ion £ ion 3_

The results from reactions between the [M-H]~ ion from Cg^SCH. (generated by

hydroxide ions, see also table VI) and N20, CF20 and HC02CH_ are collected in

table VII. The reaction with CF?O points to ion 2_ whereas the reactions

with HCO CH, can be explained on the basis of both ions 2_ and 3_̂  These re-

sults and the results from the hydrogen-deuterium exchange reactions (see fig-

ures >\ and 5) indicate that isomerization of the [M-H]~ ion from C,H,-SCH_ to
o 5 3

other structures than £ or 3 is not occurring. The possibility exists, how-

ever, that ion _3 rearranges via an intramolecular proton shift to ion £ when

the negative charge is located in the ortho position. Such a rearrangement

has been verified for carbanions derived from 2-, 3-, 'l-fluoroanisole and
? i

anisole. For the [M-H]~ ion from Cgf^SCH we have been unable to clarify

whether such intramolecular proton shifts take place. An isomerization of ion

3. to the more stable ion 2_ (see "Acidities") can occur, of course, via reac-

tion with molecules such as NH, or HJ3.

Acidities; Proton abstraction from CH_SCH_ by NH_~ occurs with the collision

rate (table I). The C^H-NH" and (CH_)2N~ ions, which have lower proton affini-

ties, abstract a proton from CH_SCH_ with lower efficiency. The intramolecular



primary kinetic isotope effect associated with this process is observed to

change when the proton affinity of the amide ions is changed (table II). The

maximum in isotope effect observed for the C_H_NH~ ion could mean that the

transition state is more symmetric in this case than in the other two. The

occurrence of these isotope effects indicates that there is a significant
27

local energy barrier towards proton removal from CH-SCH.. This is also re-

flected in the fact that reaction (10) is not observed to occur to any appre-

ciable extent.

CH SCD2" + CH SCD- - ƒ • CH SCDgH + CD-SCH2~ (10)

m/z 63 m/z 64

The thermochemical gas phase acidity AG° of CH-SCH- can be obtained
acid i 5

from eqs 11 and 12 using the measured equilibrium constant for reaction 1.

6AG° . . = -RT Ln (K) (11)
acid

6AGacid = A Gacid ( C H3 S CV " AGacid(H20) ( l ? )

The temperature T in our system is not known, but is simply assumed to be

298 K. This gives 6AG°cid = 7.1 + 0.5 kJ/mol and AG°c (CH SCH ) = 1615 + 8

kJ/mol with the use of AG° . ,(Ho0) = 1607 + 4 kJ/mol. The error in the ob-
acid 2 —

tained gas phase acidity of CH SCH, might be somewhat larger due to the un-

certaintities in the measurement of the pressures and the temperature not

being known accurately. The AH0 (CH-SCH^) = PA(CH,SCH2~) given in table

VIII has been obtained with the use of an estimated AS0 . .(CH-SCH-,) value.
acid 3 3 •

No [M-H]~ ion from CH OCH., has been observed indicating that the AG° ., and

the AH°cid of this compound is above those for NH, (
AG°cid = 1657 kJ/mol;

AH0 . . = 1689 kJ/mol). This indicates that substitution of the oxygen atom
aClQ

in CH-OCH.. by a sulfur atom increases the gas phase acidity of the methyl

group by more than 42 kJ/mol. The decrease in proton affinity when going

from CH,OCH ~ to CH-SCH ~ can be expected to be more than 44 kJ/mol with the

use of the value for the PA(CH SCH ~) given in table VIII. Relative to CH "
i 5

(PA = 1743 kJ/mol) the CH S- group decreases the proton affinity by around

98 kJ/mol. This is comparable to the proton affinity decrease observed when

going from CH " to CH„=CH-CH ~. These results can be contrasted with

recent ab initio calculations which predict the proton affinity of ~CH?SH to
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Table VIII. Estimated thermochemical data for CH-SCH. and C-.Hj-SCH-.
, 3 3 o 5 3

compound AG° . ,a) AS0 b.) AH0 = PA(RSCH ~ ) c ) AH°(RSCH ~ ) c )

acid ,~acid/ acid 2 1 2
kJ/mol J/mol K kJ/mol kJ/mol

CH SCH 1615 + 8 d ) 101 + 8 1645 + 8 7 1 + 8

C,HCSCH- 1560 + 8 e ) 103 + 8 1591 + 9 153+8
o 5 — 3 — — — —

Temperature assumed to be 298 K, see text. Estimated using the general

approach in ref. 29- Appropriate AH° data from ref. 17. Measured rela-

tive to Hg0 UG° c l ( j = 1607 + 4 kJ/mol) (see text and ref. 15).
6 ) Measured

relative to CH.OH (AG° . . = 1559 + 8 kJ/mol) (see text and ref. 15).3 acid — /
/,

decrease relative to that for CH ~ by 87 kJ/mol.

The present experiments do not reveal directly anything about the mecha-

nism(s) of the stabilization of the negative charge in the CH_SCH ~ ion. The

acidity order of CH OCH and CH-SCH, is observed, however, to follow the po-

larizability order of the heteroatoms. It can further be mentioned here that

experiments carried out in our laboratory indicate that the acidity in-

creases continueously down the series CH.F, CH_C1, CH^Br, CH,I.

Based upon the results in table VI it can be concluded that the most acid-

ic position in C,H_SCH_ is the methyl group and that only this position is

involved in equilibrium 4. The measured equilibrium gives (SAG .. = 0.6 + 0.2
_ aciu —

kJ/mol. With AG° ..(CH OH) = 1559 + 8 kJ/mol 5 the gas phase acidity of the
3C1Q j •""

methyl group becomes AG° . .(CcHcSCHo) = 1560 + 8 kJ/mol. The estimated
3C1Q O O j **~

PA(C,HCSCH ") and the AH°(C,HCSCH ~) are given in table VIII.
The failure to observe proton abstraction from C,H,-CH- (AG° . .= 1558

1C. 6 5 3 acid

kJ/mol) or p-CH CgH^CH (AG°cld= 1562 kJ/mol) by the C6H5SCH2~ ion indi-

cates a kinetic barrier which apparently renders the reaction too slow to be
observed. The fact that the [M-H]~ ions from C,H,-CH- or p-CH-,C,H,.CHo do not

6 5 3 3 o 4 3

react with C,H_SCH, even though proton transfer is thermochemically feasible

can be accounted for similarly.

Substitution of a methyl group in CH SCH- by a phenyl group can be seen to

enhance the acidity by <v 55 kJ/mol. This effect is somewhat larger than the

one observed when going from CH_0H to C,H,-CH.>0H where the acidity increases

by -v 40 kJ/mol.15 Relative to VA^ the C ^ S " group decreases the proton af-
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finity with ^ 152 kJ/mol (see ref. 15 and table VI I I ) . This effect is close

to the decrease in proton affinity when going from CH ~ to C,H,-CH2~.

The relative order of the acidity of the different positions within

C,H,-SCH- is probed by the hydrogen-deuterium exchange reactions. -In figure H

it can be seen that the first four hydrogen atoms are exchanged somewhat

faster than the rest. At the time (̂  750 ms) where the fifth exchange is

rather unimportant there are only 2 deuterium atoms incorporated in the thio-

phenolate ions arising through the minor reaction 5. In the C,-H,-SCD,/OH /H„0

system the hydrogen-deuterium exchange is relatively fast and in the

C,H5SCD_/OD~/D 0 system (see figures 4 and 5) 2 hydrogen atoms are relatively

easily exchanged whereas the rest exchange more slowly. Combination of these

results indicates that the methyl and the ortho hydrogen atoms are exchanged

faster than the meta and para hydrogen atoms within the conjugate base of

C£H,.SCH_ in the OD~/D„O system (see "Ion structures"). This can be inter-
o 5 3 2

preted as the relative gas phase acidity being methyl > ortho > meta, para

(see also table VI). It can here be mentioned that lithiation of C,H SCH

initially yields a mixture of C,H,-SCH_Li and 2- or 3,£-LiC,.HuSCH, which after

a prolonged reaction time converts into nearly '

i ..

Reactivity: The variation in reaction efficiencies/for the S N2 substitu-

tions studies is observed to be somewhat larger for/CH-C1 than for CH_Br

(see tables III and I V ) . The data for CH.C1 provide/, therefore, a better ba-

sis for comparison although the overall trend is the same for both sub-

strates . v-

The reaction rates and efficiencies for displacement of Cl~'from CH Cl are

observed to be similar for CH^SCH ~ and CH =CH-CH ~. The exothermicity of

these S..2 substitutions is also similar. There is, however, in general no
N

correlation between exothermicity and reaction efficiency jfor gas phase S M2
1 fi i ft

substitutions (see also table III and I V ) . ' The similar reaction effi-

ciency therefore points to a similar local energy barrier towards the dis-

placement of Cl" from CH Cl by CH SCH 2" and CH 2=CH-CH 2".

Compared to the other carbon nucleophile studied, i.e. HC=C~ the CH_SCH 2~

ion is 5 times as effective in displacing Cl" from CH Cl. The oxygen nucleo-

phile CJ-LO" reacts with a higher efficiency, whereas the C
2 H 5 S ~ ion reacts

with an efficiency 12 times lower than the isomeric CH SCH 2~ ion.
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The data in table V show that the CH_SCH2~ ion reacts with HCO2CH with an

efficiency similar to that of the CH„=CH-CH ~ ion. The reaction proceeds in

both cases most likely exclusively through the B. 2 pathway.

BA 2 *
RCH2" + HCO2CH3 -22*- [RCH2CHO.CH3Cf]

RCH2CHO (13a)

R = CH2=CH, CH.S

-•> RCH=CHO + CH OH (13b)

The larger amount of CH..O~ ions produced in the reaction of CH_SCH_~ can be

explained if it is assumed that the methylene hydrogen atoms in the formed

RCH2CHO molecule are somewhat less acidic for R =
 C Ho s- t n a n f o r R = CH2=CH-.

CONCLUSIONS

Proton abstraction from CH,SCH_ in the gas phase leads to a primary carban-

ion. The gas phase acidity of CH_SCH_ is determined to be AG° .. = 1615 £ 8

kJ/mol. The CH,S- group stabilizes the carbanionic site by ^ 13 kJ/mol rela-

tive to a CH,O- group. The most acidic position within C,H_SCH- is the methyl

group. The gas phase acidity of this position is found to be AG° . . = 1560 +

8 kJ/mol. On the basis of this observation and the results from hydrogen-deu-

terium exchange reactions between the [M-H]~ ion from C,H,-SCH_ and D_O the

relative acidity of the different positions is established to be methyl >

ortho > meta, para. The reactivity of the CH.SCH ~ and CH2=CHCH ~ ions in gas

phase reactions with CH-C1, CH-Br and HC02CH» is observed to be similar.

MATERIALS

The majority of the chemicals used were commercially availabe. The CH,SCD-

and C,H,-SCD- (both about 99% d,) compounds were prepared by reaction between

RSK and CD,I. The compounds were purified by preparative GC before use;

CH.SCD-: 0V 17, temperature 3O-4O°C; CgH^SCD-: 0V 17, temperature 100°C.
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CHAPTER 6

GAS PHASE REACTIONS OF ANIONS WITH
*

METHYL FORMATE AND N.N-DIMETHYLFORMAMIDE

INTRODUCTION

Carbonyl addition reactions of anions in the gas phase have been more exten-

sively investigated than any other nucleophilic reaction, and yet much re-

mains to be understood. The experimental difficulties are severalfold. In the

first place, gas phase additions are in general rapid and reversible; simple

adducts, for example to aldehydes and ketones, are not observed at low pres-
2

sure. Secondly, most simple exothermic reactions of esters and acid halides

occur at nearly every collision, and so one traditional tool for the study

of reaction mechanism, the determination of reaction rates as a function of

structure, is of limited use. At the same time, the presence of a carbonyl

group in a molecule activates it for other reactions, particularly for proton

transfer, which compete successfully with carbonyl addition. Even 2,2-dimeth-

ylpropanal has been observed to form an anion by proton abstraction (eq. 1).

(CH3)3CCHO + HO" • [M-H]~ + H20 (1)

m/z 17 m/z 85

Among simple, relatively volatile carbonyl compounds derivatives of formic

acid have proven reasonably useful for gas phase mechanistic studies of nu-

cleophilic addition reactions. Even in these cases, however, a rapid a-elimi-

nation, referred to as the Riveros reaction, is competitive with nucleophilic

addition (eq. 2). 5

0

B~ + H-C-Y » BH + CO + Y~ (2)

Another possible source of confusion arises from the fact that the two

principal experimental methods used to study gas phase organic reaction me-

chanisms use quite different pressure regimes. In Ion Cyclotron Resonance

«
Charles H. DePuy, Joseph, J. Grabowski, Veronica M. Bierbaum, Steen Inge-

mann, Nico M.M. Nibbering, J. Am. Chem. Soc, 107, 1093 (1985).
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_4
(ICR) spectroscopy the pressure is quite low (about 10 Pa) and addition

reactions, which require collisions with a third body to remove reaction exo-

thermicity, are seldom observed. In the Flowing Afterglow (FA) method the

overall pressure is much higher (about 70 Pa helium) so that reaction inter-

mediates which are sufficiently long-lived can be stabilized and observed as

products. For example, reaction of 2,2-dimethylpropanal with hydroxide ion

in the Flowing Afterglow gives mainly the addition product rather than proton

abstraction (eq. 3).

0 0"

(CH.).C-C-H + HO" -==-• (CH-).C-C-H (3)
5 i He 5 5 |

OH

m/z 17 m/z 103

The studies reported in this chapter were initiated by a desire to take a

fresh look at gas phase reactions of some simple carbonyl compounds by both

the ICR and FA methods. It was felt that a collaborative effort, making use

of the strong points of each method, might be more informative than the in-

dependent application of either method alone. For example, the FA is espe-

cially good for the determination of reaction rate constants, since one can

be assured that the ions are at thermal energy before reaction. By making use

of the Selected Ion Flow Tube (SIFT) method, previous complications intro-

duced by the presence of unwanted neutrals in the flow tube (for example, NH

used to prepared NH ~) can be eliminated. Similarly, the recent introduction

of the Fourier Transform technique to the ICR method (FT-ICR) has greatly ex-

tended the experimental capabilities of that method. For our substrates we

chose methyl formate (MF) and N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF). Neither of these
Q

compounds possesses highly acidic hydrogens, and both are sufficiently vola-

tile for study in the FA. While this work was in progress, Bartmess and co-
q

workers reported some related studies of proton abstraction reaction of DMF.

RESULTS

General reactivity of methyl formate: MF gives a number of primary and se-

condary products when it undergoes reaction with an anion in the gas phase.

In table I are reported the products and their abundances as observed in the

FT-ICR for reactions of DCOpCH,. These are obviously rot initial products,
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an ion

A"

NH2"

(CH3)2N~

H"

H18O" c )

CH 3
1V d'e)

C6H5~
CH2=CH-CH2"

NC-CH2"
 e'

IUU U J.VJUÖ J. UI

PA(A~)a)

kJ/mol

1689

1671

1659

1675

1635

1587

1669

1631

1557

CM-HI"

23

5

-

2

-

-

-

-

-

[«-or

11

5

6

12

11

-

-

-

-

CH 0"

16

11

27

53

12

-

9

-

-

CH 0".

12

5

5

6

-

-

1

-

-

product

NH CH 0"

!

8

8

-

16

95

-

-

-

ions

'.DA CH-Cf.DOCH

20

30

49

21

28

-

71

8

-

[M+A-CH OH]"

1-6

35

-

-

27

-

10

92

100

DC02"

2

1

5

6

6

5

9

-

-

o
ro

Values taken from ref. 10. See text. The percentages have been obtained after a reaction time of a few

hundred ras. Conversion into products was 50-80%. In the NCCH ~ case the reaction time was 2500 ms (see also

table III). C ) Generated by reaction between 18O~' and hexane. d' Generated from CH 180N0. e' HCOgCD- was

used as substrate.
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but rather a snapshot of the reaction mixture after an arbitrary reaction

time. In order to determine the initial product ion distribution it is neces-

sary to follow the intensities of the ions as a function of reaction time and

extrapolate to zero time. The results obtained for the NH ~/NH_/DCO„CH_ sys-

tem are shown in figure 1 and are given in table II.

Table II. Initial product ion distribution in the reaction of NH ~ with

DCCLCH- and HCOgCD, as determined by the FT-ICR method.

system product ion m/z %

DC02CH3
 b ) CH.O" 31 25

DCONH" 45 15

DC02" 46 3

[M-D]~ 59 27

[.M-H]~ 60 30

HCO2CD3 CD3O" 34 36

HCONH" 44 18

HC02" 45 3

[M-D]~ 61 13

[M-H]~ 62 30

The error on the relative abundances is around 15% of the percentages

given. See figure 1. Compare with figure 2 and Table III.

In a conventional Flowing Afterglow it is impossible to obtain the initial

product ion distribution for this reaction because some of the primary prod-

ucts react rapidly with ammonia, which is present in the flow tube in rela-

tively high concentration (about 0.3 Pa). This problem can be overcome by

using the Selected Ion Flow Tube.In the SIFT amide ions are extracted from an

external, low pressure ion source and injected into the flow tube in the ab-

sence of ammonia or ions of other masses. Product ion distributions are de-

termined as a function of neutral reactant concentration by varying the flow

rate of the neutral reactant at a fixed reaction distance. The SIFT also has

the advantage that mass discrimination by the quadrupole mass filter can be
, 7

determined and accounted for. The results for the reaction of amide ion with



p( NH3)

o
-fcr

= 6 • KT 5 Pa

= 4 • KT 5 Pa

CH3O". DOCH,

DCONH"

[M-Hf

* CH3O"
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A DCOf

A CHjO". NH3

0 [ M - D ] -

0 [ M - H ] -

• CHjÓ-.DOCH,
CH3O-

• CH3O-.NH3

DCO?
otM-Dl'

150 2Ó0 250 300
R tact ion Time in m*

Figure 1. Nornlalized abundances of the principal product ions in the NH "/NH /DCO_CH_

systsm followed as a function of reaction time in the FT-ICR instrument. The experimen-

tal parameters were as follows: magnetic field strength: 1.4 Tesla; electron energy: 5

eV; emission current: 800 nA; recording of m/z 12-300.
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MF, corrected for mass discrimination, are given in figure 2. The amount of

each product (as a percent of the amount of all product ions) is plotted

against the MF flow. Extrapolation to zero flow gives the initial product ion

distribution.

60

50
.2

5 40
O

30

§ 20

10

\
CH3OH

HCONH" .

HCOO-
7 * ? . . . . a

2 U
F

6 8 10 12 U

Methyl Formate (102 Pa cm3 . s-1

Figure 2. Normalized product ion signals as a function of the neutral flow

rate for the reaction of amide ion with MF in the SIFT.

In table III are collected data for the reactions of MF as determined in

the SIFT. In addition to the initial product ion distribution, the overall

reaction rate constants are given, together with the reaction efficiency,

i.e. the probability of reaction per collision. 1 The initial product ion

distributions determined by the FT-ICR and SIFT method for the reaction of

amide ion with MF (compare table II and III) are in excellent agreement.

From the data of table II the primary reaction pathways open for NH ~ reac-

ting with MF can be identified as: proton abstraction from the methyl group,

formyl proton abstraction, a-elimination (the Riveros reaction), B 2 and
AC

SN2 substitution (eqs 4-9). For three of the pathways the exothermlcity of
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anions

A"

NH "

H1V
CD3O~

C 6 H
5 "

CH2=CH-Cl

NCCH2~

the SIFT method.

[M-H]-

49

18

-

-

-

CH 0"

27

22

-

major

3

-

product ions

CH O".HA

!

21

97

-

-

-

[M+A-CH OH]"

20

34

-

trace

95

100

HCO2"

4

5

3

-

2

-

kinetic

obs

25e)

18

13

6.7

4.0

0.3

data

eff.d)

1.0

0.8

0.7

0.5

0.2

0.02

See table I and ref. 10 for values of PA(A~). The error on the relative abundances is about 15% of the

percentages given. Units of 10~ cm .molecule" .s~ . The error in the rate constants is approximately 20%.
d ) Reactions efficiency: k . /k.nrt (see ref. 11).

 e ) Measured in the Flowing Afterglow. f ) > 95%.
ODS ADO
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m/z 16

DCO2CH

proton abs.

deuteron abs.

a-elimination

BAC2

BAC2

SN2

NH.

m/z 60

m/z 59

• CH 0 + CO + NH2D

m/z 31

= -64 kJ/mol

-• CH 0 + DCONH

m/z 31

AtT = -93 kJ/mol

-• DCOMH + CH OH

m/z 45

m/z

CH

= -250 kJ/mol

107

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

the reaction can be calculated from literature values. ' Note that meth-

oxide ion can, in principle, be formed by two pathways, a-elimination and

B._2. Both pathways are exothermic, and we cannot estimate their relative im-

portance. As can be seen in figures 1 and 2, the major secondary ion observed

in the FT-ICR and SIFT experiments is CH,0~.H0CH (or its deuterated analog).

Ejection experiments using the FT-ICR method show that this ion only partial-

ly arises through reaction 10. 8 > 1 0' 1 2 > 1 3

m/z 31

0II
D-C-OCH "" C H3°~

m/z

.DOCH

64
3 + CO

-52 kJ/mol

(10)

The other major secondary ion formed in the FT-ICR experiments is CH_O~.NH,
8

(figure 1) and ejection experiments reveal the following reactions:
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[M-D]" + NH3 • CH O".NH + CO (11)

m/z 59 m/z 48

[M-D]" + D-C-OCH •> CH 0~.DOCH + 2C0 (12)

m/z 59 m/z 64

CE3O .NH + D-C-OCH3 » CH O~.DOCH + NH + CO (13)

m/z 48 m/z 64

Analogous reactions are observed in the other amine/amide ion systems (table

I) and in the hydroxide ion/water system. In the SIFT experiments where no

NH_ is present in the flow tube reactions 11 and 13 are, of course, not ob-

served.

General reactivity of M,N-dimethylformamide: The results for reactions of

DCON(CH ) with a series of anions using the FT-ICR method are summarized in

table IV. The products and rate constants for the reactions of some of these

Table IV. Initial product ion distribution in the reactions of anions with

DCONCCH ) 2 as determined by the FT-ICR method.

anion PA(A~) product ions

A" kJ /mol [M-H]~ [M-D]~ [M-2H+D]" A'

NH2
ND2~

 C )

C2H5NH"

n-C H NH~

(CH3) N~

HO" b'

DO" b )

1689

-

1671

1665

1659

1635

_

93
94

94

93

85

13

16

7
6

6

7

15

15

11

72

70

Values taken from ref. 10. b ) See text. c ) See ref. 8.
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ions, plus a few others, with HC0N(CH,)2 have been studied in the SIFT. The

results are given in table V.

Table V. Initial product ion distributions and kinetic data for the reactions

of anions with HC0N(CH,)2 as determined by the FA and the SIFT methods.

A" PA(A~)a) kJ/mol Products k b ) Eff.c)

ODS

DS'

HV
CH 0"

~CH2CN

S2~"

1689

1635

1587

1571f)

1557

-

1439

- d)

r M H ~\

[M-H]- d )H18.O".HN(CH3)2

HCO "

No reaction

No reaction

No reaction

40

33
3.8e)

8.3

1.0

0.9

0.1

0.3

Values taken from ref. 10. Units 10 cm -molecule .s . The error in
c)

the rate constants is approximately +_ 20%. Reaction efficiency: k . /k-no

(see ref. 11). It is not possible to rule out a small amount (< 5%) of
- - e)

carbonyl attack forming HCONH or HCOND . This rate constant is the same
f)

at helium pressures of 40, 53 and 66 Pa. Taken from ref. 16.

As compared to MF, DMF is more selective in its reactions with anions in the

gas phase; proton or deuteron abstraction from DCON(CH-) is the most common

pathway (tables IV and V).

The competition between proton and deuteron abstraction in the FT-ICR expe-

riments has been determined by following the relative abundances of the [M-H3"

and [M-D]~ ions as a function of reaction time and then extrapolating to zero

time. The results in table IV have not been corrected for the statistical pre-

ference for proton abstraction because the two methyl groups are likely to be
8 14

non-identical with respect to gas phase acidity. '

In the case of NH ~ (generated from NH,) and H0~ (generated in the absence
8 — —

of water) the relative abundances of the [M-H]" and [M-D]~ ions in the FT-ICR

remain nearly constant during the time interval studied (0-250 ms). For

C H NH~, n-C H NH~ and (CH ) N~, the relative abundances change as a function
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of reaction time; the relative abundances change considerably faster in the

(CH ) N~ case than in the other two.

One must be cautious in interpreting labeling studies of proton abstrac-

tion reactions because frequently multiple1 hydrogen-deuterium exchanges can

occur within a single ion/molecule complex, even in a highly exothermic

reaction. For example, when D0~ reacts with DCON(CH_)„ some [M-2H+D]" ions

are formed (table VI). This must arise by the pathway of eq. 14.

o o o
K II * il _ «

DO + DCN(CH ) 2 • [DCN(CH )-CH2 .HOD] — • [DCN(CH )-CH2D.H0 ] (14)

m/z 18 „

DCN(CH )-CHD

m/z Ik

If, in the final step in this sequence, a deuteron from the formyl group

rather than a proton from the methyl-group were abstracted, the exchange pro-

cess would be hidden. The mechanism in eq. 14 is further supported by the ob-

servation that 33% [M-2H+D]" ions are formed when D0~ (generated in the ab-
Q

sence of water) reacts with HCON(CH ) in the FT-ICR. These results have ob-

vious implications for experiments in which ions are generated or their

structure probed under conditions where multiple proton transfers are possi-

ble. For the reaction of ND2~ with DCON(CH ) • (table IV) or HC0N(CH,)2 (ta-

ble V) no evidence for multiple exchange has been found. In the case of

C-Hj-NH" and n-C_H„NH~ multiple exchange might occur in the initial abstrac-

tion process, whereas for (CH_)2N~ this is not possible.

,/ The Nions can, of course, undergo subsequent exchange with excess amine, if

'it is 'present, either to alter their structure, to wash out deuterium or

both. For example, in the FT-ICR a rather fast change in the relative abun-

dances of the [M-H]~ and [M-D]~ ions occur in the presence of (CH_)-NH (eq.

15). '••-,

•\_DC0N(CH.)CH2~ + HN(CH3)2 ^ = ^

m/z 73 ;l (15)

m/z 72
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In the FT-ICR around 30% of the product ions from reaction between hydrox-

ide ions and DCON(CH_)„ result from proton or deuteron abstraction, while in

the SIFT no such ions are observed (tables IV and V). In the FT-ICR experi-

ments the hydroxide ions were formed by reaction of 0~* with hexane or cyclo-

hexane. This reaction is roughly 65 kJ/mol exothermic. ' Part of this

energy will be retained in the hydroxide ions and might be used to induce a

slightly endothermic proton or deuteron abstraction. When hydroxide ions are

generated through reaction of H~ with water, which is roughly 40 kJ/tnol exo-

thermic, ' proton and deuteron abstraction is still observed. The ions

react rapidly, however, with the water present in the FT-ICR cell and the

initial product ion distribution becomes more difficult to determine.

The presence of relatively large amounts of helium (about 70 Pa) in the

SIFT ensures that the hydroxide ions are at thermal energy before reacting

with DMF. Since only a-elimination is observed when hydroxide ions react with

DMF in the SIFT (table V), DMF is probably slightly less acidic than water

(see also chapter 7). The thermalizing effect of the buffer gas in the SIFT

method is advantageous in this regard. On the other hand, the relatively high

concentration of the buffer can be a disadvantage by allowing a termolecular

clustering reaction to become fast enough to mask other, slower bimolecular

reactions. For example, in the SIFT only the cluster ion CH_0~.DMF is ob-

served as a product of the reaction of methoxide ion with DMF because the

energy associated with this clustering can be removed by collision with heli-

um. In the FT-ICR, clustering is too slow to be observed and so the slow <x-

elimination reaction can be detected. This a-elimination yields a

CH_O~.HN(CH ) ion which rapidly reacts with the methanol present in the FT-

ICR cell to form the observed CH O~.HOCH ions.

DISCUSSION

Methyl formate

q-Elimination: The reaction of formate esters with bases in the gas phase

by formyl proton abstraction, loss of CO and formation of alkoxide ions or

alkoxide ion clusters (eq. 2) has been extensively studied by Riveros and co-

workers. The relative amount of free methoxide ions formed appears to de-

pend upon the exothermicity of the reaction and the strength of the hydrogen

bond between A~ and CH OH (or CH_O~ and HA). As pointed out by Riveros, the

formation of the cluster ion can be written as a sum of two parts (eqs 16 and
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17). In order for A~.HOCH to be formed directly in the a-elimination reac-

tion, the Bond Dissociation Energy (BDE) of A~.HOCH must be greater than

38.5 kJ/mol (eq. 18).

HCO2CH3 » CHgOH + CO AH° = 38.5 kJ/mol (16)

A" + CH3OH • A~.HOCH AH° = -BDE(A".HOCH ) (17)

A" + HC02CH- m A~.HOCH + CO AH° = 38.5 - BDE(A~.HOCH ) kJ/mol (18)

The present results, together with data from other studies, are summarized

in table VI. From these results it can be concluded that no cluster ions are

formed directly by anions more basic than H0~. Instead, exothermic proton ab-

straction from the formyl group precedes the formation of the cluster ions

(see figure 1 and eq. 11). Dissociation of an initially formed cluster ion,

however, can occur if the exothermicity of the reaction is in large excess of

the BDE of the cluster. This could be one reason why no cluster ions are

formed directly in the cases of the amide ions. With H0~ itself, both clus-

tered and unclustered ions are formed. Both reactions are exothermic. ' '

HO" + HC02CH. • CH3O".H2O + CO AH° = -95 kJ/mol (19)

m/z 17 m/z 49

HO" + HC0oCH. • CHo0" + H_0 + CO AH° = -10 kJ/mol (20)
2 3 3 2 r

m/z 17 m/z 31

From table VI it can be further seen that charge localized anions with a some-

what lower basicity than H0~ do give cluster ions whereas no such ions are

formed when charge delocalized carbanions react with MF.

Finally, the base A~ must be strong enough to initiate the process by ab-

stracting the formyl proton. From H-D exchange studies it has been shown that

there is sufficient energy in some ion/dipole complexes to allow proton ab-

stractions which are up to 80 kJ/mol endothermic. If, as we believe (see

chapter 7), the formyl proton in MF is about as acidic as that in water, one

might expect a-elimination by F~ but not by weaker bases. This is indeed what

is found.
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Table VI. Summary of the data on the formation of cluster ions in the a-eli-

mination reaction in the anion/methyl formate systems.

PA(A") a )

kJ/mol

cluster ion formation

ICR FA/SIFT

C6H5~

CH SCH2~

H0~

CH2=CH-CH2"

CH2=C=CH"

CH3-C=C~

CH 0"

HCEC"

NCCH

HS"

CN~

Br

1689

1671

1669

1659

1645

1635

1631

1590

1588

1587

1574

1571

1566

1557

1554

1550

1479

1477

14?5

1396

1354

b)

no

no

no

no

no

yes

no

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

b)

c)

c)

e)

e)

e)

e)

e)

e)

e)

e)

e)

e)

e)

no

no

yes

no

no

yes

yes

d)

d)

no

no

a ) Values taken from ref. 10. b ) Ref. 17. c ) Ref. 18a. d ) Ref. 18b. e ) Ref. 5.

Carbonyl addition reactions: A second important reaction is nucleophilic ad-

dition to the carbonyl group. This reaction (B,C2) is. most obvious if the at-

tacking base has a proton which can be removed by the departing methoxide ion.

The reaction is driven to completion

HX"

0

HCOCH„ [H-C-XH.~OCH-.l
8..

H-C-X + CH OH (21)
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by this highly exothermic step and the B..,2 reaction is revealed. This is

the case, for example, for NH ~, C,H,-NH~ , H0~ and the several carbanions

studied. If the attacking base does not have a proton which can be removed

after reaction, one cannot be certain whether or not carbonyl attack occurs,

although it is reasonable to suppose that it does. For example, we believe

that CD,0~ and CH_O~ react both at the carbonyl group and at the formyl pro-

ton. However, no unlabeled methoxide ion is observed as a product; a-elimi-

nation occurs before CH_O~ can escai

oxide-methanol complex is observed.

nation occurs before CH_O~ can escape from the complex and only the meth-

ii ïi * « _ •
H-C-OCH + CD-0 * [H-C-OCH .CD-0 <• H-COCD -CH-0 ]

m/z 34
(22)

* CH O'.HOCD + CO

m/z 66

The large amount of CH,O~ and products of its further reaction observed in

the (CH )2N~/DC02CH- experiments (table I) leads us to believe that CH 0" is

formed directly by B.,,2 reaction in this case, but we cannot determine the

amount.

If we compare carbanions reacting with MF, we see that charge delocalized

ones (CH2=CH-CH2~, N=C-CH2~, HC=C-CH2~) react primarily at the carbonyl

group, no matter what their basicity; a-elimination is almost non-existent

for these anions. In contrast, charge localized anions (C,H,-~, CH,CEC~) give

much more or mainly a-elimination. It seems clear that there is a kinetic

barrier to proton transfer from one carbon to another in the gas phase, just

as in solution, and that the barrier is greater to and from a charge delo-

calized anion than to and from a charge localized one. Similar observations

have been made for gas phase H-D exchange reactions, which are rare from one
19

carbon to another.

— 18
We should note that the reaction between H0~ and 10% 0-enriched MF has

20
recently been examined in the ICR. The authors did not detect the forma-

1 8
tion of any H 0~, and so concluded that reversible addition to the carbonyl

group does not occur. We wish to point out, however, that oxygen exchange of

this type must involve not only reversible addition but also rapid proton
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transfer between the oxygens. In our opinion the lack of exchange may well

be due to the slowness of this latter process.

S 2 reaction: Bimolecular nucleophilic substitution is at best a minor

pathway in all of these systems. For hydroxide ion, both carbonyl attack and

SM2 substitution lead to the same products, but distinction is easily
1ft

achieved with the use of H 0~. The FT-ICR and SIFT measurements agree well

B. r2 {f .
m H - C O " + CH OH (23)

IR H m / z 4 7

H1 O" + HCOCH

m/z 19
HC02" H

m/z 45

AH°
r

, CH3
18

= -179

OH

kJ/mol
10,12

and are only slightly different from earlier measurements using the drift

cell ICR.5d'21

N,N-dimethylformamide

q-Elimination: Amide bases do not give a-elimination with DMF; in all

cases studied the sole or predominant reaction is proton abstraction. Nei-

ther cluster ions or dimethyl amide ions are observed as products. Only for

hydroxide ions is a-elimination a significant reaction:

HO" + HCON(CH ) 2 • H0~.HN(CH3)2 + CO (25)

m/z 17 m/z 62

-49 kJ/mol < &E° < 0 kJ/mol 22

r

The occurrence of this reaction shows that the BDE(HO~.HN(CH,)„) is larger

than 62 kJ/mol (similar treatment as given for methyl formate). The cluster

ion can react with HCON(CH )„ and HpO as shown in eqs 26 and 27.

HO~.HN(CH3)2 + HCON(CH3)2 * HO~.HCON(CH3)2 + (CH^NH (26)

m/z 62 m/z 90
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HO".HN(CH3)2 + H20 " H0~.H20 + (CH3)2NH (27)

m/z 62 rn/z 35

AH0 = -29 kJ/mol
r

Because a switching reaction is seen between the hydroxide-dimethylamine

complex and water, an upper limit of 111 kJ/mol can be set on the BDE of the

former. The enthalpy change for this switching reaction has been calculated

using the values given in chapter 7. When a value of 105 kJ/mol is used

for the BDE of HO".F^O, the upper limit to the BDE of H0~.HN(CH,)2 becomes

105 kJ/mol and the AH° for eq. 27 is -23 kJ/mol.

Carbonyl addition; Addition to the carbonyl group of DMF is, as might be

expected, more difficult than for addition to methyl formate. Strong enough

bases give proton abstraction, whereas H0~ reacts predominantly (table IV)

or exclusively (table V) via a fast a-elimination. The reason for the ab-

sence of carbonyl addition in these systems is kinetic rather than thermo-

chemical. For example, carbonyl addition by H0~ would result in HCO " and

this reaction is more exothermic than the a-elimination (compare eqs 25 and

28). 1 0' 1 2

(28)HO

m/z
+

17

HCON(CH ) 2, » HCO2 -

m/z 45

h HN(CH ) 2

AH° = -155 kJ/mol

For amide ions, proton abstraction occurs more rapidly than carbonyl addi-

tion. However, carbonyl addition can occur in secondary reactions between
— 24

the [M-H]~ ions and the amines.

[M-H]~ + RNH2 5 H ^ [[M-H]~.RNH2]* 5 = ^ [HCOMCH^.'HNR]*

B 2 ( 2 9 )

tr •
» [HCONHR.~N(CH )2] • HCONR + HN(CH ) ?

The second complex in this reaction sequence will have a different energy

than when formed by reaction of DMF with (CHO)ON~. The B.r2 reaction can,

therefore, be more in competition with proton abstraction.

In the FT-ICR this process is of minor importance for NH . In the FA,
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where there is a large excess of NH, and numerous collisions between the

[M-H] and NH, occurs, reaction 29 is more pronounced and approximately equal

abundances of the HCONH~ and [M-H]~ ions are observed. The rate of this reac-

tion will, of course, depend on the difference in acidity between DMF and the

amine. For example, the process is faster for n-C,H_NH„ than for NH, in the

FT-ICR.

Of the anions studied only HO ~ reacts exclusively at the carbonyl group.

The reactions is quite fast and produces performate ions.

0

H-C-NCCH )
m/z 33

0

H-Ü-O-OH;~N(CH_)3'2 (30)

m/z 61

The difference in reactivity of H0~ and HO can be understood in terms of

the lower proton affinity a of HO ~ which causes the a-elimination to be

more difficult. The difference in reactivity between HO ~ and CH 0" with DMF

is understood in terms of the intermediate formed in reaction 30. For CH,O~

no exothermic step can follow the displacement of the dimethyl amide ion, so

no product of carbonyl attack is observed. In the SIFT a stable cluster of

CH.,0" and DMF is observed and in the FT-ICR a very slow a-elimination reac-

tion occurs.
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CHAPTER 7

ON THE DIPOLE STABILIZED CARBANIONS DERIVED

FROM METHYL FORMATE AND N,N-DIMETHYLFORMAMIDE*

INTRODUCTION

Carbanions which bear an a-heteroatom are of theoretical interest and in

the form of an organometallic compound of synthetic importance. The forma-

tion of such an organometallic compound is known to be more facile when the

heteroatom is bonded to a functional group capable of inducing a partial po-

" 1
2

2
sitive charge on the heteroatom. This class of formal carbanions has been

termed dipole stabilized (eq. 1).

C-Y-Z •»—• ^C-Y=Z (1)

Y = NR, O, S

Z = N=O, C=O, C=S

Recent ab initio calculations on formal dipole stabilized carbanions derived

from methyl formate (MF), N-methylformamide and N,N-dimethylformamlde (DMF),

indicate that the carbanions prefer the anti geometry over the syn geometry

by approximately 37 kJ/mol. Further, the calculations revealed that the

carbanions are pyramidal with the lone pair in the plane of the functional

group and oriented as shown.

o P V
*Y W Y

o.

Anti

Y = 0. NH .NCHj

k
Syn

Steen Ingemann and Nico M.M. Nibbering, J. Org. Chem., 50, 682 (1985).
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Lithiation of tert-amides, however, has been shown to yield the syn form of
O il

the organometallic compound (eq. 2). '

O O Li
II II I

R~Cv^CH3 RU R-Cv^CH

CH, CH,

R —

.Li«*

,XH2"

CH3

(2)

This preference for syn metalation has been explained by a stabilization

arising through chelation between the lithium atom and the oxygen atom of

the amide function. '

In order to gain insight in the chemistry of formal dipole stabilized carb-

anions in the absence of counterion and solvent effects we have initiated a

study of gas phase reactions between anions and possible precursors of such

species. The present chapter describes the results obtained for the cases of

MF and DMF (see also chapter 8). The general reactivity of MF and DMF in gas

phase anion molecule reactions is described in chapter 6. Here the emphasis

will be laid on the ions derived by proton abstraction from either a methyl

or the formyl group. No report concerning the gas phase chemistry of carban-

ions derived from MF has appeared. Proton abstraction from DMF using NH ~ as

base has been examined recently with drift-cell Ion Cyclotron Resonance (ICR)

mass spectrometry. This chapter, however, provides a more complete picture of

the gas phase chemistry of carbanions derived from DMF. The results have been

obtained with the use of Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance (FT-ICR)

mass spectrometry.

RESULTS

Methyl formate: Anions react with MF in the gas phase through proton ab-

straction, a-elimination, B 2 and S.,2 substitution. The interplay between
A C if

these processes is discussed in chapter 6. Proton abstraction can occur from

either the methyl or the formyl group. The competition between proton and

deuteron abstraction from DCOpCH, and HCO„CD, using different reactant an-

ions is given in table I. The data in table I have been obtained by following

the relative abundances of the [M-H]~ and [M-D]~ ions from DCO^CH- and
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Table I. Initial relative abundances of the [M-H]~ and [M-D]~ ions formed in

the anion/DCO„CI

anion

A"

NH "

C2 H5 N H"
(CH ) N~

H 1 8 O " C )

CH 18O" d )

i or HCO-CD

PA(A~)a)

kJ/mol

1689

1671

1658

1635

1587

'- systems.

DCO2(

[M-D]"

78

93
100

100

,H b)

[M-H]-

22

7

—

HC02CD

[M-H]"

89

98

100

-

b)

[M-D]"

11

2

—

-

Taken from ref. 11; value for unlabeled ions. Values corrected for the

statistical preference for proton/deuteron abstraction from the methyl or the

trideuteromethyl group. See experimental section. Generated from

CH 1Ö0N0 (see A.J. Noest, N.M.M. Nibbering, Advan. Mass Spectrom., 8A, 227

(1980)) using electrons with a kinetic energy of 50 eV.

HCO-CD- as a function of reaction time and then extrapolating to zero reac-

tion time.

In the NH "/DCCLCH, system deuteron abstraction dominates over proton ab-

straction by a factor of four. In the NH "/HCO-CD, system proton abstraction

is favoured over deuteron abstraction by a factor of nine. These results in-

dicate the occurrence of significant isotope effects in the reactions forming

the [M-H]~ and [M-D]" ions from DCO„CH_ and HCO-CD.. The variation observed

in the relative abundances of the [M-H]~ and [M-D]~ ions is caused by reac-

tions of these ions with the molecules present in the system. In order to

study selectively the chemistry of either the [M-H]~ or the [M-D]~ ion from

DCO2CH, all other ions present have to be ejected. In figure la the overall

spectrum of the NH'/NH./DCO^CH- system is given. Figure 1b displays the re-

sult from an experiment where all ions with the exception of the [M-H]~ ions

have been ejected. Only a minor decrease in the abundance of the CM-HI" ions

is observed. Increasing the reaction time results in the spectrum shown in

figure 2a. Figure 2b displays the spectrum obtained after the [M-H]~ ions

have been ejected from the cell. The results are summarized in table II to-

gether with the equivalent ones obtained for the NH2~/HH3/DCO2CH3 system.



[M-e

CH,O"

20 30

DCONH"

CH3O". NH 3

LlJ

IM-DJ"

CH3O". DOCH3

IM-Hl"

p INH3) = 5 .10" 5 Pa

p{DCO2CH3) = 4 . 1 0 " 5 Pa

trapping time 100 ms

b)

pressures as in a)

trapping time 130 ms

I

ro

50 60 70 90
I

100 m/z

Figure 1. a. Overall spectrum of the NH2"/NH /DC0„CH system, b. Spectrum obtained after all ions have been

ejected from the cell with the exception of the [M-H]~ ion. The duration of the ejection pulse was 30 ms; the

amplitude was 5 v_ D- Both spectra are plotted with the same gain. 1024 transients were accumulated in both

cases. The experimental conditions were as follows: magnetic field strength: 1.4 Tesla; electron energy: 5

eV; emission current: 800 nA; recording of m/z 12-300.



C2HD2OJ

OCONH'

DCOf

CH3O". DOCH3

CH2DO". DOCH3

eject m/z 60
CH3O". DOCH3

!M-H]" .DOCH 3

a)

p(NH3) = 5.10"5 Pa

p(DCO2CHj) = 4.10"5 Pa

reaction time 370 ms

b)

pressures as in a )

reaction time 370 ms

1 I
50 60 70 80 90 100 m/z

Figure 2. a. Spectrum obtained after the [M-H]~ ions have reacted with NH /DCO-CH, for 370 ms. 3600 transients

accumulated, b. Spectrum obtained after the [M-H]~ ions have been ejected from the cell. The CH O~.DOCHg ions

still observed are formed by a minor amount of H~ ions present in the system. 2500 transients accumulated.

Both spectra are plotted with the same gain. Experimental conditions as given at figure 1. Recording of m/z

25-300.

ro
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Table II. Product ions formed by reaction of the [M-H]~ and [M-D]~ ions from

DCO2CH3

system

or H(:O2CD- with NH-, DCO

product

2CH3 or H(

iona)

:O2CD3-

mjz %

[M-H]" b^ DCONH" 45 14

DC02" 46 4

CH O~.NH 48 1

[M-H]~ f' 60 2\

DCOCHOD 61 22

CH CT.DOCH 64 17

CH2D0".D0CH 65 8

DC02CHCD0~ 89 2

DCOCH20~.DOCH 93 11

[M-D]~ c ) CH O~.NH 48 40

[M-D]~ S' 59 14

CH.O~.DOCH 64 46

[M-D]~ b ) HCONH" 44 20

HCO2" 45 3

CD O".NH. 51 2

HCOCDOH 60 9
f) 61 23

CHD20".H0CD 68 17

CD O".HOCD 69 10

HC02CDCH0~ 88 1

HC0CD20~.H0CD 96 15

[M-H]" e ) CD O~.NH 51 29

[M-H]~ g' 61 8

CD O~.HOCD3 69 63

See text. Reaction time 370 ms; apparent conversion into products 78%.

Reaction time 75 ms; conversion into products 86%. Reaction time 370 ms;

apparent conversion into products 78%. Reaction time 75 ms; conversion into
f)products 92%. These are the abundances of the formal [M-H]~ ions (see

text). * These are the abundances of the residual reactant ions.
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In order to probe further the structure(s) of the [M-H]~ and [M-D]~ ions

from DCO CH, or HCOpCD, their reactions with C,F, were investigated. The re-

sults are given in table III. The relative abundances of the product ions

Table III. Product ions formed by reaction of the [M-H]~ ion from DCO„CH_

and the [M-D]~ ion from HCOgCD with CgFg.

system product ion m/z %

DC02CH

C8
C8
C8

F4
F4
F5

H02

D02"

HD02

167 69

205 14

206 10

226 7

HC02CD

[M-D]~ a ) C6F5~ 167 67

C8F4H02" 205 5

C8F^DO2" 206 15

CgF HD02~ 226 8

C8F5D2O2- 227 5

Reaction time 370 ms.

listed in table III are dependent to some extent on the partial pressures of

the compounds used. However, to generate the necessary amount of the ion of

interest only minor variation in the partial pressures appeared possible.

N,N-DimethyIformamide: The different amide ions studied react with

DC0N(CH_)„ in the gas phase through proton and deuteron abstraction whereas
7 -

the dominant reaction for hydroxide ions is a-elimination. Both the [M-H]

and [M-D]~ ions are observed to react with the molecules present in the sys-

tems- The results in table IV have been obtained by selectively studying the

chemistry of the [M-H]~ and [M-D]~ ions formed in the NH ~ system. These

qualitative results indicate that the [M-H]~ ions react slower with the mol-

ecules present than the [M-D]~ ions.
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Table IV. Product ions formed by reaction of the [M-H]~ and [M-D]~ ions from

DCON(CH ) 2 with NH , DCON(CHg)2 and HgO (present in trace amounts).

reactant ion product ion m/z

[M-H]" b ) DCONH" 45 4

72 7

91 13

92 15

102 25

118 30

119 6

j £

[M-D]" c ) H0~.HN(CH„)„ 62

91 21

92 10

118 67

See text. Reaction time 1470 ms; conversion into products 58%. Reac-

tion time 370 ms; conversion into products 74%.

The [M-HJ~ ions react with NH under formation of a DCONH" ion. Reaction

with DCON(CH ) 2 forms the m/z 102 and 119 ions.

BAC2

• DCON(CH_)CHCDO~ + (CH.* ~"
3 i

m/z 102
[M-H]" + DCON(CH
m/z 73

product

DCONH"

[M-D]"

H0".M

D0".M

DCON(CH

(CH3)2N"

(CH3)2N"

H0".M

D0".M

(CH )2N"

iona)

)CHCDO"

.M

.[M-H+D]

H ) 2

.M

a ~ e l l m ' » (CH3)2N".[M-H+D] + CO (4)

m/z 119

•7

Reaction with water (present in trace amounts) gives initially a m/z 63 ion.

[M-H]~ + H20 HO~.DN(CH ) 2 + CO (5)

m/z 73 m/z 63

The m/z 63 ion then transfers either an 0H~ or an 0D~ ion to DCON(CH_)
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yielding the m/z 91 and 92 ions (table IV).

The [M-D]~ ions react with DCONfCH ) 2 by formal transfer of a (CH-)2N~ ion:

DCON(CH

m/z 72

(CH )2H".DCON(CH3)2 + CO

m/z 118

(6)

The m/z 62, 91 and 92 ions are formed by reaction with traces of water

present (table IV).

When ND, is used hydrogen-deuterium exchange of the [M-H]~ ions can be ob-

served. ' The result from an experiment in which the hydrogen-deuterium ex-

change process has been followed as a function of reaction time is shown in

figure 3. The ions in the m/z 73 to 76 region are likely to be only [M-H]~

lion . 100
p(DCON(CH3)2) =4 -1<r 5 Pa

p(ND3) = 2-10"* Pa

(m/z 75)

(m/z 74)

500 KM0 1500 2000 reaction time in mi

Figure 3. The hydrogen-deuterium exchange reaction between the [M-H]~ ions

from DC0N(CH,)5 and ND, followed as a function of reaction time. The values
13

have been corrected for C contributions. Experimental conditions as given

at figure 1. Recording of m/z 12-300.
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ions which have exchanged up to 3 hydrogen atoms for deuterium atoms. Of

course, part of the [M-H]~ ions might be converted to ions corresponding to

the [M-D]~ ions during the exchange process. However, these ions will react

relatively rapidly with DCON(CH ) as shown in eq. 6.

The exchange process could not be followed accurately to longer times due

to other reactions of the ions with the molecules present (table IV). In this

system the ion at m/z 102 (eq. 3) is observed to incorporate 1 deuterium atom

and the ions at m/z 118 and 119 (eq. 4 and table IV) 3 and 2 deuterium atoms.

In order to gain more insight in the structure(s) of the [M-H]~ ion from

DCON(CH ) its reactions with CF?O and tLO have been studied. The results ai

given in Table V.

Table V. Product ions formed in the reactions of the [M-H]~ ions from

DC0N(CH ) 2 with CFgO and N20.

system product ion m/z percent at the given

reaction time

115 ms b ) 865 ms c )

99 95% 30%

144 5% 56%

C6H2F2N0i}" 190 - 14%

N20 DCO2" 46 18%

CDN2O2" 74 26%

C3H3DN3O~ 99 56%

See text. Conversion into products 37% at the pressures used. Con-

version into products 98% in the CF„O system and 87% in the N-0 case. The

partial pressure of N2O was a factor of two higher than the partial pressure

of DCON(CH ) 2 . Ions due to reaction of the [M-H]~ ions with DCON(CH ) 2 and

traces of water are observed in this system. These ions have been omitted

from the calculation of the conversion into products.
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DISCUSSION

Methyl formate

Acidities: A direct quantitative determination of the thermochemical gas

phase acidity of the methyl and the formyl group in MF is hampered by the oc-

currence of several reactions in competition with removal of a proton. The

occurrence/non-occurrence of proton/deuteron abstraction from DCO-CH,/

HCO CD, can be used to some extent to place qualitatively the gas phase acid-

ity of the methyl and the formyl group. It should be stressed here that it is

more correctly the heights of the local free energy barriers towards proton/

deuteron abstraction relative to the heights of the local free energy bar-

riers towards the other reactions which are compared qualitatively. In

other words, the kinetic acidity of the methyl and the formyl group is com-
7

pared relative to the other reactions observed.

From the results in table I it can be concluded that ions with lower proton

affinity than C H^NH" do not react with DC0_CH, by proton abstraction. Simi-

larly, no deuteron abstraction from HCO-CD, is observed with weaker bases

than C„H_NH~. This agrees with the observation that NH ~ reacts partly with

CH,OCO„CH, by proton abstraction whereas (CH_)_N~ does not react through this

pathway. These observations can be taken as an indication that the methyl

group in MF has a gas phase acidity in between that of C_H_NH_ and (CH.,)_NH

(see tables for values). This can be contrasted with the fact that no

[M-H]~ ion from CH OCH- has been observed indicating that the gas phase acid-

ity of this compound should be sought in between those of CH^ (17^3 kJ/mol)

and NH, (1689 kJ/mol). Based upon these considerations the substitution of a

methyl group in CH,OCH, by a formyl group increases the gas phase acidity of

the other methyl group by roughly 51 kJ/mol. This is not in disagreement with

ab initio calculations which indicate a difference in gas phase acidity of

CH.OCH, and HC02CH_ of around 100 kJ/mol in favour of the methyl group in the

latter compound.

From the results in table I the gas phase acidity of the formyl group can

be expected to be between that of HpO and CH,OH. This should be compared with

the acidity of H-CO which is between that of NH- and C„H,.NH_ (see table I for

values). The replacement of a hydrogen atom in H_C0 by a methoxy group en-

hances, therefore, the gas phase acidity of the formyl group with roughly 70

kJ/mol. This can be contrasted with MNDO calculations which indicate that
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H_C0 is around 137 kJ/mol less acidic in the gas phase than the formyl posi-

tion in MF.13

Although we recognize that our estimates are very rough and may not corre-

late necessarily with the thermochemical acidities, it can be concluded that

the methyl group is less acidic than the formyl group. In view of this, it

could be expected that the [M-H]~ ions abstract the deuteron from DCO CH-.

In the reactions of the [M-H]~ ions with NH,/DCO.CH, ions are observed which

could indicate that [M-D]~ ions are being formed (see ions m/z 48 and 64 in

table II; these ions are also formed by reactions of the [M-D]~ ions). How-

ever, it is not possible to conclude whether a direct deuteron abstraction

or a conversion catalyzed by NH, occurs (see the second complex in eq. 7

which could decompose into [M-D]~ and NH„D).

Ion structures: A problem which can be associated with the determination of

the stability/reactivity of ions in the gas phase is that isomerization to a

mixture of structures may occur upon ion formation. A variety of methods for

the elucidation of structures of gaseous ions has been developed in the field
14

of mass spectrometry during the last decades. In ICR chemical reactivity,

low kinetic energy CID and photo/laser dissociation are at present possible

means to gain insight into ion structures. We have applied the method of

chemical reactivity to probe the structure(s) of the [M-H]~ and [M-D]~ ions

from DC02CH and HC02CD .

The reactions which the [M-H]~ ions from DCO CH_ are observed to undergo

with NH_/DC0_CH, (table II, figure 2) can all be explained upon the assump-

tion that only the primary carbanlon DCO„CH ~ (ion £, see eq. 9) is formed

by proton abstraction. The geometry of the carbanion cannot be determined on

the basis of the available data. MF prefer the syn geometry over the anti

geometry by 16 kJ/mol and the barrier towards rotation around the carbon-

yl-carbon oxygen bond has been measured to be 49.8 kJ/mol by means of mi-

crowave spectroscopy. This barrier is probably too low to freeze the geome-

try of methyl formate at room temperature. Further, the energy gained upon

approach of an ion to MF can be swfficiently large to facilitate rotation

around the carbonyl-carbon oxygen bond. According to ab initio calculations

the anti form of the carbanion £ is more stable than the syn geometry. In

the following it is assumed that the observed carbanion has the anti geometry.

Reaction of ion £ with NH» can be classified as an indirect B 2.9
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r ° 1*
ii

D-C-O-CH,- . NH3 •

(7)

D-C-O-CHj . NH2"

0
II

D-C-NH, . CHjO" D-C-NH- • CH,OH

m/z 45

When ND, is used instead of NH~, no hydrogen-deuterium exchange reactions of

the [M-H]~ ion from DCO CH_ are observed. Similarly, no exchange between

HCCLCD ~ and NH, is observed. This can be explained by the reaction back to

the free carbanion being much slower than proton/deuteron abstraction from

the formyl position and/or the indirect B 2 reaction.

Reaction of ion £ with DCO.CH, proceeds through a-elimination (eq. 8) and

nucleophilic attack on the carbonyl group.

D-C-O-CHj
mlz 60

0 0

II II
D-C-O-CHf. D-C-O-CH3 -CO

1 -C-0-CH,

D—C-O-CHjD."OCH3
-CO

CHjDO". DOCHj

m/z 65

(8)

Nucleophilic displacement of a methoxid.e ion by ion £ results initially in

the ion/molecule complex shown in scheme 1. The methoxide ion reattacks sub-

sequently the formed molecule by proton abstraction or a-elimination. The

latter reaction forms the m/z 93 ion which partly reacts further to give the

m/z 60 or 61 ion. In principle the observed m/z 93 ion could also be a loose

cluster of methoxide ion and MF (eq. 8). The ease of the reaction between the

[M-D]~ ion and DCOgCH. (see eq. 12, table II and ref. 7), which involves a

similar complex, indicates that it will only be marginally stable with re-
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O O

D-C-O-CHf • D-C-O-CH3

60

9 -.*
CH3O-. D-C-O-CH2-C-D

a-elimiiv/-CO -CHjOH1"

O O O ~
H II I

D-C-CH2-O". DOCH3 D-C-O-CH=C-D
m/z 93 m/z 89

-CHjOD/ V-CH3OH

0 0"

II I
D -C - CHj-O" D - C=CH - OD
d . m/z 60 _e_, m/z 61

Scheme 1

speet to CO loss.

The m/z 60 ion is the alkoxide ion from 2-hydroxy-acetaldehyde and the m/z

61 ion the enolate ion of this compound (scheme 1). The former ion can react

with DCO_CH, by a-elimination yielding the m/z 93 ion which then reacts

further to give back the reactant ion or the m/z 61 ion.

Further evidence for the existence of ion c_ can be found in the reactions

with C,F, (table III). ' Formation of the m/z 167 and 226 ions is rationa-6 6

lized in scheme 2. Because DCO_CH- is present in the system the ions listed

in table II are formed to some extent. The m/z 205 and 206 ions (table III)

can be formed by reaction of ion d_ and possibly also ion e_ (scheme 1) with

C,F, (scheme 3» only shown for ion d).

The complicating factor in studying the chemistry of ion c_ is that the

isomerlc ion d_ is formed. In scheme 1 the formation of this ion d_ is rationa-

lized by a bimolecular process between ion £ and DC02CH_. The formation of

ion d̂  could also be explained by postulating an intramolecular rearrangement

of ion £. Based upon the present experiments a distinction between the vari-
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O

D-C-O-CHjT

m/z 60

C,F,
SNAr

O-C-O-CH2-C,FS . F"

_c o

-HF

Scheme 2

D-C-O-CH-CgF,

m/z 226

m/z 167

D-C-CHj-O" • -HF

<-DF m/i 205

3êC f
F - ^ ^ ^ 0 - CH=C-

INTRAMOLECULAR

SNAr

Scheme 3
«Kt 206
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D-C."O
I

"CH,

D-C—O
/\
CH2

II
» D-C-CH2-O" (9)

ous ways of forming ion d is not possible. However, several other carbanions
7 19

react with MF nearly exclusively through a-elimination and B „2, * so that

the reactions in scheme 1 do not seem to be unreasonable in forming ion <T.

The possible structures of the [M-D]~ ion are:

0

C-OCH £ CH 0 .CO g

Ion £ is a carbonyl anion and £ is a "loose" complex of CH,O~ and CO.

Ab initio calculations have indicated that the energy required for loss of

ed

13
CO from a carbonyl anion is relatively low. For example, the calculated

energy required for dissociation of CO-H into CO and 0H~ is 44 kJ/mol

(compare with table VI). If the gas phase acidity of the formy1 group in MF

is placed at i> 1611 kJ/mol, the energy required to dissociate the [M-D]~ ion
20

into CH_O and CO becomes 14 kJ/mol (see "Acidities"). Experimentally, the

[M-D]~ ion is observed to react with NH, or DCO CH, by transfer of a CH~0~

ion (table II). The same reactions are observed in the other amide ion/amine

systems and in the hydroxide ion/water system. Although such a behaviour is

to be expected from ion g_ a strict distinction between this ion and ion f_

might not be possible. The main reason for this is that the [M-D]~ ion is

formed by an exothermic deuteron transfer and part of the excess internal

energy will be retained in the ion. This can cause an initially formed ion t_

to convert into ion £. Further, the energy gained upon approach of ion £ to a

molecule might be sufficiently large to cause conversion into ion g_.

In principle, Bond Dissociation Energies (BDE) of ion/molecule clusters can

be obtained by MO calculations. This is beyond the scope of the present in-

vestigation. Rough approximations to BDE of ion/molecule clusters, however,

can be obtained by estimating the pure long range electrostatic interaction,
o pi

V(r), between the species with the use of eq. 10 (see chapter 1). '



Table VI. Estimates of approximate Bond Dissociation Energies (BDE) and AH° of ion/molecule clusters, A".B.

values for B

A".B

HO .CO

CH-0". CO

CH-Q-.HOCH

C H3° m*2
H0".H20

BDEa )

kJ/mol

23

18

73

70

82

85

111

rb) ac) van der Waals

diameter

kJ/mol

-288

-284

- 25

-270

-421

-244

-477

-496

1 0 "

2.6

2.9

3.1

2.9

3.2

3-0

2.8

2.5

cm ID"25 cm3

19.5

22.6

32.6

56.5

14.44

IQ"18 erg* cm3/2

0.112

1.47

1.70

1.03

1.85

10 cm

3.16

3.08

3.76

4.08

2.89

AH0, data of A" and B from ref. 20. b^ The distance used in the calculations is 0.85 of the sum of the van

der Waals radii of AH and B. For the smaller ion/molecule clusters this reproduced experimentally determined

values quite well (see note f). For the larger systems the interaction and the BDE is underestimated. This

approach was chosen in order to avoid an overestimation of the AH° of interest (see text). Taken from

J.O. Hirschfeller, C.F. Curtis, R.B. Bird, "Molecular Theory of Gases and Liquids", John Wiley and Sons, New

York, 1966, or calculated from refractive index data. d ) Taken from "Handbook of Chemistry and Physics",

57th ed., CRC Press, Ohio. e' Calculated using van der Waals equation. The experimentally determined

value is 105 kJ/mol, see P. Kebarle, Ann. Rev. Phys. Chem., 28, 445 (1977).

LO
O1
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- —\ do)
2r" r

a is the gross molecular polarizability of the molecule, uD is the dipole mo-

ment of the molecule, q is the charge of the ion and r the distance between

the two bodies. The results from such estimations are given in table VI.

The energy required to dissociate ion g into CH 0" and CO is estimated to

be "» 23 kJ/mol with the use of eq. 10. The AH (CH,O~.CO) becomes -284 kJ/mol

and the gas phase acidity of the formyl group is then estimated to be "*> 1602

kJ/mol (see "Acidities"). On the assumption that ion g_ is formed, rough es-

timates of t

be obtained:

timates of the AH° of the reactions between this ion and NH_ or HCO-CH.. can

CH-0~.C0 + NH CH 0"-NH + CO (11)

m/z 59 m/z 48

AH° r -51 kJ/mol

CH 0~.C0 + HCOgCH^ •• CH O~.HOCH + 2C0 (12)

m/z 59 m/z 63

AH° = -8 kJ/mol

The AH„(CH_O~ .HOCH.) given in table VI has been used in order to avoid an

overestimation of the AH° values. With the use of AH°(CH.O".H0CH_) = -443
22 r o

kJ/mol reaction 12 becomes exothermic with AH = -30 kJ/mol. This reaction
r

is also favoured by an increase in entropy.

Based upon these rough estimates the chemistry of the [M-D]~ ion from

DCO„CH_ becomes comprehensible in terms of the energetics of the reactions.

All the observed reactions are exothermic and the most stable cluster ion,

CH_O~.HOCH_, is the only ion observed after a reaction time of a few hundred

ms.

N,N-Dimethylformamide

Acidities: The NH2" ion reacts with DCONtCH^ to give 93% [M-H]~ and 7%

fM-D]~ ions whereas the weaker gas phase base, (CH_)?N~, gives 85% [M-H]~ and
— 7

15% [M-D]~ ions. As discussed in chapter 6 hydroxide ions react with DMF in

the FT-ICR partly by proton abstraction and in the SIFT exclusively by a-eli-
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mination.

As a probe to the acidity of the methyl groups in DMF the reactions of NH ~

and hydroxide ions with N,N,N',N'-tetramethylurea were investigated. The NH ~

ion reacts with this compound to give ^ 40% [M-H] and <v. 60% C_H,N0~ ions. °

The latter ion is formally the [M-H]~ ion from DMF. Hydroxide ion reacts ex-

clusively via the B 2 pathway. The absence of a LM-H]~ ion in this system

indicates that the gas phase acidity of the model compound is above that of

H20.

The combined results can mean that the gas phase acidity of the most acidic

methyl group in DMF is close to that of H„0. The gas phase acidity of

(CH,),N is at present unknown but the value can be expected to be between

those for NH- and CHj,. From these considerations it can be concluded that the

substitution of a methyl in (CH,),N by a formyl group can increase the acid-

idty with roughly 80 kJ/mol.

The observation that deuteron abstraction is somewhat more favoured when

anions with lower proton affinity is used could mean that the formyl group is
24

more acidic than the methyl groups. Based upon this it can be expected that

the [M-H]" ion reacts with DC0N(CH ) 2 to give the [M-D]~ ion. The formation

of the [M-D]~ ion in the reactions of the [M-H]~ ion with NH /DCONfCJOg-,

however, can also be explained by a conversion catalyzed by NH,.

Ion structures: All the reactions which the [M-H]~ ions are observed to

undergo with various molecules point toward a carbanionic structure:

DC0N(CH )CH ~ (ion h). According to the previously mentioned ab initio calcu-
5 ^ —

lations thé anti form of ion £ is more stable than the syn form by 25-37

kJ/mol. No estimates of the height of the energy barrier towards rotation

around the carbonyl-carbon nitrogen bond in the ion were given. If the most

acidic methyl group has a gas phase acidity close to that of H?0 both forms

of ion h could be formed when NH ~ is used as base. For simplicity, the anti

geometry of the carbanion is drawn.

The reactions of ion li with NH and DC0N(CH-)2 proceed analogous to those

observed in the DC02CH2~/NH /DC02CH- system (see eqs 3, 4, 7 and table IV).

The reactions of primary carbanions with CF20 and N20 have been discussed

previously. ' In general these reactions provide a good probe as to the

structure of carbanions in the gas phase. In the present case reaction with

CF2<3 proceeds exclusively through loss of 2HF molecules from the collision
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complex (table V ) . 2 6 ' 2 7

0
II

D-C. 100%
CF,0 ^

CH,
2 HF (13)

c=c=o
m/z 73 m/z 99

With N_0 three product ions are formed (table V ) . The proposed mechanisms of

the processes forming the m/z 99 and 46 ions are given in scheme 4.

II CH3)-C^N'
 3 + N20

VCH2"

h . m/z 73

D-C, ,CH3

DCOJ

N=N

N2 • CH3-N=CH2

m/z

"DJ

0

CH3

^CH-N=N-OH

jr

/ H 3

^CH=N=N.OH"

- I *

Scheme

v • -
C=N=N

mlz 99

The reaction leading to the m/z 74 is less straigthforward to rationalize.

A possible mechanism' is given in eq. 14.
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ion ji + N„0

m/z 73

[DCO.CH3-N=CH2.N2O]

[DC0N(CH3)CH2".N20]

[DCONrN-0~.CH -N=CH2

(14)

m/z 74

CH - N =

The same result is obtained with the SIFT method. Reaction between the

[M-H]~ ion from HCON(CH ) and N O results in 25% HCO ~ 35% HCON 0~ and 40%
•_ + — 3 ^ £• ^ *-

HCON(CH_)C=N=N. The ratio between these ions is observed to be independent of

the flow of N„0.

The result from the hydrogen-deuterium exchange reactions between the

[M-H]~ ion from DC0N(CH } and ND, (figure 3) is interesting and important

because two hydrogen atoms are relative easily exchanged whereafter the pro-

cess becomes much slower. The proposed mechanism of the exchange reaction is

shown in scheme 5.

D-<

0

CHf

m/z 73

-CH,

"CH,D . NDf J

ND,

O

D - l
7*

CHf ND,

0

-1
\
CHD" . NHD2 J

II
D-C^

NHD,

CHD"

m/z 7i

Scheme 5

The exchange process starts with formation of a complex of ion h_ and ND,.

Part of the energy gained upon approach is used to overcome the barrier to-

wards overall endothermic deuteron transfer leading to the second complex in

scheme 5. Rotation around the carbonyl-carbon nitrogen bond is hindered by

a large barrier. The results in figure 3 can be explained upon the assump-
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tion that the energy within the second complex in scheme 5 is too low to

drastically increase the rate of this rotation. Further, proton abstraction

must then be faster than internal rotation and must occur from the same meth-

yl group as where the charge was located in the [M-H]~ ion. This interpreta-

tion demands that the two methyl groups in DMF are non-identical with respect

to gas phase acidity. However, it is not possible to conclude whether the syn

or the anti methyl group is the most acidic.

Considerations similar to those presented for the [M-D]~ ion from DCO CH_

apply to the [M-D]~ ion from DC0N(CH_)2- The latter ion transfers a (CH_>2N~

ion to DC0N(CH ) and HgO (eq. 6 and table IV); no transfer of (CH )2N~ to

NH_ or the amines used occurs. If the gas phase acidity of the formyl posi-

tion is placed between that of H O and CH,OH, the energy required to disso-

ciate the [M-D] ion into CO and (CH )„N becomes 110 kJ/mol. In order for

the reaction with H O to be exothermic (table IV) the BDE of the [M-D]~ ion

has to be lower than 106 kJ/mol (calculated using AH°(H0~.HN(CH )2) = -244

kJ/mol (table VI)).Ab initio calculations predict a larger dissociation ener-
- - T?

gy for CONH than for C0?H. The given considerations point towards a

completely different BDE of the [M-D]~ ion than the one obtained by assuming

a "loose" ion/molecule structure of the ion (table VI). This could mean that

the ion is best described as a carbonyl anion with a rather weak carbonyl-

-carbon nitrogen bond.

Dipole stabilization

The basic reason for carrying out these experiments was to prove that carb-

anions which might be dipole stabilized can be formed in the gas phase. The

results obtained provide strong evidence that dipole stabilized carbanions

can be formed from MF and DMF in the gas phase. For both compounds the car-

bonyl group increases the gas phase acidity relative to that of CH-OCH., and

(CH ) N, respectively. In other words, the carbonyl group stabilizes the pri-

mary carbanions generated from the two model compounds.

It can here be mentioned that the methyl groups in 2,2-dimethylpropanal and

2-methyl-2-nitrosopropane have a gas phase acidity between that of HLO and

CH_OH. The increased acidity of the methyl groups relative to that expected

from 2,2-dimethylpropane (> 1687 kJ/mol) has been explained by a through

space interaction between the negative charge on the p-carbon and the dipole

moment of the -CHO and -NO group.



For the present carbanions the situation is more complex because of the

resonance (see eq. 1): the accompanying increase of charge separation will

increase the dipole moment and tend to align it to the line connecting the

heteroatoms. This in turn will lead to an increase in dipole stabilization.

However, to gain real insight in the different factors affecting the stabili-

ty of the carbanions derived from MF and DMF a molecular orbital picture of

the ions is needed.

CONCLUSIONS

Primary carbanions can be formed from MF and DMF in the gas phase. These

carbanions react according to their structure with various molecules. The re-

sults from hydrogen-deuterium exchange reactions between the primary carban-

ion from DCON(CH,)„ and ND_ provide some experimental support that the two

methyl groups are non-identical with respect to their gas phase acidity. The

results indicate that the methyl group in MF is less acidic than the most

acidic methyl group in DMF. For both compounds the formyl position appears to

be more acidic in the gas phase than the methyl groups. The ion formed by ab-

straction of the proton at the formyl position in MF behaves chemically like

a "loose" cluster of CH_O~ and CO. The analogous ion derived from DMF can

best be described as a carbonyl anion with a rather weak carbonyl-carbon ni-

trogen bond.

MATERIALS

Most chemicals used were commercially available. The DCO CH (-\, 99% d.) was

purchased from Aldrich and DCONCCH ) 2 K 99% d^ from CEA. The ND, used (dis-

sociative resonance capture of electrons by the sample resulted in 71% ND ~,

26% NHD" and 3% NH ~ as determined with the FT-ICR instrument) was purchased
18 P6

from MSD isotopes. N« 0 has been described previously. HCO CD, (̂  99% la-

beled with deuterium) was prepared by a standard ester synthesis and purified

by preparative GC before use (fraktonitrile, temperature 30°C).
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CHAPTER 8

GAS PHASE CHEMISTRY OF DIPOLE STABILIZED CARBANIONS DERIVED

FROM N,N-DIMETHYLTHIOFORMAMIDE AND N,N-DIMETHYL-N-NITROSAMINE

INTRODUCTION

Knowledge of the structure, stability and reactivity of free carbanions in
1 p

the gas phase ' is not only of theoretical importance, but can also increase

the understanding of reactions involving organometallic compounds which are

frequently used in synthesis. Recent reports are concerned with the gas phase
3 4 5_7

chemistry of a-heteroatom carbanions, homoenolate anions and dipole
stabilized carbanions derived from methyl formate (MF) and N,N-dimethyl-

8 11

formamide (DMF). " This chapter is concerned with the formal dipole stabi-

lized carbanions derived from N,N-dimethylthioformamide (DMTF) and N,N-di-

methyl-N-nitrosamine (DMNA). These compounds were chosen in order to compare

the gas phase acidity of methyl groups bonded to various polar functional

groups. Furthermore, it is possible to generate from both compounds carban-
12-14

ions which may adopt the anti or the syn geometry (see chapter 7). The

experiments have been performed with the use of Fourier Transform Ion Cyclo-

tron Resonance (FT-ICR) mass spectrometry.

RESULTS

W,N-Dimethylthioformamide: The NH2", H0~ and CH 0" ions react with DMTF ex-

clusively through proton abstraction, whereas C_H_O~ reacts by proton ab-
1 fi

straction and hydride ion transfer. Proton transfer is reversible in the

RO~/ROH/DMTF systems (R = CH_, C 2 H 5 ) . The unspecified gas phase acidity of

DMTF is measured to be 1561 +_ 8 kJ/mol (the temperature of the system is a s -

sumed to be 298 K ) , relative to CH-OH (AG° .. = 1568 + 3 k J / m o l ) 1 7 and C_H COH
17a acid — d 5

(AG .. s 1555 + 3 kJ/mol). The determination of the gas phase acidity is
acid — _

disturbed to some extent by the formation of a HCSNCH_ ion. This ion is not a
18 «.

primary product, but formed as shown in eq. 1. Part of the [M-H]~ ions do

not react to form the n/z 74 ion in the NH ~/NH /DMTF (- 20% unreactive ions)

and in the HO~/H_O/DMTF (- 14% unreactive ions) system. The amount of unreac-

tive ions is negligible in the CH O~/CH_OH/DMTF system (- 2% unreactive ions).

*
Steen Ingemann, Nico M.M. Nibbering, Acta Chem. Scand. B, in press.
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HA ü = ^ [[M-H]-.HA]*

tn/z 88

[HCSN(CH )2.A"]* » HCSNCH + CH,A

m/z 74

HA = H20, CH OH, C2H OH

These results indicate that proton abstraction from DMTF may result in an ion

mixture, but at present no conclusions can be reached regarding the possible

structures of the unreactive ions.

No hydrogen-deuterium exchange is observed in the ND ~/ND,/DMTF system, but

all 6 hydrogen atoms in the [M-H]~ ions are exchanged in the presence of D_0

or CD.OD. The results in figure 1 show that all hydrogen atoms can be ex-

changed with the same apparent rate. Furthermore, CHJ.O~ reacts with

DCSN(CH ) 2 (DMTF-d^ to produce = 89% [M-H]~ and * 11% [M-D]~ ions, whereas

C2HgO~ reacts to form = 73% [M-H]~ and = 27% [M-D]~ ions. The combined re-

sults indicate that the various positions in DMTF are close in acidity to

each other and that the AG° . . values are 1561 + 8 kJ/mol. It can here be
acid -

mentioned that lithiation of DMTF results exclusively in LiCSN(CH >2.

The results in figure 1 and the acidity measurements indicate that proton

abstraction from DMTF can lead to a primary carbanion. This is supported by

the observation that reaction between the [M-H]~ ions from DMTF or DMTF-d

and CF„O proceeds nearly exclusively through loss of two HF molecules from

the collision complex, a reaction which has been observed for a number of

primary carbanions. ' ' '

N,N-Dimethyl-N-nitrosamine: Proton transfer is the sole reaction channel

observed in the anion (NH ~, H0~, CH_O~)/DMNA systems. This process is rever-

sible in the CH_O~/CH OH/DMNA system and the unspecified gas phase acidity of

DMNA is measured to be 1567 + 8 kJ/mol relative to CH OH. The [M-H]~ ion ex-

changes all 5 hydrogen atoms for deuterium atoms with the same apparent rate

in the presence of D„0. The same result has previously been obtained in our
21

laboratory with the use of drift-cell ICR. The FT-ICR method, however, per-

mits the reactions to be followed as a function of time more accurately. The

conjugate base of DMNA reacts with CD_OD partly by exchange and partly by

formation of CD,O~. The relative abundances of the ions observed, therefore,
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p (HCSN(CH3)2) = 2-10"5 Pa

p (CDjOD) =4-10"5 Pa

p INDj) =4-10"5 Pa

500 1000 reaction time

Figure 1. The hydrogen-deuterium exchange reaction of the [M-H] ion from

DMTF with CD,OD followed as a function of reaction time. The slight increase

in the relative abundance of the [M-H]~ (dQ) ions at a reaction time of

about 1000 ms is caused by the fact that - 2% of these ions do not react as

shown in eq. 1. The experimental parameters were as follows: magnetic field

strength: 1.4 Tesla; electron energy: 5 eV; emission current: 600 nA; re-

cording of m/z 50-300.

remain constant after a certain time (about 500 ms) with the values being:

H2% (CD 0", m/z 3H), 22% (dQ) m/z 73), 21% (d.,, m/z Ti), 13% (d2> m/z 75)

and 2% (d , m/z 76). No significant changes in this distribution are ob-

served when the partial pressures of CD.OD and DMNA are varied with a factor

of 2. The regeneration of CD,O~ disturbs the investigation of the exchange

reaction and in order to observe the exchange more clearly, the CD,O~ ions

were ejected continuously from the cell during the reaction time. The re-

sults are shown in figure 2. In these experiments the exchange of those dfl

to d_ ions is observed which are not lost due to reactions with CD-OD giving
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Figure 2. The hydrogen-deuterium exchange reaction between the conjugate base

of DMNA and CD_OD followed as a function of reaction time. The experiments

were performed by first isolating CD,0~ and then allowing this ion to react

with DMNA for 300 ms. Subsequently the dQ ion (m/z 73, see figure 2a) or the

d_ ion (m/z 75, see figure 2b) was isolated and allowed to react with CD_OD

under conditions where the CD_O~ ion was ejected continuously from the cell

during the reaction period. The experimental parameters were as follows: mag-

netic field strength: 1.4 Tesla; electron energy: 1.2 eV; emission current:

400 nA; recording of m/z 50-300.

CD,O~. It can be seen th?t the dQ ion exchanges two hydrogen atoms relatively

fast (figure 2a). In the case of the d_ ion (figure 2b) some d_ can be ob-

served, but the amount formed is less than the amount of d. formed by back

exchange with CD.OH present in the system (see materials).

In terms of structure, the results indicate that proton abstraction from

DMNA can result in a primary carbanion. Support for this can be found, for

example, in the reaction of the [M-H]~ ion with N„0 which proceed through

loss of H„O from the collision complex. This reaction has been observed for
3 4 8 20 22

several primary carbanions. ' ' ' '

DISCUSSION

The general structure of formal dipole stabilized carbanions is shown in

eq. 2 and the extent of dipole stabilization within this simplified picture

is determined by the significance of the resonance form shown.

"^C-Y-Z « — » """C-Y=Z (2)

Y r NR, 0, S

Z = N=0, C=0, C=S

For the neutral molecules the importance of this charge separation is reflec-

ted in the dipole moment and the energy barrier towards rotation around the

bond between the heteroatom and the functional group. The relevant data for

MF, DMF, DMTF and DMNA are collected in table I together with the obtained

gas phase acidities. In principle the acidities given for DMF, DMNA and DMTF

can refer to only one or to both methyl groups. Previously, it has been con-
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Compound ^ acid

kJ mol-1

AGinternal rotation
-1

kJ mol

HCO^CH.

HCON(CH )CH

CH (CH )NNO

HCSN(CH )CH,
3 3

(MF)

(DMF)

(DMNA)

(DMTF)

1665 +

1635 +

1600 +

1594 +

16

16

8

8

1.77

3.82

4.01

4.74

C)

8i

88

g)

h )

Taken from chapter 7. Estimated using AG values given in the text
acia

and taking only symmetry changes into account (see also ref. 1). For the
gas phase. Taken from ref. 23- In benzene. Taken from ref. 23- In ben-

f) c)
zene. Taken from ref. 24. For the gas phase. Taken from ref. 25. Forthe gas phase. Taken from ref. 26. For the gas phase. Taken from ref. 27.

In ortho-dichlorobenzene. Taken from ref. 28. The value for the gas phase

may be somewhat lower, see ref. 26 for the case of DMF.

eluded on the basis of hydrogen-deuterium exchange reactions that the two

methyl groups of DMF have different gas phase acidities. The results shown

in figure 2 can be taken to mean that this is also true for DMNA, whereas the

results in figure 1 indicate that the two methyl groups in DMTF are close to

each other in acidity. These statements are based upon the assumption that

the methyl groups retain their geometrical relationship with respect to the

functional group during the exchange (see scheme 1 and table I) and that in-

ternal rotation in the ions is slow relative to the time the ions are trapped

in the cell of the instrument. The mechanism of the exchange reaction is

shown in scheme 1 for the anti form of the [M-H]~ ion from DMNA.

Lithiation of dlalkyl-N-nitrosamines is known to proceed syn to the oxygen

atom and for N-nitrospiperidines the syn-axial form of the organometallic
29 30compound is generated. ' Furthermore, the syn-axial hydrogen atom in a

conformationally rigid N-nitrosamine has been observed to undergo hydrogen-

-deuterium exchange in (CH.).COD containing tert-butoxide with a much larger

rate constant than the other hydrogen atoms attached to the carbon atoms

bonded to the NNO function. These observations have been rationalized by an

overlap between the carbanionic lone-pair and an orbital on the oxygen atom

of the NO function in the HOMO of the ion with syn geometry. The same type
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CD3OD
N

H3C \H:

CD3OD

°\
N

H3C
/ NCH2D

CD,0"
"N
I + CD3OH

Scheme 1

of interaction could occur in the formal dipole stabilized carbanions derived

from MF and DMF. However, as previously mentioned, ab initio calculation in-

dicate that the ions are more stable in the anti geometry where destabilizing

electrostatic interactions between the carbanionlc lone-pair and the partial

negative charge on the oxygen atom are minimal. The present experimental

results indicate that the gas phase acidities of the two methyl groups in

DMNA are different, but it cannot be concluded whether the syn or the anti

methyl group is the more acidic.

The data in table I show that the methyl group in MF is the least acidic

and that the most acidic methyl group in DMNA is =< 35 kJ/tnol more acidic than

the most acidic methyl group in DMF. In the case of DMTF the methyl groups

are roughly iJO kJ/mol more acidic than the most acidic methyl group in DMF.

This trend in gas phase acidity follows the dipole moments of the neutral

molecules (see Uj. column in table I), although DMNA is more acidic than expec-

ted on the basis of this simple relationship. The enhanced acidity of dial-

kyl-N-nitrosamines compared to that of tert-amides is also observed in solu-

tion and reflected in the facile hydrogen-deuterium exchange of DMNA in D„O
32

containing sodium deuteroxide.

The gas phase acidity of an acid, HA, is given by eq. 3- For the four com-

AHacid(HA) = IE(H') (3)

pounds of interest no data on the relevant Bond Dissociation Energies
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(BDE(C-H)) are available. It is, therefore, not possible to estimate the ex-

tent to which the observed gas phase acidities are determined by changes in

the BDE(C-H) energies and/or the electron affinities, EA, of the radicals

corresponding to the formal dipole stabilized carbanions.

The higher acidity of DMNA compared to that of the methyl groups in DMF

might be caused by changes in the EA values of the corresponding radicals. If

this is true, then it would imply that the NO function exerts a larger stabi-

lizing effect on the carbanion than the CO group. The lack of data on the ap-

propriate BDE(C-H) energies, however, renders any conclusion regarding this

stabilizing effect too uncertain.

For CH-Y systems where the heteroatoms Y are from the same column of the

periodic system, it has been concluded that the gas phase acidity is mainly

determined by the EA of the "CH Y radicals. The observed increase in acidity

when going from DMF to DMTF will be caused by an extra stabilizing effect of

the sulphur atom in the anion from DMTF, if it is assumed that no significant

changes in the BDE(C-H) energies occur. In the anti form of the carbanion the

larger polarizability of sulphur compared to that of oxygen may increase the

charge separation (eq. 2) and thereby stabilize the system more effectively.

In the syn form of the carbanion from DMTF a dipole may be induced on the

sulphur atom, thus decreasing the electrostatic repulsion between the carban-

Ionic lone-pair and the sulphur atom. In conclusion, the larger polarizabili-

ty of sulphur may cause the methyl groups in DMTF to be more acidic than the

ones in W.F and may account for the observation that the two methyl groups in

DMTF are nearly equally acidic in the gas phase.

MATERIALS

Most of the chemicals used were commercially available. The inlet and the

vacuum system of the FT-ICR instrument were fluxed 3 times with CD,OD before

the deuterium content of this sample was .measured to be 83% d,. and 17% d, by
6

El (p(CD,OD) =8.10" Pa, electron energy = 12 eV, trapping time = 10 ms).

The DCSN(CH_). sample was prepared by reaction between ({CH,)?CH)9NLi and
19

DMTF followed by quenching with D„0. The product was purified with prepara-

tive GC (column 0V 17, temperature 16O°C) and the position of the deuterium

was checked by NMR. The label content was measured to be 89% d. by field

ionization (Varian MAT 711 double focusing mass spectrometer) and FT-ICR mass

spectrometry.
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CHAPTER 9

ISOMERIC C H O IONS FORMED IN GAS PHASE REACTIONS OF

ANIONS WITH 2,2-DIMETHYLPROPANAL AND 2,2-DIMETHYLCYCLOPROPANOL*

INTRODUCTION

The chemistry of homoenolate anions In the liquid phase has received con-

siderable attention since the first explicit study of the homoenolate anion

from 3,3-dimethyl-bicyclo-[2,2,1]-heptan-2-one by Nickon and Lambert in
1 2

1962. ' Proton abstraction from 2-methyl-2-nitrosopropane and 2,2-dimethyl-

propanal (J_) in the gas phase has been investigated in our laboratory with

the purpose of generating free anions which could be stabilized by homoconju-

gation. The observation that the [M-H]~ ions from these compounds exchange

up to 8 (9) hydrogen atoms for deuterium atoms in the presence of D_0 was

taken as evidence for the existence of the primary carbanions: CI

(X r NO, CHO). The stabilization of these ions was suggested to arise from

electrostatic attraction between the charge on the carbon atom and the dipole

of the NO or CHO group rather than from homoconjugation.

In principle, at least five possible structures can be written for the

C-H.O" ions formed by proton abstraction from U a. can be formed by proton

abstraction from the carbonyl group in J_, whereas b_-e_ may be formed as a con-

sequence of proton abstraction from a methyl group in J_. The present investi-

gation has been performed in order to provide more information on the struc-

tured) of the C_H.O~ ions generated in gas phase reactions of anions with J_

and the isomeric compound 2,2-dimethylcyclopropanol (2). The results have

been obtained with the use of Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance

(FT-ICR) mass spectrometry.

RESULTS

2,2-Dimethylpropanal (J_): The ions NH2", C2H NH~, (CH )2N~ and H0~ react

with J_ exclusively through proton abstraction under the experimental condi-

tions used, whereas CH_O~ reacts by hydride ion transfer. Proton transfer is

initially reversible in the HO~/H„O/J_ system, but equilibrium is not reached

Renée Peerboom, Steen Ingemann, Nico M.M. Nibbering, Reel. Trav. Chim.

Pays-Bas, in press.
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(CH3)3C — C = 0

C H } /

CH,-C-C
H

"CH,

- O'
CH2

c

CH2

{CH3)2CH-CH=CH-O

and the reversibility can no longer be observed after a trapping time of 1-2

s. The 0 ' ion reacts mainly by hydrogen atom abstraction, but products

formed as a consequence of attack at the carbonyl function are also observed.1

40%

0 ' H

m/z 16

0
I

(CH,),C-C-H
3 3 |

0.

HC02

m/z

( C H3 )3 C" (1)

(2)

m/z 101

Proton and deuteron abstraction are observed when (CH_)_CCDO (3) is used as

substrate (table I). The final proton/deuteron abstraction is preceded by a

multiple hydrogen-deuterium exchange within the collision complex in the hy-

droxide ion systems (table I). Furthermore, reaction of H 0~ with 1 shows
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Table I. Initial relative abundances of the m/z 85-87 ions formed in the an-
a)ion/(CH ) CCDO systems.

An ion PA(A")b)

kJ/mol

[M-D]"

m/z 85

[M-H]"

m/z 86

[M-2H+D]"

m/z 87

[M-D]"

m/z 85

[M-H]

m/z 86

,- d)

NH2"

C2H5
(CH

HO"

DO"

e)

NH" e )

) N" e )

1689

1671

1658

1635

33

37

42

45

24

67

63

58

55

37

81

84

86

19

16

14

39

Obtained by monitoring the relative abundances of the ions as a function

of time and subsequently extrapolating to time zero. Values have been

taken from ref. 13- Corrected for natural C contributions. Corrected

for the statistical preference for proton abstraction. No significant

change in the relative abundances is observed within the time interval stud-

ied (up to around 500 ms).

18
that 0 is incorporated in approximately 40% of the ions formed by proton

abstraction. This result is similar to that obtained for CgH-CHO and can be

rationalized as shown in eq. 3.

H18O~ RCHO

[HO".RCH18O]*

18OH

R-C-H
I
0

180"

R-C-H

OH

[M-H-16O 1 8 O ] ~

(3)

R = C6H5, (CH3)3C

No hydrogen-deuterium exchange of the fM-H]~ ions from J_ can be observed
q

if ND, is used as the exchange reagent. In the presence of D?0 up to 9 hy-

drogen atoms can be exchanged. The distribution of the d to dQ ions re-

mains nearly constant after a trapping time of a few hundred ms. This distri-

bution is roughly: 12% (dQ, m/z 85), 19% (d.,, m/z 86), 17% (d2, m/z 87),

(d3, m/z 88), 12% (dH, m/z 89), 10% (d5, m/z 90), 7% (<V m/z 91), 5% (d?,
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m/z 92), 3% (dg, m/z 93), 1% (dg, tn/z 9*0.
1° Moreover, the hydrogen-deuterium

exchange is no longer observed if the d-, d. or d. ion is isolated at a trap-

ping time of round 1 s and subsequently allowed to react with D„0.

Both the [M-H]~ and [M-D]~ ions from 3̂  react with their precursor under ad-

duct formation notwithstanding the low pressure conditions used. However, the

[M-D]~ ion generated in the NH ~/NH /3 system reacts aïso to form a m/z 115

ion which is not observed in the case of the [M-H]~ ion reacting with 3^. The

formation of the m/z 115 ion can be formulated as shown in eq. 4.

m/z 85

0 0

C-C-C

o
N

m/z 115

and CF20The reactions of the [M-H]~ and the [M-D]~ ions from 3. with C

have been studied in order to probe further their structure(s). The results

are collected in table II.

2,2-Ditnethylcyclopropanol (2): The ions NH ", HO , CH.O , C9H,-0 and F
4 IT

react with this compound only by proton abstraction. ' Although equili-

brium is not observed in the R0~/R0H/2_ systems (R = H, CH , C^H-), it is ob-

served at relatively short trapping times (up to around 1 s) that part of the

[M-H]~ ions from £ can abstract a proton from the ROH molecules present. Hy-

drogen atom abstraction, proton transfer, formation of HCO ~ and (CH,),CCO„~

(see eqs 1, 2) are observed in the case of 0~" being the reactant ion. Sig-

nificantly, the [M-H]~ ions from 2_ are observed to undergo hydrogen-deuterium

exchange with V^O in a similar way as the [M-H]~ ions from J_. Reaction with

C,F, proceeds also analogously to the reaction of the [M-H]~ from _1_ with this

substrate (table II).
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Table II. Product ions formed in the reactions of the [M-D]~ ions from

(CH_) CCDO and the [M-H]~ ions from (CH ) CCDO, (CfM-CCHO,

and (CH )2CHCH2CH0 with CgFg and CFgO.

system

(CH_),CCDO (3)

LM~DJ /NH^./C^F^
0 Do

[M-H]"/NH3/C6F6

[M-H]"/NH3/CF20

(CH ) CCHO (j_)

[M-H]"/H20/C6F6

(CH3)2CCH2CHOH (2)

[M-H]"/H20/C6F6

(CH )2CHCH2CH0 (£)

[M-H]"/H2O/C6F6

Product ions

C6F5~_

CF02"

C6 F
5"_

C6 F5~
C6F5°"

C1iW

m/z

167

183

63

112

167

183

203

231

167

183

203

231

183

203

231

30

64

3

3

%

100b)

100b)

90° >

10

22d)

75

2

1

93 f )

3

H

82

8

10

Assumed elemental composition of the product ions. Trapping time 500

ms. Trapping time 500 ms. Isolation of the [M-H]~ ion after a trapping

time of 100 ms followed by reaction with the molecules present for 1 s.

Isolation of the [M-H]~ ion after a trapping of 1 s followed by a reaction
f)

period of 1 s. Trapping time 1 s.
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DISCUSSION

The ion structures b-d are within the concept of homoenolate anions reso-
2

nance structures of the same non-classical ion. Model calculations, however,

predict that ion structure £ should be around 40 kJ/mol less stable than ion

structure g_. Previously, it has been suggested that b_ is the structure of

-CH2CH2CHO CH2 CHCT

CH,

the C_H.O~ ions formed by proton abstraction from 1. The present results in-

dicate that the situation is more complex and that an ion mixture with

changing composition is formed in the reactions of anions with _1_ and 2. Ion

structures b_-d_ are in the following treated as different ionic species. How-

ever, it should be pointed out that at present it is not possible to conclude

whether the ion structures l)-<i are resonance structures or interconverting

ions.

Acidities: The gas phase acidity of the methyl groups in 1 is placed be-

tween the values for H20 (AH°cl(J= 1635 kJ/mol)
13 and CH OH (AH°c±d = 1587

kJ/mol) on the basis of bracketing experiments. The results in table I

show that proton abstraction from the formyl position in _1_ is kinetically a

more facile process than proton abstraction from a methyl group. It is not

possible, however, to determine the most acidic position within _1_ or to

conclude which possible CLHQO" isomer is responsible for the observed refor-

mation of H0~ in the H0~/H„O/J_ system. Bracketing experiments place the acid-

ity of 2 in between the values for HF (AH0 . . = 1554 kJ/mol)13 and CH,CH0

— , acid 3
( acid = 1 5 3 3 kJ/mol> ( s e e a l s 0 r e f s 3b, 4). The obtained acidities to-

gether with other relevant data are collected in table III.
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Table III. Thermochemical data for (CH ) CCHO, (CHg)gCCH^CHOH and

(CH )2CHCH2CH0.

compound AH° a ) AH° . J
b ) AH°(A~)

f acid f
kJ/mol kJ/mol kJ/mol

(CH3)3CCHO (_1_)

(CH )2C>—PHOH

(CH )2CHCH2CH0

(2)

<I>

-247

-176

-234

1611

1544

1531

+ 24

± 16

± 1 6
C )

-172 +

-168 +

-239 +

24

16

16

(b)

(£>

(•)

Estimated with the use of group additivity rules, see ref. 20. See

text. c ) Assumed to be close to the value for CH_CH_CHO (AH0 . . = 1531 +
3 2 acid —

kJ/mol), see ref. 13.

Ion structures: The results can be explained if it is assumed that ions

a-e are formed in the reactions of anions with J_ and 2. Support for the for-

mation of a_ can be found in the occurrence of reaction 4 and the reaction of
15the [M-D]~ ion from 3 with C,F, (table II)

— DO

— 6 6 j j o o

mlz 85 ( 5 )

- i * -

m/z 167

The occurrence of hydrogen-deuterium exchange between the [M-H]~ ion from

J_ and DpO would imply that b_ is formed. Loss of two HF molecules from the

collision complex is observed to a minor extent in the reaction of the

[M-H]~ ion from 3 with CF„O (table I I ) . This process which leads to a m/z
"~ 16—18

112 ion has been observed for several primary carbanions.

The formation of C,F_O~ and CFO ~ in the reactions of the [M-H]~ ion from
6 5 2

3_ with C,F, and CF^O, respectively, indicate that nucleophilic attack can

occur via the oxygen atom (table II). This can be taken to mean that JJ under-

goes ring closure to form c_ which then reacts with C,F, or CF^O as observed

for alkoxide ions reacting with C,F_OR compounds. c_, however, may ring open

to regenerate b_ as indicated by the occurrence of hydrogen-deuterium exchange
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between the [M-H]~ ion from 2_ and D»0.

Ion e_ can be formed directly by proton abstraction from 3-methylbutanal

(4) and this ion reacts with CCF, under formation of the ions listed in
~ 1 5 a 6 6

table II. The m/z 203 and 231 ions are also observed when the [M-H] ions

from J_ react with C,F,- in the presence of water. This observation and the

fact that the hydrogen-deuterium exchange in the D0~/D„0/_1_ or _2 system stops

after a certain time can be explained by postulation of the formation of ion

e_ in the H0~/H20/_1_ or 2_ system. The formation of ions a-e in these systems

is illustrated in scheme 1.

[|CH3)3CCO . H20

h

a. • HjO

(CHjljCCHO

1

HCT ICH,)3CCH0. H0~ 1*

1 t
.HjO ] *

+ HO"
CH,

(CH3)jC-—>
CH, • H20

1
[(CH3),CCHjCHO . HjO]*

1 1

H,0

HjO

|CH,)2CHCH2CHO • HO'

2.

" ] *UCH,)2CHCH2CHO.HO" ]

t(CH,)2CHCHCHO" . H,0 ]"

Scheme 1
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The essential step in the formation of e_ is ring opening of c_ to give the

tert-carbanion £ (see complex _1_ in scheme 1). Proton abstraction from the wa-

ter molecule present in the complex followed by deprotonation of the a-posi-

tion of the generated 3-methylbutanal molecule leads to e_. Regeneration of

complexes li-ri (scheme 1) may occur when free ions a-£ encounter a water mole-

cule and as a consequence of this all the C_H„O~ ions will be converted even-

tually into the enolate anion e_.

The difference in gas phase acidity between ]_ and £ is approximately the

same as the difference in AH° of these compounds (table III). The AHf of b_

and c_, therefore, becomes similar; the maximal difference to be expected is

40 kJ/mol. The AH° of d relative to b and c is difficult to estimate. Recent

experiments indicate that the relative gas phase acidities of simple alkanes

are: CH-CH- < (CH )gCH < CH^ < (CH-J-CH.19 The difference in gas phase acid-

ity of (CH.,) CH and CHj, was estimated to be about 12 kJ/mol. Upon the assump-

tion that the -CH- position in ̂  is about 12 kJ/mol more acidic than the

methyl groups in _1_, it can be estimated that the AH°(d_) is close to AH^(b^).

These estimates are very rough, but a similar stability of b-ci together with

low energy barriers for their interconversion may explain the observation

that the same ion mixture is formed in the HO~/H 0/_1_ and 2_ systems. Alterna-

tively, the results can be explained by formation of an actual homoenolate

anion with b-d_ as resonance structures. Reprotonation of the homoenolate an-

ion to give _1_, Z_ or _4_ may then be in competition with each other.

In the case of _1_ H0~ is the weakest base which can lead to formation of the

CLH_0~ ions, whereas the ion mixture a_-e_ may be formed from 2_ in any of the

systems where proton abstraction is exot':«rmic. This explains the observation

that part of the [M-H]~ ions from 2_ can abstract a proton from acids which
20 21

are much weaker than 2_ in the gas phase. For example, '

(CH ) C—-CHOH
3 \(fa + CH 0" • £ + CH OH (6)

2 m/z 31 m/z 85

AH0 a -H6 kJ/mol
r

b + CH3OH •» (CH3)3CCHO + CH3O~ (7)

m/z 85 m/z 31

AH° a -25 kJ/mol
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It has been concluded from extensive studies of homoenolate anions in solu-
22

tion that the regiochemistry of the rearrangement of cyclopropanols and

carbonyl compounds through the intermediacy of such ions is controlled by the

relieve of strain, product stability and the stability of the incipient carb-
2

anion. Formation of an incipient primary carbanion is observed to be fa-
2

voured over the formation of secondary or tertiary carbanions. 2_, for exam-
23

pie, is converted exclusively into J_ under basic conditions, a process
21

which is analogous to reactions 6 and 7 in the gas phase. Furthermore, the

homoenolate anion from 2,2,4,4-tetramethylpentan-3-one rearranges to 2,2,5-

-trimethylhexan-3-one 3 times slower than regeneration of the starting com-

pound occurs. The observation that up to 9 hydrogen atoms in the [M-H]~

ions from J_ can be exchanged for deuterium in the gas phase implies that the

formation of complexes (Uj) c a n co mP e t e effectively with that of complexes

(l_/in) (scheme 1), but it is not possible to estimate the relative rates of

their formation.

MATERIALS

Most of the chemicals used were commercially available. The (CH ) CCDO (3)

compound (99% d.) was prepared by reduction of (CH,),CC02CH_ with LiAlD^ fol-

lowed by oxidation of the alcohol to the aldehyde by pyridinium chlorochro-
25

mate. 2,2-Dimethylcyclopropanol was prepared by cleavage of the trimethyl-
23

silyl ether derivative in methanol at room temperature and purified by GC

(column OV 17, temperature 70°C) before use. The identity of this compound

was checked by NMR and FT-ICR mass spectrometry. The trimethylsilyl ether of

2_ was synthesised by a Simmons-Smith reaction using (CH.,)_C=CHOSi(CH,)_ as
23

substrate. ~
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SUMMARY

The subject of this thesis is gas phase ion/molecule reactions (basic as-

pects are described in chapter 1) as studied by Fourier Transform Ion Cyclo-

tron Resonance (FT-ICR) mass spectrometry (chapter 2 contains a short des-

cription of this method). The chapters 3, 4 and 6 are mainly concerned with

mechanistic aspects of gas phase ion/molecule reactions. An equally impor-

tant aspect of the thesis is the stability and reactivity of cx̂ thio carban-

ions (chapter 5), dipole stabilized carbanions (chapters 7 and 8) and homo-

enolate anions (chapter 9)-

Reactions between nucleophiles and C,F,-OCH.. are described in chapter 3-

The observed reaction channels are: S„2 substitution at the -OCH group,

IPSO substitution at the carbon atom bearing the -OCH_ substituent and nu-

cleophilic aromatic substitution at the fluorine bearing carbon atoms (S„Ar

reaction). The last mentioned reaction which is the favoured one in all

cases studied leads to formation of an F~ ion/molecule complex whose life-

time is sufficiently long to allow secondary reactions to take place (scheme

1). These secondary reactions are in order of decreasing facility: proton

transfer, E2 elimination and S.,2 substitution.

RY"

r 0CH3

PRODUCTS

Loose ion -
molecule
complex

<r-anion
complex

F' ion-molecule
complex

Scheme 1

In the cases of 2-, 3- and 4-FC,H.OCH (chapter 4) the main reactions are:

proton transfer from one of the ring positions, S..2 substitution and S,,Ar

reaction at the fluorine bearing'carbon atom (only significant in the case

of 2-FCgHjjOCH,). Hydrogen-deuterium exchange reactions between the TM-H]~

ion from 2- and ^-FCgH^OCH- and D20 show that not only the aryl hydrogen

atoms but also the hydrogen atoms at the methyl group are exchanged. A possi-

ble explanation for this is that intramolecular proton transfer occurs from

the methyl group to the negative charge located at the ortho position with
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respect to the -OCH, substituent. This rationalization is supported by the

observation that reaction between NH ~ and it-FĈ Hj.OCD- results in C,FH_D~
2 6 4 3 6 3

and CgFH_D2~ ions in the same amount which means that there is an equilibra-

tion between the three deuterium atoms of the methyl group and the ortho hy-

drogen atom prior to loss of formaldehyde (scheme 2).

,CD,

t NH2

m/z 16

-NH3

C6DH3F- + CD2O

m/z 96

CDH

C6D2H2F" + CDHO

m/z 97

Scheme 2

The gas phase reactions of anions with methyl formate and N,N-dimethyl-

formamide (DMF) as studied by Flowing Afterglow (FA), Selected Ion Flow Tube

(SIFT) and FT-ICR are described in chapter 6. Methyl formate reacte with an-

ions through proton abstraction from either the methyl group or the carbonyl

position (chapters 6 and 7), a-elimination, B.„2 and S.,2 substitution. An-

ions with a sufficiently high proton affinity react with DMF through proton

abstraction from a methyl group and to a-lesser extent from the carbonyl po-

sition (chapters 6 and 7). Although the pressures used in the FA/SIFT expe-

riments are about 10 times larger than the pressures used in the FT-ICR ex-

periments the results obtained with the different methods are in close

agreement with each other.

Proton abstraction from CH.SCH- and C^SCH- is described in chapter 5.

The gas phase acidities reported in chapters 5, 7 and 8 are collected in the

table.
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Table. Gas phase acidities reported in chapters 5, 7 and 8.

Compound AH0 kJ/mol

HCO2CH 1665+16

CHgSCH- 1646 + 8

HCON(CH )CH 1635 +_ 16

ONN(CH3)CH3 1600 + 8

HCSN(CH )CH 1594 + 8

C6H5SCH3 1591 + 8

The stability of an a-heteroatom carbanion is increased when the hetero-

atom is bonded to a functional group capable of inducing a partial positive

charge on the heteroatom. This leads to dipole stabilized carbanions which

have the general structure:

Y = NR, 0, S

Z = N=0, C=0, r.=S

Dipole stabilized carbanions derived from methyl formate and DMF are des-

cribed in chapter 7. Qualitative acidity measurements indicate that the

acidity of the methyl groups in these compounds are increased relative to

the acidity of CH OCH, and (CH,),N, respectively. A central result is that

the [M-H]~ ion from DCON(CH,)„ is observed to exchange two hydrogen atoms

with deuterium atoms in the presence of ND relatively fast, whereafter the

exchange process becomes much slower. This result is taken to mean that the

two methyl groups in DMF are different with respect to gas phase acidity. A

similar observation is reported for the case of (CH ) NNO whereas the two

methyl groups in HCSN(CH ) are close to each other in acidity (chapter 8).

Chapter 9 is concerned with the structures of the C H.O" ions formed

through proton abstraction from 2,2-dimethylpropanal (J_) and 2,2-dimethylcy-

clopropanol (2_). Five possible structures have been taken into account:

(CH,)-CCO, "CH2C(CH3)2CH0, (CHg)2CCH^CH0", (CH )2CCH2CH0, (CH-)2CHCHCH0~.

The C,.HgO~ ions derived from _1_ and 2_ are observed to undergo hydrogen-deute-

rium exchange with D„0 and to react with C,F, in a similar way. These re-

sults indicate that the same ion-mixture is being formed from J_ and 2.
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SAMENVATTING

Het onderwerp van dit proefschrift is gasfase ion/molecuul reacties (funda-

mentele aspecten zijn beschreven in hoofdstuk 1) bestudeerd met behulp van

Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonantie (FT-ICR) massaspectrometrie (deze

methode is kort beschreven in hoofdstuk 2). De hoofdstukken 3, 't en 6 behan-

delen voornamelijk mechanistische aspekten van gasfase ion/molecuul reac-

ties. Een even belangrijk thema in dit proefschrift is de stabiliteit en re-

activiteit van a-thio carbanionen (hoofdstuk 5), dipool gestabiliseerde car-

banionen (hoofdstukken 7 en 8) en homoenolaat anionen (hoofdstuk 9).

De reacties tussen nucleofielen en C£FrOCH_ zijn beschreven in hoofdstuk 3.
o 5 3

De waargenomen reacties zijn: S 2 substitutie op de -OCH, groep, IPSO substi-

tutie op het koolstofatoom, dat de -OCH_ substituent draagt en nucleofiele
aromatische substitutie op de fluor gesubstitueerde •koolstofatomen S„A

reactie). De S,,Ar reactie, die in alle bestudeerde gevallen het gunstigt is,

resulteert in de vorming van een F~ ion/molecuul complex, dat lang genoeg

leeft voor het plaatsvinden van secundaire reacties (schema 1). Deze secun-

daire reacties zijn in volgorde van afnemende gemakkelijkheid: proton ab-

stractie, E2 eliminatie en S.,2 substitutie.

Loose ion -
molecule
complex

-,*

(r-anion
complex

PRODUCTS

F" ion-molecule
complex

Schema 1

In de gevallen van 2-, 3- en 4-FCgH^OCH, (hoofdstuk 4) zijn de belangrijk-

ste reacties: Proton abstractie van een van de ring posities, S.,2 substitutie

en S„Ar reactie op het fluor gesubstitueerde koolstofatoom (uitsluitend van

belang in het geval van S-FCgH^OCH,). Waterstof-deuterium uitwisselingsreac-

ties tussen de [M-H]~ ionen van 2- en 4-FC,Hj.OCH_ en D^O geven aan, dat er

uitwisseling plaatsvindt niet alleen met de aryl waterstofatomen, maar ook

met de waterstofatomen van de methyl groep. Deze waarneming kan verklaard

worden door het postuleren van een intramoleculaire proton verhuizing van de
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methyl groep naar de negatieve lading op de ortho positie t.o.v. de -OCH,

substituent. Deze rationalisatie wordt ondersteund door de waarneming, dat

NH2" reageert met 4-FCgH^OCD, onder vorming van CgFH,D~ en C,FH_D ~ ionen in

gelijke hoeveelheden. Dit betekent, dat de drie deuterium atomen gelijkwaar-

dig geworden zijn, voor dat fragmentatie door verlies van formaldehyde

plaatsvindt (schema 2).

—

m/z 16

C6DH3F" + CD70

m/z 96

CDHO

m/z 97

Schema 2

De gasfase reacties tussen anionen en methylformiaat, c.q. N,N-dimethyl-

formamide (DMF), zoals bestudeerd met behulp van de Flowing Afterglow (FA),

Selected Ion Flow Tube (SIFT) en FT-ICR methoden, zijn beschreven in hoofd-

stuk 6. Methyl formiaat reageert met anionen door proton abstractie van de

methyl groep of de carbonyl posit.'.e (hoofdstukken 6 en 7), a-eliminatie,

B 2 en SN2 substitutie. Anionen, die een voldoende hoge proton affiniteit

bezitten, reageren met DMF door proton abstractie van een methyl groep en in

geringere mate van de carbonyl positie (hoofdstukken 6 en 7). De met de drie

methoden verkregen resultaten komen in hoge mate met elkaar overeen, ondanks

het feit dat de toegepaste drukken ongeveer 10 maal hoger zijn in de FA/

SIFT experimenten dan in de FT-ICR experimenten.

Proton abstractie van CH.SCH en C,H SCH is behandeld in hoofdstuk 5. De
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in de hoofdstukken 5, 7 en 8 vermelde gasfase zuursterkten zijn verzameld in

de tabel.

Tabel. Gasfase zuursterkten vermeld in de hoofdstukken 5, 7 en 8.

verbinding AH0 kJ/mol
zuur

HCO2CH3 1665 + 16

CH SCH- 1646 + 8

HCONfCH )CH 1635 +_ 16

ONN(CH )CH, 1600 + 8

HCSN(CH3)CH 1591 + 8

C6H5SCH 1591 + 8

De stabiliteit van een a-heteroatoom carbanion kan verhoogd worden door

het heteroatoom te binden aan een functionele groep, die een partieel posi-

tieve lading op het heteroatoom kan induceren. Dit leidt tot dipool gestabi-

liseerde carbanionen met de algemene structuur:

-«. ~ «̂. ~ + ~
^ C-Y-Z «•—•> ^ C-Y-Z

Y = NR, 0, S

Z r N=0, C=0, C=S

De dipool gestabiliseerde carbanionen gevormd uit methylformiaat en DMF

zijn in hoofdstuk 7 beschreven. Kwalitatieve zuursterkte metingen wijzen er

op, dat de zuursterkte van de methyl groepen in deze verbindingen toegenomen

is t.o.v. de zuursterkte van de methyl groepen van CH-OCH- c.q. (CH_)_N. Een

belangrijk resultaat is, dat twee waterstofatomen in het [M-H]~ ion van

DC0N(CH_)2 betrekkelijk snel uitwisselen met deuterium atomen in aanwezig-

heid van ND_, maar daarna wordt de uitwisselingsreactie veel trager. De in-

terpretatie van dit resultaat is gegeven in termen van een verschil in zuur-

sterkte tussen de twee methyl groepen. Dezelfde waarneming is vermeld in

hoofdstuk 8 in het geval van (CH-)-NNO. In tegenstellling tot deze waarne-

mingen is in hoofdstuk 8 geconcludeerd, dat de twee methyl groepen in

HCSN(CH_)2 vrijwel gelijk zijn in zuursterkte.
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In hoofdstuk 9 zijn de mogelijke structuren van de Cj-H-O" ionen, die ge-

vormd zijn door proton abstractie van 2,2-dimethylpropanal (J_) en 2,2-dime-

thylcyclopropanol (2), behandeld. Vijf mogelijke structuren zijn in beschou-

wing genomen: (CH ) CCO, "CF^CCCH )2CH0, (CH.^ÊCH^CHO", (CH )2CCH2CH0 en

(CH ) CHCHCHO~. De C,-HqO~ ionen, die gevormd zijn vanuit _1_ en 2_, wisselen

waterstofatomen uit met deuterium atomen in aanwezigheid van D„0 en reageren

met C,F, op gelijke wijze. Deze resultaten geven aan, dat hetzelfde mengsel
o o

van ionen wordt gevormd vanuit 1 en 2.


